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Meet THE BOSS BY
Power enough for 100 squares—
twice the power of our previous
models, yet small and lightweight for
quick, convenient portability.
Exceptional Reliability—
proven in years of square dance use.
A $1,000. Value—
but priced at just $595.!
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Why the P-400 Is the Finest Professional Sound System Available
This 17-pound system, housed in a 14"x14"x5" sewn vinyl carrying
case, is easy to transport and set up, yet will deliver an effortless 120
R.M.S. watts of clear, clean power.
Conservative design which lets the equipment "loaf" results in high
reliability and long life. Yet this small powerhouse has more useful
features than we have ever offered before:
VU meter for convenient visual sound level indication
Two separate power amplifiers
Two separately adjustable microphone channels
Optional remote music control
5-gram stylus pressure for extended record life (Others use up to 10!)
Internal strobe
BUILT-IN music-only monitor power amplifier
Tape input and output
Convenient control panel
Exclusive Clinton Features
Only Clinton has a floating pickup/turntable suspension, so that an
accidental bump as you reach for a control knob will not cause
needle skip.
Only Clinton equipment can be operated on an inverter, on high line
voltage, or under conditions of output overload without damage.
Only Clinton offers a dual speed control— normal and extended
range (0-80 r.p.m.) and automatic speed change from 33 to 45 rpm
Clinton alone rates power output, supplies a comprehensive service
handbook including SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS for easy emergency service, and makes available plug-in components for such service
We Back Up Our Products
If you don't like the P-400 for any reason, return it within 30 days for
a full refund (except shipping). Parts and labor for any factory service
within one year are fully warranted. For as long as you, the original
purchaser, own your Clinton, we will supply loan equipment should
you wish to return it to us for service.
If price were no object, the P-400 would still be the best performing
and most reliable system on the market. Yet this new standard of
excellence is priced at a modest $595. THE BOSS is the best choice at
any price.
CLINTON INSTRUMENT COMPANY, PO Box 505, Clinton CT 06413
Tel: 203-669-7548
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Last month one of our feature articles
discussed the search for and development of our square dance leadership. A
few words are in order on the
maintenance and sustenance of leaders
now active.
Who are our square dance leaders?
This ubiquitous group runs the gamut
from national figures to the club officers
in East Cupcake, Illinois and the caller
in West Desert, Arizona. The square
dance leader is your corner in the
square, or your friend who called a few
one night when your old caller moved
away, and found he had undertaken all
the teaching and organizing and
programming responsibilities of the
"glamorous" position of caller.
Some leaders assume their mantles
because of that mysterious charm called
charisma: people just naturally turn to
them. Many more leaders are thrust
into their roles because they were
present and available at a time and
place when a job needed to be done.
No one is a leader a// of the time. Full
responsibility in one area may mean a
deep appreciation of being a follower
when someone else is leading. Often,
though, leaders become involved in
more than one leadership role, and
because they are also human, they
become pressured, harried, worried,
and once in a while, they "goof".
4

What do we owe to those in
leadership roles? Do we owe them
anything, or are we just thankful they.
and not we, are "taking the flak"?
In this current decade. one trend
seems to be a distrust of "them", those
who play any role in directing our lives.
Translate this from government to
square dancing. Remember the neighbor who became club president, the
friend who became a caller, the dancer
who became convention chairman. You
knew them when. You know their good
intentions, their sincerity, their goals
and desires for the good of square
dancing. These folks don't change
overnight when they assume a leadership role.
We owe them our understanding. our
support. our help and our loyalty. We
owe them the knowledge that we can
accept their mistakes as such without
impuning their integrity. Because a
leader acts in a way you dispute does
not mean he is lacking in honesty or
personal commitment to his responsibility.
This whole editorial could be summed
up in the words of the Golden Rule.
Give our present leaders the respect
and appreciation you'll expect tomorrow
in your role of square dance leader.
American SQuaredance March 1979
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$ 799

PER PERSON
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
PLUS $6.00 U.S. AIRPORT DEPARTURE TAX

DEPARTURE FROM ATLANTA, GEORGIA

• Queen Kapiolani Hotel on Oahu, 4 Nights.

• Square Dancing on Two Islands

• Sheraton Maui Hotel on Maui, 3 Nights.

• Round-Trip Jet Air Transportation

• Kona Lagoon Hotel on Hawaii, 3 Nights.

• Free Sparkling Champagne.

• Pre-registration at All Hotels.

• Meal Service Enroute

• A Welcome continental Breakfast

• Beautiful Flower Lei Greeting

• A Fantastic Luau, Complete
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I"BUDDY" AND BECKY ALLISON
4259 Springdale Circle
Powder Springs, Georgia 30073
Phone (404) 943-9579

WRITE OR CALL:
BILL AND CAROLYN McVEY
9380 Indian Spring Drive
Roswell, Georgia 30075
Phone (404) 993-7927

STAY OUT OF TROUBLE
Here's a mouthful....
Sign up well ahead and keep a WELL HEAD....

PO Box 788

Sandusky OH
_
A NIERIC -\\
SQUARE DRNCE 44870
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed.
Two Years at $14

One Year at $8
Canadian and Foreign add

per year postage

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP CODE
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waited as long as you did to increase the
rates. We really enjoy the magazine.
Gene Reneau
Fairland, Indiana

Thanks to your article in the
December issue, our Round Town
Square-A-Round Pumpkin has returned
home. It went to the Jud-i-Cues at
Washington Court House, then to Circle
8 Club in Vandalia. From there it
traveled to the Lewisburg Promenaders,
the Buckeye Squares of Dayton, the
Dayton 2x4's, and on to the Hayloft
Twirlers of Lebanon, where it must have
gotten pushed back in a closet.
Your article brought it out of hiding
and the Honey Bees of Lebanon
retrieved it and headed it home by way
of Hillsboro Yellow Rockers, back to the
Jud-i-Cues and to Circleville, where
President Bob Dahl gave it to me for
safekeeping until our next October
Pumpkin Show Special.
Some very nice notes were included
inside the pumpkin. Thanks so much to
all those involved, especially to American Squaredance magazine.
Eddie Powell
Reynoldsburg, Ohio
Thanks so much for publishing my
New Year's square dance resolutions,
and for the extra copy of the magazine
and also for extending our subscription
to American Squaredance for a year.
What a nice way to start the New Year
for the Wilkinsons — we appreciate it
Mildred Wilkinson
so much.
Hot Springs, Arkansas
You went to great detail to explain the
need for an increase in rates. I feel the
magazine, American Squaredance, is a
bargain at twice the original cost of
$7.00 per year. I am surprised that you
6

Thank you for the year's subscription
to American Squaredance magazine and
the wonderful expression of friendliness
in your letter. The banquet was the
most fantastic event that ever happened
in my entire life.
Even though I have retired from
calling and teaching, I had not planned
on giving up my subscription. I have
been a subscriber for more than twenty
years and each issue gets better and
better
Earl Brown
Birmingham, Alabama
Thank you much for others to know of
the idea for using Shrink Plastic
("Product Line," January 1979)....
However, perhaps I did not write the
name and address plainly enough. I get
my Shrink Plastic at Bev's Arts and
Crafts on North Mountain, Ontario.
California.
Cleo Shore
Pomona. California
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OREGON ROUND DANCE
INSTRUCTORS
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Lake County Fairgrounds
Eugene, Oregon
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For Further Information:
■ 1979 Summer Festival, P.O. Box 2141 ■
■
■
Eugene OR 97402

■
■
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

This month a bevy of "best friends" has dropped in to chat with you about their
— and your — favorite topic, square and round dancing.
Frequently now we are sent news of long-term anniversaries. Just as ASD is
celebrating its 34th year, many callers and clubs are "getting up there." This
month, Grace Lippencott, president of Crest haven Squares (who are not that old)
sent a story on the club caller's fiftieth wedding anniversary celebration. A fiftieth
anniversary — wedding, calling, club, anything — just has to be newsworthy!
Helen Ganster relates what happens when a PA system picks up CB signals and
Carole Manning what happens to a wife when her husband picks up the mike.
Helen is a dancer from the Washington, D.C. area, a writer and a humorist; Carole
now hails from Oklahoma, although your editors first met her in Alaska.
Round dancing is ably covered by Fred Haury and Shirley Fleck. Fred gives
suggestions for round dancers to use when on a ballroom floor. Dazzle your friends:
throw in a few grapevines, cuts, wraps, or locks, perhaps even a tamara! (Watch for
a big new book on round dancing by Fred, now being typeset.) Shirley gives her
answers to "Why teach rounds?" from a purely personal standpoint.
In this season of planning for summer callers colleges and clinics, our old friend
Al Eblen asks if caller training is an expense or an obligation for the caller. Al is a
veteran caller who obviously derives great pleasure from both calling and writing
about it.
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Captain, one crIqS1
lighten the load.,,.
Shall we throw oul
some of that Burdick

I've go/ a bolter
Idea....Threw dui
old Elurd lck
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rambling road reports have done
(more dip 'n diving that a purposeless
porpoise from Pago Pago. Last month I
flipped over Florida to the exclusion of
all other areas visited. Two months ago I
elatedly related dates 'n doings in
Europe. But there are lots cf bits 'n
pieces yet to cover, going back even
before old man '78 turned to '79.
For instance, there was a joyous
sojourn through North Dakota in the
middle of November, moving on to
Amarillo, Texas, and winding up in the
heart of America, Kansas City.
Then there were a couple of quickie
quicksteps to New Engalnd, one of
which touched down in Canada. There
is a heart-rending tale of "Oh,
Lonesome Me," waiting like a bride at
the altar, for a plane to whisk me,
ceremoniously, to a pre-New Year's
Eve spectacular in Winston-Salem.
N.C.. and when the "groom" (plane)
finally arrived, five hours late, the
"wedding" (dance) was unattainable
for old ground-bound Burdick. (Sob—
we've got our crying towels out. Co-ed.)
But before I go into all that, let me
say this. Along with the good features of
an almost weekly flight program that
has me hopping like a jackrabbit on
molten lava (some available lower flight
rates, better schedules, etc.) the
hazards have similarly increased, including more crowded airplanes, longer
lines in the terminals. more late
arrivals, and more lost luggage.
Speaking of lost luggage, here's a
8

sample of increased frequency. Some
time ago in this kooky column I
mentioned that lost luggage was
averaging once a year (ten losses in ten
years). Now — hold your breath — it is
averaging once a month for me. I've
stopped counting, it happens so often.
Invariably the luggage arrives the next
day at my destination, but meanwhile
I've pulled a hundred hanks o' hair out
of an already balding, unbedecked
upper deck. Read on, and you'll get the
picture.
Minot. North Dakota— A swing
across the great state of North Dakota
was imminent, so I flew to Fargo. drove
a rental car lickety-split across the state
to Minot, after which I backtracked
toward Fargo. Winter had already set
in, so some of the tour was as slow as a
dogteam in Tibet. The Merry Mixers set
up a dandy first-timer for me, thanks to
host caller Arnold and Nobuko Strebe.
They live in neighboring Surrey, which
doesn't have a fringe on top. but it's got
a handful of people and ten thousand
prairie dogs.
Grand Forks, North Dakota— Caller
Virgil and Ruth McCann (they're Swissbound with us in the fall) had given
a go-ahead again for a subscription
dance, sponsored by the Skirts and
Shirts and Turtle River Twirlers. Bitter
cold had come to the area. but no icicles
grew on the fleeting feet of the grand
weaving Dakotans.
Fargo, North Dakota— The Y Promenaders got it all together again and
American Squaredance, March 1979

caller Don and Martha Littlefield of
Moorhead, Minnesota, hosted me once
more. Say, did you know that North
Dakota has the biggest bison (That's no
bull. Co-ed.), and the world's tallest
structure (a radio tower), and the most
central point in North America. They
even have a well-liked senator named
Burdick. Gosh. I'm glad one of the clan
made good.
Amarillo, Texas— It was a "really big
shew," staged by the Amarillo Square
and Round Dance Council, with a full
acre of dancers cavorting in the local
armory. The afternoon dance improvement clinic was as thin as freckles on an
albino frog, but we didn't expect an
eye-popper. Doggone. Lost bags at the
airport. Super hosts— Merle and Roy
Morris.
Kansas City, Missouri— The Callers
Association of K.C. set up an afternoon
hash lesson for callers and an evening
ASD session for everyone. Fine crowd.
Exhilarating feeling. Jim ("Prez")
Jeffries and his taw, Barbara, with a leg
on the mend, made me feel as welcome
as rain on a patch o' pansies.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina— If
you've read my prologue you know I
didn't really get here. although I was
booked in this tobacco-land capitol for a
pre-New Year's Eve dance that turned
categorically catastrophic.
Read on, for a minute-by-minute
account of the "Case of the Carolina
Warbler Who Got Warped."
9:00 a.m., Dec. 30, 1978....1 was in
my office, packing, practicing, preparing....
10:30 a.m....pounce in my Pinto and
drive from home to the Cleveland
airport, hour-and-a-half drive....
12:30 p.m. — Plane to Washington due
to leave Cleveland, reportedly delayed
due to stormy conditions as it left
Chicago through two stops in Michigan.
1:10— New flight time announced,
delayed again due to problems with
weather in Muskegon....
3:00— New flight time announced, we
continued to wait, other flights checked,
no more secure flights to W-S as
alternates....
3:30— Plane from the west finally
landed in Cleveland (United #642) and
American Squaredance. March 1979

flight promised to take off for Washington at 4....
4:00— Boarded the plane, sat ten
minutes...stewardess announced a delay...plane wouldn't leave until 4:30...
Too late to make my Piedmont
connection to W-S by the time the
United flight would land in Washington.
4:15— Get off the plane...talk to
agent again about alternate flights...at
that moment United flight #306 just
leaving gate also for Washington...too
late to get on board...(I had checked this
flight earlier, but planes were to leave
about the same time).
4:30— Check Eastern and Northwest...no alternate flights except going
thru Atlanta to arrive in W-S about 11
p.m. Check routing to Greensboro. No
good flights there, except ones arriving
late....
5:00— Phone contacts in W-S and
make apologies...luckily they can get a
sub...(32 sets attended that night)...
7:00— Arrive home...eat late dinner..
watch TV and sputter a lot about airline
inadequacies.

Virginia Beach, Virginia— Another
week on the road started in this favorite
tidewater town in mid-January, when I
flew to Norfolk and got set for another
record-breaking ASD dance with the
Riptides, who produced a ripping
fifty-three sets, to break their own
record of '78. Land o' Goshen — Land o'
Ocean — Waves of people like waves of
the sea. That was more exciting that a
Hillary hill hike, enough to brighten a
Buddha, make a sphinx spirited, or give
a giggle to the Mona Lisa. Great date
with hosts Warren and June Berglund.
A chance to meet their new club caller,
Ron and Debbie Williams. Also Ron
("All Of Me") Nelson loaned his
speaker and Lucile ("Fine Time...")
Waters cued rounds. Next year— who
knows? — 55 sets? 60 sets? Charge!
9

Montgomery, Alabama— Next day,
landing unluckily, I lost baggage again,
but thanks to Joe and Peg Goodwin,
who danced the shuttle shuffle with me,
we got it before the dance. Caller/cuer
Wayne Nicholson gave me a lift, too.
The dance was in that lovely MASDA
Center, further improved by area
dancers (See ASD, August '78, p. 19).
Bonus bunch of eager beavers that
night.
Greenville, North Carolina— A rental
car trip from the tri-cities area east to
Greenville for the Tar River Twirlers
two-time repeat meet was neat. Hosts
Vera and Chip Pennington gave me the
run-o'-the-house, and caller Jerry and
Carol Powell gave me a good hunk o'
sound. A fine Texas "slugger," Betty
Casey struck out (started the old swing
thing) in that Greenville area long
before she went to Texas. Betcha Casey
fans didn't know that!
Greensboro, North Carolina— Lest
auld acquaintance be forgot, I parked
here on a brief layover and visited
friends Bob Harrelson and Ray Pardue.
They're busy buzzin' the area as callers
and Bob's also got a fine "fed" on his
shoulders.
Pittsboro, North Carolina— Ray's
club, the Circle City Squares of this ii'l
ole country town hosted another ASD
dance, and I especially remember the
green outfits, the tasty refreshments,
and the decorations.

Carlsbad, New Mexico— It isn't
smart to fly from Greensboro, N.C. to
Albuquerque, New Mexico, through
Chicago if Chicago is virtually closed
due to snow and blow, so I struggled out
of my cozy G'boro motel on the wrong
side of five o'clock A.M. (Yes, Virginia,
there is a five o'clock, A.M.) and flew
an altered course through Atlanta and
Dallas to Albuquerque, complained to
TI Airlines about lost baggage (again!),
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jumped into a rental car, and "flew"
the six-hour jaunt to Carlsbad in time to
call the first ASD dance for Shuffles and
Ruffles. Whew! (Not bad, Stan —
welcome to the American workingman's
world— Co-ed.) Good hall, good little
club — a "snowbird" haven. After the
dance I dazedly drifted into the
Driftwood Motel and dissolved into the
bed.
4
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Los Alamos, New Mexico (White
Rock) Funny. I always used to think
New Mexico winters were like those of
Arizona — hot and dry. Ah so — not so!
I felt as if I were back in Ohio as I drove
my little loaner seven hours north from
Carlsbad through a state-center abominable blizzard to Los Alamos, topside.
But doing a balance, Los Alamos style
for the scientists, engineers, aid all the
smooth/sharp dancers of Mountain
Mixers again was worth the earlier
discomfort. My missing bags caught up
with me at the proper little one-prop
airport in Santa Fe. After a good night's
sleep I was ready to head east again.
Bloomington, Indiana— Woe! More
snow. This time I made the dance but
the dancers didn't. After landing in
Indianapolis, renting a car, and plowing
sixty miles south through half a foot of
the white stuff to Bloomington, I called
a couple for one lone set that braved the
storm. We played hoosier corner for a
half hour. Next morning I sky-tailed-it
home to prepare for the next "snowshoe
SNAFU," or whatever would befall me.
Ooops, New England, et cetera,will
have to be covered by a verbal "snow"
job next time....
Tune in, dear readers, one month
from now, when I'll bring you some
abominable abdominal bomb-shellables, providing you've got the stomach
for it....
American Squaredance. March 1979

Callers & CB'ers
Don't Mix

by Helen Ganster
Fairfax, Virginia

Midway through the second tip it
happened. The caller was cueing us
through a stroll and cycle when another
voice boomed out over the speakers:
"O.K.! Try the yellow brick road."
After protests of "We dont know that
call!'' the static cleared. We all picked
our chins back up off the floor and the
caller continued with merely a confused
shake of his head.
A few minutes later the speakers
crackled and a stranger's voice said
"Breaker ten-nine, breaker ten-nine.
Have you got your ears on?"
"Hey, good buddie, I'm calling this
dance!" said the caller.
The next few minutes were most
confusing. Needless to say, the entire
dance floor broke down.
"What did you say your handle was?
Where are you?"
''Gulley here, and I'm at the Square
Dance Center.''
"Oh, I see you, by (static) golly!"
"That's Gulley, not golly."
"Ten-four, ten-four. I didn't mean to
bust in on your party fella."
"Yeah, well, we'd appreciate it if
American Squaredance, March 1979

you'd move on so we can get back to
dancing."
"Hey there, good buddie, don't get
uptight. Don't put the hammer down
now!"
"Just move on, would you?"
"Hey man, this is a $10,000 rig
you're pushing around!"
"I don't care how much your set
costs! You're on my P.A. system— how
'bout using some other channel!"
"That county mountie doing a flip
flop isn't going to like it when I tell him
what you're up to."
"What? I've got a permit for this
building."
This last message was followed by the
distinct but faint sounds of metal-onmetal, profuse profanity, and the
distant whine of a siren. Finally, it
became clear that while we could hear
everything the CB'er said, he not only
could not hear our caller but was in fact
talking to someone else we could not
hear. The other CB'er finally tailgated
our intruder right out of our range.
"Square up your sets," said the man
at the mike with obvious relief.
Right on. Right on.
11
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WHY TEACH?

by Shirley Fleck
Toledo, Ohio

I

So often the question is a
do you teach round dancing?"
rewarding; I hear round dance teachers
get much less than square dance
callers." That's a true fact, dancers;
however, we all work for rewards of
friendship, fun, satisfaction and hobby.
Friendship: If every teacher were to
stop and think, he or she would not be
able to name all the wonderful people
met and the everlasting friendships
made. Round dance teachers touch the
lives of older couples, younger couples,
and even teenagers. All dancers
become friends in the round dance
circle, regardless of age or ability to
dance. One reward of round dancing is
guaranteed friendship.
Fun: What better way is time spent
than on an evening with your friends?
Many of us arrive home from work
tired, out of sorts, thinking, "Oh, if
we could just stay home and relax!" But
we must go to the class or club. What
happens then? You arrive early, run
through a teach or practice a little. Soon
dancers arrive, you start cueing, chat at
break time, and all your worries and
cares are forgotten. You discover you
are really enjoying yourself. Fun is
another reward of round dancing.

action: We all love to teach or
ould not be round dance instructors. The responsibility takes time and
effort, plus enthusiasm and determination. It is certainly worthwhile when you
see each couple progressing and
enjoying learning to round dance. You
feel proud that you were the first to
introduce these folks to round dancing
and watch them progress. This makes
all the hours of hard work seem
worthwhile. Satisfaction is the name of
the game.
Hobby: Teaching is a hobby for most
cuers because one surely does not
become rich teaching round dancing. In
fact, it takes years for most to break
even. A hobby has to be something you
love to do. Be thankful for the dancers
who have provided you with an
opportunity to practice your pastime.
Strive to break even, but always be
dedicated and always try to do a good
job on your material presentation, so
your dancers will understand and enjoy
it. Remember anything worth doing is
worth doing well.
Keeping friendship, fun and satisfaction in your hobby will keep you young
in heart and spirit. Many square
dancers will find this applies to them as
well.
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CALLER-LEADER
DIRECTORY
Contact these callers for
b
and information.
— Jim Davis PO Box 257

Chuck Marlow
3795 Pamela Drive
Gahanna OH 43230
Weekends & Holidays

River View Mobile Eastates.
3611 I St., Auburn WA 98002
Now calling weekends club dances. Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Festivals— booking 79-80
Middlefield OH 44062
Gordon Fineout
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth
2512 Delta River Drive
Webb Mills (614-366-3776)
Lansing MI 48906
315 W Myrtle Ave.
(517-321-4372)
Newark OH 43055
For the Fun of It!
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597)

501 Gridley Ave.
Akron OH 44306

Traveling Weekends & Holidays
Eddie Powell (614-866-6603)
1699 Brice Rd.

Dance to the calls of the
Reynoldsburg OH 43068
"Silver Fox" Booking 1979-8041
Owner/Producer: Cherokee Records
Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10
Midland MI 48640

Now Traveling Full Time
Stan Burdick
216 Williams St.
Huron OH 44839

Ken Gilmore
2715 LeBoeul St
Muskegon MI 49441

THE Meandering Man

Dance More with Gilmore!

Mike Callahan
147 North Ave
Hilton NY 14468

Willie Harlan
PO Box 338
Vinita OK 74301

Calling/Traveling Full Time

For the Best in Square Dancing

Walt Cole (801-392-9078)
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden UT 84403

Jim Harris
RFD 5 Box 182
Norwich CT 06360

Contra Caller Clinics.
Workshops & Dances
Al Davis
PO Box 1339 (501-365-2627)
Harrison AR 72601
Now Booking 1979-80
"Getting It On"

Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!
Dave Hash" Hass

PO Box 37
Fast Hampton CT 06424
Now Booking 1979-80-81

Glen Pyle
2220 Juliette Ave
Fort Wayne IN 46804

(219-432-7173)
Booking for 79-80
Frank X. Randall
8334 Fulton E.
Ada MI 49301
Mich., Ind., III., Bookings
Buzz Ruis (912-927-3410)
9400 Aberoorn St. #217
Savannah GA 31406

Booking OH, PA, MI, Sept. 1981
Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton OH 43452

Open dales — Western Style
Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken KS 67556
All New Spiral-bound Calendars53.50 each. 79-80-81

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
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Catalog upon request.
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One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.
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BALLROOM DANCING
Ali
FOR
ROUND DANCERS '' , --/v ,
by Fred Haury
Albuquerque, New Mexico
What is ballroom dancing? Dancing
performed in a ballroom, as compared
to dancing at some other type of
location. For instance, dancin' in a barn
is barn dancing, dancing in the street,
street dancing; dancing in the courtyard, courtyard dancing. The term
"ballroom dancing" has acquired a
popular definition which is limited in
meaning to "free style or ad lib pattern
dancing by couples to an orchestra."
Ballroom dance programs of days gone
by contained the waltz, minuet, varsouvienna, quadrilles, contras, polkas,
squares, cotillions, lancers and any
dance which was currently popular and
variations thereof.
Closed position has been the position
predominately used in free style
ballroom dancing, Partners may hold
each other more closely than is
recommended for round dancing. The
close contact is used as lead contact as
well as for the pleasure of intimacy. The
close closed position inhibits the ease of
performing a number of steps and/or
patterns.
All dance patterns learned in round
dancing may be used in performing free
style ballroom dancing, including the
international ballroom, exhibition ballroom and competition ballroom patterns
which have been incorporated into
many round dances. Limited space,
the presence of other dancers. and the
absence of pre-planned routines inhibits
the use of a full variety of patterns.
Overcrowded floors may restrict the
style and limit the size and type of steps
used. Dancing on crowded floors
requires constant awareness of the
location and direction of movements of
other dancers to avoid collisions. Both
American Squaredance. March 1979

the man and woman should remain alert
to avoid bumping or stepping on others
or being stepped on. The woman may
signal the man with her left hand to help
him avoid backing into someone.
Sometimes floors are so crowded that
dancers can only move in place in time
with the music. Never crowd other
dancers needlessly just so you can
perform a pattern or routine.
General movement on the free style
ballroom dance floor is traditionally
counter-clockwise. Different speeds of
travel and deviations from the counter-clockwise rotation will cause bunching
of dancers and disrupt the smooth flow
of dancing. Try to establish a speed and
flow of motion which is compatible with
the movement of the dance crowd.
The easiest and maybe the best type
of dance pattern to start beginners with
is the one-step. The one-step has also
been called straight dancing. The
one-step is a gliding type of walk,
performed in closed position. The basic
forward and backward steps are of
equal length with alternating left and
right foot steps. Steps are of equal
speed, and may be slow or quick steps
without intermixing. The one-step
provides practice in stepping in concert
with a partner in time with the beat of
the music, and practice in leading the
partner into changes of direction.
The one-step provides a means of
dancing to extremely fast tempo music.
It is a good vehicle for beginners to
become used to dancing on a ballroom
floor and in overcoming floor fright.
Good posture is easy to establish and
confidence is easily developed with the
one-step. Confidence in stepping is
required for a pleasant appearance.
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Variety may be added by the use of
forward, backward, turning and sideward steps. Use steps in groups of four,
i.e. dance forward four steps, backward
four steps, sideward four steps, turn for
four steps, also try turning on the fourth
step to change directions. Slow steps
are taken one step for every two beats of
music. Quick steps are taken as one step
on every beat. As the tempo of the
music is increased dancers may shorten
the length of the steps or shift from
quick steps to slow steps.
A big question of concern to round
dancers when they free style ballroom
dance is "What do I do next?" Round
dancers are conditioned to dancing
routines which contain a variety of
patterns arranged in pre-planned sequences. The average free style ballroom dancer is accustomed to dancing
only one pattern and knows what to do
next — the same pattern. Some free
style ballroom dancers may know and
use two or three patterns. The fewer the
number of patterns in a dancer's
repertoire the easier selection of the
next pattern becomes. Dancers with
broad repertoires may develop routines
similar to one or two phrase round
dances. Others with broad versatile
repertoires may mix patterns in hash
fashion to suit their fancy. Hash pattern
dancing requires a high degree of
mental alertness and activity, more than
phrase routine dancing because the
leader must continually plan the next
pattern. Partners may prefer to talk
while dancing, which detracts significantly from considering which hash
pattern to use next. Some dancers are
influenced by alcohol, which can

interfere with their pattern dancing.
Some round dancers are inexperienced
at leading and following techniques,
which prevents smooth blending from
one pattern to the next.
The fox trot is a widely used dance
pattern. It is a form of the one-step or
the two-step, depending on viewpoint or
method of analysis. The fox-trot includes patterns which are danced to
S/ow, —, quick, quick; and especially
patterns danced to S/ow,—, slow,—;
Quick, quick, Slow,—; Slow,—, quick,
quick; step timing. The fox-trot may be
viewed as the one-step by combining a
pair of slow steps with a pair of quick
steps and alternating pairs. Slow steps
are taken heel to toe, and quick steps
are taken on the balls of the feet
(provided the floor is not too crowded).
It is important that the man lead the
woman in dancing the fox-trot and other
types of free style ballroom rhythms.
The man must step with confidence and
in a positive manner to lead. The
woman must balance on the ball of her
foot on beat in order to follow. The
woman's free foot must track closely to
the weighted foot to insure that she
achieves good balance on beat. The man
leads by disrupting the woman's
balance with a tilt in the desired
direction. The woman follows by
extending her free foot in the direction
that reestablishes her balance on the
stepping foot. The man may also give
the woman a rotational lead if she is
balanced on the ball of one foot on beat,
with the free foot tracking close to the
weighted foot. Try using the basic
fox-trot when free style dancing to slow
and moderate tempo music. An easy

THEY ARE BETTER BECAUSE YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE WITH AT ALL TIMES.
IT IS EASY TO RESOLVE ANY SITUATION WITH SAM S HELPERS I SEE FIGURE AT RIGHT).
ENGRAVED LAMINATED PLASTIC IN CLEAR PLASTIC BOX

$5.50
Plu. 71, Poatap•

k

•
•
•
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▪▪
n..••
.
P"".' 'n

N"N" 3
M.
h,a loll Right Nand lady
npnl and hi. Can.. taphincl

CARRY A USE
ANYWHERE I

SAM'S
CALLERS
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A NEW AND BETTER
CHOREO AID

Chock ones on me woe 'match
ing, to sa• who .1, with who
Match up lha end hhea 11,001
back) to pal canon Heads a
5,000 O. Ch9eten11010,11

KYLE'S ENGRAVING, 2021 Burk Dr.. Kingsport TN 37680
or Jim Criswell, 141 W. Valley Dr., Bristol VA 24201
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fox-trot routine such as the following
may be used for variety:
Forward,—,2,—; Side, close, left turn,
—;2,--, side, close;
Back, —,2,—; Side, close, right turn,
—; 2,—, side, close;
Experienced round dancers know a
wide variety of patterns and combinations which can be used for free style
ballroom dancing. However, many
dancers need to learn leading and
following techniques before they can
use a variety of patterns in free style
ballroom dancing. The basic patterns
taught in the two-step, waltz, tango,
polka, rumba, fox-trot, samba, cha-cha,
mambo, swing, quick step, merengue,
one-step are all suitable for use in free
style ballroom dancing. Round dance
patterns are basically identical and
interchangeable with ballroom patterns.
Learning to use round dance patterns to
free style ballroom dance may be
accomplished in gradual stages. Start
with one pattern, the two-step box, for
instance. Use it until partners develop
confidence in dancing the pattern in a
free style manner and situation. As the
man gains confidence, he may start to
turn the box but turning a quarter turn
left face on each forward left foot step
and on each backward right foot step.
The degree of rotation on each turning
step is not critical, as in round dancing.
because there is no need to end facing
any particular direction.
When learning to lead, start with the
basic pattern for the rhythm and
continue to repeat the pattern indefinitely until the next pattern is
chosen. Once selected continue to
repeat the ongoing pattern until the

proper time for initiating the selected
pattern is identified. As the feel for
leading improves try combining a series
of box, sideward, forward, and turning
patterns. Avoid use of a repeating type
pattern sequence so that the woman
won't become conditioned to a particular combination of patterns. Keep her
guessing, so that she can gain experience in following. After leading/following skill is developed you may wish to
combine patterns in fixed combinations.
As the art of leading from one pattern
and/or direction to another improves
additional patterns should be employed.
Use of a variety of patterns is dependent
on the proficiency of leading/following
techniques. Be patient in adding round
dance patterns to free style dancing,
leading/following techniques should
take priority over expanding variety.
Avoid the use of round dances and or
round dance phrases when trying to
improve lead/follow techniques. Familiarity with pre-planned pattern sequences will eliminate the need for
adlib leading and following methods
which should be learned for free style
ballroom dancing. Once competence is
achieved in leading and following,
round dance phrases add a high degree
of satisfaction to free style ballroom
dancing. Every couple will unintentionally tend to employ several set pattern
combinations, such that when one
pattern is used it is usually followed by
a companion pattern. The woman will
become so well conditioned to a
frequently used combination that the
man will have difficulty leading her into
any other pattern which deviates from
Continued on Page 92
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Nylon Marquisette
SATIN STRIPE
$22.45
$18.45 35 Yd.
$24.45
$19.45 50 Yd.
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$20.45 70 Yd.

30 yd.
50 Yd.
70 Yd.

Most Colors
Available
Multi-color $2. more
$1.75 per petticoat 100 Yd. on Request
Postage & Handling

DO PASO SHOP. 203 Vermont St., Buffalo NY 14213 — 1-716-885-9473
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SIMPLY SEW THE SIDE SEAM

Pettecaat paoteed
FINEST PETTICOATS

LOWEST PRICES

SHEER MAGIC AND DIAMOND MAGIC PETTICOATS COME AS SINGLE PANELS
FEATURING: TWO COMPLETELY GATHERED AND SEWN LAYERS FOR A
"STRAIGHT FROM THE WAIST PROFILE", THE BOTTOM EDGE STIFFENED AND
BOUND WITH TAFFETA FOR ADDED FULLNESS, AND A PREFORMED CASING
FOR EASIER ASSEMBLY. INSTRUCTIONs AND ELASTIC ARE INCLUDED.

5-4E/FI? MAGIC
SOFT LUXURIOUS NYLON ORGANDY
NOT TOO FULL LOOK

(20

FULL LOOK
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EXTRA FULL LOOK
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YARDS)
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$39.95
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FINISH AND NON-SNAG CONSTRUCTION,
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(18

YARDS)
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(35
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(55

YARDS)

YARDS)

PANEL

$10.95

$16,95

$22.95

CUSTOM MADE
PETTICOAT
COLORS :

$15.95

$24.95

$32.95

WHITE AND RED

(BASIC COLORS WILL BE ADDED BY NOVEMBER)

PRICES AND COLORS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

STATE WAI ST MEASU UMENT
PETTICOAT LENGTH (18 TO 25D INCHES).
ADDED CHARGE FOR LONGER LENGTHS,
PLEASE ADD

$1.50

SPECIAL DISCOUNT:
$1.00 PER PANEL FOR
THREE OR MORE PANELS
PER ORDER,

PER PANEL OR PETTICOAT FOR HANDLING,

SEWING SPECIALTIES
7429 4TH AVE SO RICHFIELD . MN 55423
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612 869 2650

CALLER TRAINING:
Expense or Obligation?

Face
the
music

by Al Eblen
Wichita Falls, Texas
Square dancers throughout the country should be very thankful that the day
is fast disappearing when fledgling
callers start teaching and calling with
little or no training for the task.
The thought still prevails, however,
among many dancers and callers that
"experience is the best teacher." A
caller is on very dangerous ground who
depends on experience alone for his
training. Who would want a ship
captain who is depending upon shipwrecks to learn his job? What merchant
would want a manager to go bankrupt a
couple of times while learning to
manage his business. By experience
alone, we wander a long distance in
order to go a short way.
Many would-be callers say that
training costs so much they cannot
afford it. Does it really? Such reasoning
detracts from the professional status of
square dance calling. It contributes to a
loss of confidence by the dancers. A
bumbling beginning caller leaves an
image of inefficiency and distrust in the
minds of the dancers. On the other
hand, when a new caller goes about his
American Squaredance, March 7979

calling with brisk efficiency and obvious
confidence, which training gives him,
an image of trustworthiness is projected
to the dancers he serves. He will be
accepted immediately by the dancers.
His path to the top is much shorter.
It is good to know that most callers'
associations have very good training
programs for new callers. Any association that does not should start one. Many
callers associations run yearly training
seminars for callers, both experienced
and beginning. The only condition for
attendance is that they be members of
the association.
At state and national conventions, we
have numerous seminars and panels on
calling. All of these training opportunities cost very little. We have many
magazines and note services and
training aids available to new callers.
As an old-time caller, I love to help
new people learn to call. However, I
prefer not to let them call to the dancers
I work with until they learn to call
properly. After much work and practice,
they call to a group of people who
volunteer, or on some occasions, to a
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group of students. I do not think a
beginner should call at a club dance
until he can actually add a bit to the
program.
This is my message to new callers.
Buy a sound system. Listen to your own
caller. Do not expect to start at the top.
You must start at the bottom and work
up. Take advantage of all free training.
However, if you really want to learn to
call, take a week of vacation and go to
an accredited caller school. You will
learn "how to learn" to call, and you
will also have a wonderful time.

Remember that training begins in the
cradle and continues throughout a
person's productive lifetime. Great men
never stop learning nor pause in their
quest for knowledge. Because of this
unquenchable thirst for new knowledge,
our way of living has been made much
better. This is certainly true for square
dance callers.
In summary, caller training is an
obligation, especially for the new caller.
It is not expensive, because very few
callers go anywhere without work, time,
patience and the proper training.

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally
strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper for easy access,
a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window
Two sizes. 24 - x40" for me.. 24 -x50" for ladies. in bold bright red.
white and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag; we think you will be. too.
We hope you'll try it at only $2.50 for the men's. $2 75 for the lady's,

FOR DANCING COMFORT

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
lined, 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12
med., 5-10 wide, half sizes
Black/White
$18.75
SCOOP
Red/Navy/Brown
$18.75 L. heel. st shank, glove leather
Gold/Silver
319.75 tined. sizes 4 thru 10 med 5 thru
Wide wigecial Order
10 narrow, half sizes
Black / While
$18.00
Red/Navy/Brown
$18.00
$19.00
Gold/Silver
N-20 SISSY Nylon
N-29 SISSY Cotton
S-M-L-XL
$6.95
N-21
Cotton / poly
Mid-thigh length
S-M-L-XL
$7.95
N-24
Nylon
Shorty length
S-M-L-XL
$7.95

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Lt. Blue
Royal
Lilac
Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers: 11/2 "
Heel, All Leather, Cushioned Insole
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Medium; 5-10 Wide.
While/Black
$18.75
Red/Navy/Brown
$18.75
Silver/Gold
$19.7F

Panty-blouse.
cottonpoly broadcloth
Wht. Red, Blk.
H-Pink. Turquoise
P-S-M-L-XL
$13.50

Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents add 4% tax
DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 211 13
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by Carole Manning
Midwest City, Oklahoma

When a man picks up the mike to
learn to call, he is also picking up the
responsibilities of leadership that go
with a calling career. This is a profound
statement but somewhat incomplete. It
fails to include the caller's wife, who
also assumes an important leadership
role when her husband starts calling.
She has much to give to square dancing.
Many times the transition from dancer
to caller's wife is difficult. A life style
once very organized is suddenly turned
upside down and can only be described
as chaotic. Many women begin to feel
inadequate and imposed upon. How do
you combat all the changes? Don't fight
'em, join 'em!
Eighteen years ago I was cast into the
role of caller's wife without so much as a
tryout. Like most callers, Dick was
hooked the first time he called for the
club. I was very excited and proud,
since he had worked very hard. Our
friends were encouraging and supportive. Dick was determined and I was
eager for him to learn and attain his
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position as a caller. Soon I learned that
I, too, had stepped into a new position:
Carole Manning, caller's wife. Our love
and dedication to square dancing
carried us over most of the rough spots.
However, the more dances Dick called
the more I began to relaize I had gained
the title Caller's Wife, but lost my
dancing partner. I began to feel that I
not only had a responsibility to the
caller and the dancers but a responsibility to myself. I vowed that for as long as
we were in the square dance activity, I
would be an active dancer and find my
own way to contribute to the movement.
This didn't really present any problem,
because there are plenty of jobs for
those willing to give. A caller's wife can
be as active as time will permit.
First of all, it is important to be able
to speak the same language, to know
what a get in or get out means, or a
zero, a chicken plucker. This may be
easier for some callers' wives than for
the callers. How about dabbling a little
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in choreography? Since a caller's wife
usually dances more than the caller, she
certainly has the experience and insight
to know how to create a smooth
combination of figures.
Sounding a hall is important, as well.
I'm not saying the caller's wife should
lug around a PA system but knowing
what makes your caller sound his best
could really be beneficial. Does he need
more voice or music? Is there too much
bass or maybe not enough? Develop a
set of signals for sound problems so you
can communicate from any place in the
hall.
Teaching and cueing rounds is
another very satisfying aspect of square
dancing for wives. Round dancing
makes for smoother square dancers.
Callers' wives have been very successful in this field. It is never boring as new
rounds are always being written and the
variety is endless.
Involvement for the caller's wife with
new dancers is imperative. This is a
vital area of square dancing and needs
all the TLC we can give it. Beginners

look to the caller and his wife for
guidance, much as children look to their
parents. If you set the example as a
"doer," the newer dancers will feel
they, too, should take an active part.
Your creative talents can be channeled directly into the activity. If you
have the ability to sew, then a sewing
clinic for new dancers is very helpful.
Pattern sharing with the club involves
all the women and new ideas are a boost
to morale. Recipe sharing, especially
recipes for dance refreshments, is
another way to involve everyone.
Helping the club with special dance
themes, decorations, centerpieces can
be a good outlet for those with artistic
talents. Areas of involvement become
more numerous as our activity grows.
Take a look around you and find an area
in which you wish to contribute.
Don't allow yourself to become bored
or burned out. Let's get fired up and
assert our leadership. Use our talents to
give of ourselves. The more we give to
the square dance activity, the better it
will be.

CHECK THESE SPECIAL
PROGRAMS IN DILLARD, GA!

Er

1. THREE PH.D. PROGRAMS FOR
THE NEW DANCER:
1. April 1 - 7, 79: Ed Newton & Jerry
Cope
2. May 13 - 19, 79: Walt Cole & Jerry
Cope, CONTRA sessions, too.
3. June 24 -30, 79: Gordon Blaum &
Jerry Cope for new dancers or those
who would like to spend a week
reviewing the basics.
2. SPECIALIZED CALLERS
COLLEGE CO-SPONSORED BY
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
MAGAZINE AUGUST 12 -18: FOR
NEW CALLERS AND EXPERIENCED CALLERS, with John
Kaltenthaler, Stan Burdick. Kip
Garvey and Jerry Cope instructing.
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3. ADVANCED TO C-1 WEEKS
1. June 3 -9, 79: Ed foote & Roger
Turner
2. October 14 - 20, 79: Art Springer
Johnny Walter
4. SEVEN WEEKS OF "INTRODUCTION TO ADVANCED"
5. 30 WEEKS FOR EVERY LEVEL
OF DANCER - March - October, 79
Quality Programs limited to under 10
squares - For full info write:
) poreo LTLRAORUDTGAFmms
SQUARE DANCE RES°Ckl

BOX 129 DILLARD GA 30537
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Square 50th
Wedding Anniversary
A week of festivities was held the end
of November to honor square dance
teacher and caller Tom O'Brien Jr. and
his taw, Inez, who celebrated their
fiftieth wedding anniversary.
Tom started his first class in
Cresthaven Villa, West Palm Beach,
Florida in October 1969 with just a
handful of people. Now, more than nine
years later, one hundred and ninety-six
dancers sat down to a catered dinner in
the beautiful Dudley Hall at Cresthaven. Tables were arranged cabaret style
with floral decorations on each. The
head table featured a large wedding
cake.
Max Mandel, a popular round dance
teacher, acted as master of ceremonies
and introduced the officers of the club
and Tom O'Brien III and his wife, the
activities director of Cresthaven and the
Dudley Center activities director.
An original poem was read to honor
Tom and Inez by the V.P.'s wife, Yetta
Herel, in place of the usual invocation.
Within thirty minutes everyone was
served and enjoyed a delicious chicken
dinner.
Many of the dancers also do rounds
and performed an original dance called
"O.B., written by Ruth and Max
Mandel and dedicated to the O'Briens.
Pictures were taken, gifts and a large
card made by Sam Finglass were
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presented. Sam is a professional artist,
who depicted a square dance floor with
everyone's name added as though they
were squared up.
Following this, Ed Curran took over
as M.G. and introduced surprise guests,
callers Ernie Bass and Helen, Pete
Sanaom and June, and Ralph Otis and
Lucille. The four callers took over for
the evening with Henry. Lippincott on
rounds. A delightful evening was
enjoyed by all and the committee
deserves a vote of thanks for their hard
work.
With just enough time to rest us,
another big dance was held, with all
local dancers invited. Some dancers
came from as far away as Miami. Tom
and Inez furnished the refreshments
and the callers were Gordon Blaum and
Colin Walton, with Max Mandel, Herb
and Harriet Gerry, George McCann and
Henry Lippincott on rounds.
What better way to finish off the week
of celebration than to have Stan Burdick
call for the Cresthaven Squares the
following night. Not only did he keep us
dancing but laughing, too. This year he
helped celebrate the O'Brien's fiftieth
anniversary; next year we hope to have
him when the club celebrates their tenth
anniversary.
Grace Lippincott
Cresthaven Squares
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UR D TINA ION INTERLAKEN -SWITZERLAND

Here's the opportunity of a lifetime. Travel with fellow square dancers and your
favorite caller-hosts on one of a choice of five different weeks next fall to beautiful
Interlaken. Switzerland for dancing. touring, shopping, watching folk dancing,
alpine horn demonstrations, lodging in a first class hotel with continental breakfast
served each morning. Unbelievable low price of $579. per person (double
occupancy) covers roundtrip air fare (Chicago). in-flight meals, transfer from
Zurich to Interlaken. porters, luggage handling, tips. all taxes, and other costs.
Dances nightly in the hotel ballroom with callers shown cost no more. Optional
tours to nearby points are offered at small additional cost. All rooms have private
baths. Hurry. Sign up through this magazine or directly with the caller in your area.

$579.
per person
Write for brochure

AMERICAN 0
SQURRE ORNCE
P.O. Box 788. Sandusky,
Ohio 44870.
SCHEDULE-CALLER/HOSTS
1st week — leave Sept 24— return Oct 2— Walt & Louise Cole. Vern & Wanetta Johnson.
Virgil & Ruth McCann, Don & Mildred Williamson
2nd week— leave Oct. 1— return Oct. 9— Stan & Cathie Burdick. Ed & Sally
Ramsey. Dick & Carole Manning. Herb & Erna Egender
3rd week— leave Oct. 8— return Oct 16— Al & Nell Eblen. Bob & Phyllis Howell. Jim &
Marie Hopkins
4th week— leave Oct 15— return Oct. 23— Harold & Lill Bausch. James Blackwood. Tom &
Fay Tomlinson. Wayne & Ruby Nicholson
5th week-- leave Oct. 22— return Oct. 30— Ed & Phyllis Fraidenburg. Bob & Pauline holu
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Mich
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DANCE TO SEE

dAlik
On October 15, 1978, the Pen Del
District sponsored the 11th Annual
Dance To See. Over twenty-five callers
gave their time and many dancers from
the Federation of Delware Square and
Round Dancers attended.
Approximately $3,500.00 was donated to the Blind Center in Chester,
Pennsylvania on January 18, 1979.
Many blind employees were there to
demonstrate their skills on machinery
purchased by the square dancers'
*NIL
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previous donations. Each piece of
machinery purchased from the annual
Dance To See benefit has been marked
with a brass plate giving the square
dancers credit for that particular piece
of equipment.
The square dancers danced with the
blind people and a great time was had
by all.
Virginia & Chuck Collins
Ed & Ellyn Schneider
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PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
Fair 'N Square Records

Division c: Palomino Square Dance Service

1738 Morgan Avenue South Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
Dresses
(612) 869-9501
Huge Variety of RECORDS
• Round •
Literature
Franchised Newcomb
Dealer
Sales and Service
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Speaker
Stands
Microphones
Eieutro
Vega
Shure

Designer Originals
Petticoats • Pettipants
Skirts • Blouses
Shoes and High Heels
Western Shirts • Pants
Belts and Buckles
Boots • Men's Romps
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NOTE: This Is the actual letter sent to a caller In question, whose name has been omitted, but the point Is clear.

PONDEROSA SQUARE DANCE HALL
Airport Road, Scotia, New York 12302

Dear (Caller):
During the past 71/2 years of booking callers for our dances we
have overlooked some very long hair, cases of untidy
appearances and a lack of proper square dance attire by various
callers. Some of these things included turtle neck sweaters and
open neck sport shirts with and without beads.
When you called for us last night, I felt your appearance along
with no square dance attire at all was the worst I have ever seen
from the approximately 150 callers who have called at Ponderosa
Hall. I was very, very embarrassed and ashamed, for it showed a
reflection upon me, the Ponderosa Partners, and Ponderosa
Square Dance Hall, as well as square dancing in general.
Therefore, you can consider the three dances that you are
scheduled to call for us in March and August of 1980 cancelled
on our part unless you are properly attired. I consider proper
attire to include a long-sleeeved dress shirt (preferably
Western), a western tie, a square dance belt and buckle, and
some kind of dress shoes.
Perhaps I am old-fashioned and am not "with it," but I feel it
is important for a caller, especially one who is calling full-time
as you are, to set an example for the dancers. For this reason I
take this stand.
It has taken 25 years to take square dancing out of the barn
and bring it to where it is today, and I do not intend to be a part
of putting it back there. I'll be waiting to hear from you in
regards to this unfortunate occurance.
Yours truly,

C -44')
Roland J. Down
Ponderosa Square Dance Hall

ADVERTISEMENT

Canadian S&R/D Society
by Bob and Ruth Pereira, 24 Rlyerbrook Rd., Ottawa, Ont. K2H 7Z5

In Ottawa, on March 17, 1978, the
Canadian Square and Round Dance
Society became federally incorporated,
an historic event culminating efforts by
different groups for more than 20 years.
Representatives from Alberta, Ontario
and Nova Scotia met in Ottawa to plan
for the Society's debut at the First
National Convention in Edmonton,
Alberta, August 17-19, 1978, and to
research possible government assistance. Much credit is due to the officers
of the Alberta Square and Round Dance
Federation for their effective leadership, and to the national magazine,
Canadian Dancers News, for making the
national society a reality.
On August 18, 1978 in Edmonton, a
general meeting was held. The Alberta
Federation had delegated four couples
to bring the National Society to its
present stage— Morley and Helen
Merner, Ray and Sylvia Lawson, Jim
and Marie Hopkins and Herb and Peggy
Gainer— who, having achieved their
assignment, vacated their positions.
Provincial delegates were appointed,
and from these and others present.
twelve couples were elected and four
appointments made to the Society's
Board of Directors.
It was stated that this would be a
temporary Board, elected to set the
affairs of the Society in motion and to
establish criteria for election of a
permanent Board by 1980. Alex Slater
of Nova Scotia proposed a resolution
that the Third National Square and
Round Convention be held in Halifax,
and Nova Scotia was awarded the 1982
National Convention. Gary Dodds of
Victoria, B.C. had his resolution
accepted that a recommendation be
made to the post office that a postage
American Squaredance. March 1979

stamp be produced in honour of square
and round dancing for the Ottawa 1980
National Convention.
The first directors' meeting of the
National Society was held on August 19,
1978, with the purpose of electing the
executive officers. The remaining time
permitted only some discussion and
restating of objectives.
The Executive Officers are: President, Morley & Helen Merner; 1st Vice
Pres., Art and Garrie Jackson; 2nd Vice
Pres., Fred and Obee Benjamin; 3rd
Vice Pres., Vic and Doreene Harris;
Secretary, Bert and Babe Hodgins;
Treasurer, Ray and Sylvia Lawson.
The Recording Secretary, Doris
Nadon, will be an employee of the
Society.
Directors are: Ches and Irene MacKay, Martin and Terry Mallard, Angus
Mcmorran, Stan Nicol, Bob and Ruth
Pereira, Thor and Marvis Sigurdson,
Bill and Colleen Stevens.
Finance Committee will consist of
Ray and Sylvia Lawson, plus the three
Vice-Presidents.
The Subcommittee on National Insurance for Dancers will be chaired by Bob
and Ruth Pereira, plus members of their
choice.
National conventions Coordinating
Committee (appointed) will be Ray and
Sylvia Lawson, Lloyd and May Greenough, Lorne and Connie Bowerman,
Alex and Shirley Slater.
On August 19, 1978, in Edmonton, a
separate meeting of Canadian callers,
round and contra leaders took place to
examine their possible role in the
structure of the National Society. They
assumed the responsibility of developing recommendations beneficial to the
square, round and contra movements in
27

Canada for the date of the 1980 Ottawa
Convention. A steering committee was
set up under the leadership of Al Berry
of Sardis, B.C. to develop these
concepts.
At the National Society's Directors'
Meeting, Martin Mallard explained that
these developments would in no way
conflict with Callerlab. Morley Merner,
President. acknowledged the above
steering committee and offered to
cooperate with and assist the callers and
leaders in any way possible.
The Objectives of the National Society
are: To promote nationally and internationally, the standardization of dance
movements and dance level identification; to assist and encourage callers,
leaders and instructors with the common purpose of developing and standardizing dancing in Canada; to provide
a national forum for Canadian dancers
to share in the planning and programming of dancing in Canada, to sustain
the growth of our common interest; to
communicate with the square and round
dance community through a national
magazine; to serve as a national

"clearing house" for all matters
pertinent to square and round dancing;
to coordinate dates and locations of
national conventions in this country,
and to support and provide guidance to
local associations or federations desiring to host national conventions; to
provide essential services for the
benefit of everyone, in public relations,
education, leadership training and the
proposed national insurance on a
"portal-to-portal" basis for all dancers,
callers and leaders; to promote and
achieve funding for projects beneficial
to dancers and the advancement of
square and round dancing for recreation, fitness and as a national folk
dance: to assist interested groups or
areas in initiating square and round
dance programs; to provide assistance
in setting up dance programs for the
physically and mentally handicapped,
for therapeutic purposes in drug and
alcoholic treatment centers, to provide
recreation and entertainment for senior
citizens, and to promote teaching of
square and round dancing it the
schools.

Deluxe Travel's Square Dancing Sailors
Join the Fun on One of our Deluxe Cruises
OR TOURS

FLAVIA

SITMAR CRUISE

4 Days — 3 Nights
April 20th

ON

Featuring Roland Own on Squares
Virginia & Torsten Coiling on Rounds

FAIRWIND

From: $195.00 P/P Double

7 Days
December 8. 1979
Featuring:
Joe Prystupa

1--

EMERALD SEAS
January 18. 1980
Featuring Bob Barnes

Write or call
for
Further Information.
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DELUXE TRAVEL, INC.
10039 Carrollwood Center
Tampa FL 33618

4 Days — 3 Nights

Phone
813-961-0928
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RHYME TIME
GRADUATION TIME

The time has come, our callers cried,
To square 'em up right there,
To learn just what it's all about
And swing your lady fair.
Left allemande and do-sa-do
Are figures you must learn
So take your partner by the hand
And give that gal a turn.
Our first instruction came with smiles;
It told of right attire
And also mentioned what to do
In case we might perspire.
No alcohol while dancing,
Our caller did insist.
Long sleeved shirts and sissy pants
Were high upon the list.
One warm night we came to class
The weather too hot to bear;
We looked around to see our men
Wearing shorts and legs with hair.
Our do-sa-do is back to back
And not a "highland fling."
We've never failed to hear each week
"You're just not listening."
Misinterpretation of our caller's
Words were found:
One dear heart would swear she heard
Him say, "Go fool around."
Steeped in doubt those first few weeks,
Our heads seemed crammed so full,
Do paso and go red hot
And then there's rainbow stroll.
Now and then we all were told
Square dancing's rule of thumb.
You've got to know your left from right,
And still it's hard for some.
I'm sure our caller never thought
That we would make it through,
But there were times we surely thought
The same about him, too.
You've got to know your front from back
And if you're he or she,
Cause if you don't, you're out of luck
When your dancing A.P.D.
American Squaredance. March 1979

Our caller tells us we must learn
To dance our own position.
Then he calls some A.P.D.
And we make a quick transition.
She's a he and he's a she
And who turns who comes next.
Before we know what we have done
We feel like we've been hexed.
We all survived this square dance class
And we've had lots of fun.
We hope our caller feels the same
And is proud of every one.
Welcomed to our class have been
Some fine guest callers who
Are Dean 'n Neil 'n Bronc 'n John
And there's Jim 'n Homsey, too.
We welcomed them with open arms.
We're glad they took the chance.
We hope they didn't notice
When we broke down in the dance.
We squared 'em up and broke 'em down
And had some fun besides.
And now that graduation's here
We smile and dance with pride.
To our caller and his taw
A special Thanks we say—
We hope we may repay our debt
By dancing well today.
We love you all for what you are
Our friends and teachers too
Thank you, lovely people,
Thanks for being you.
Marian L. Freeland
Monte, California
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Fornana%MIME RESORT
Fontana Dam, N. C. 28733

TEN
DANCE VACATIONS
11111
1-li" ANNUALLY
FONTANA FLING: April 22-29, 1979
SWAP SHOP: April 29-May 6, 1979 & Sept. 23-30, 1979
REBEL ROUNDUP: May 6-13, 1979 & Sept. 16-23, 1979
ACCENT ON ROUNDS: May 20-27, 1979 & Sept. 9-16, 1979
FUN FEST: May 27-June 3, 1979 & Sept. 2-9, 1979
FALL JUBILEE: Sept. 30-Oct. 7, 1979

ALL INCLUSIVE
PACKAGE RATES ARE
A REAL VACATION VALUE
Only $24.75 per person, per day, Seventh
day free. All dancers must be registered
on the Package Plan to participate in any
festival. Rates arc guaranteed through the
fall of 1979.
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HOST CALLER, ALL FESTIVALS
AL (TEX) BROWNLEE
Recreation Director Fontana Village Resort

Live music by Fontana Ramblers each
evening except Sundays.

s

A
GRAND
SQUARE
DANCER
The Memphis Solo Club in Memphis,
Tennessee, sponsored a Harvest Benefit Dance last October with Michael Holt
as the featured caller. All the proceeds
of the dance went to the 29th National
Convention to be held in Memphis in
1980.
This probably sounds like just
another dance, but it was a very special
one. The caller, 17-year-old Mike Holt,
has been blind since birth. Weighing in
at only 2 lbs. 3 oz., he remained in the
hospital for 31/2 months. Would you
believe his first time away from home
after that was to a square dance? That
was just the beginning. As he grew
older, he tell in love with the music and
the calling. Club caller Wes Crouch took
an interest in Mike and let him sing
between tips. He "pretend" called at
home, .too, using a little wagon handle
for a microphone, and wore out several
record players.
One night when he was only five, the
club decided to dance while he was
doing his singing call. From then on he
practiced calling continually, and when
Wes Crouch died, he left all his records
to Mike.
Since then he has called at ten clubs
and shared calling for teens at the
Arkansas State Festival. He has called
at after-party dances at the Mid-South
Festival in Memphis and at various

MIKE HOLT
clubs in the area.
When the Solo Club asked Mike to
call their special dance, it was his first
dance as the featured caller and he did a
super job. The club raised a fair amount
of money for the 29th National, and
when Mike was presented his fee for
calling, he donated it to the National in
memory of Wes Crough. While expressing his appreciation for the opportunity
to call, he revealed that it was his
"dream come true." He had always
wanted to plan the program for and call
a full dance.
The son of the late Myra Kirby Holt
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Holt, Mike was
supported not only by a good number of
square dancers, but by his special fans,
Mom and Dad, his 18-month-old sister
Deedee, grandparents Hall and Laverne
Kirby, his great grandmother and Mrs.
Wes Crouch.
Mike buys eight to ten records a
month and is now very interested in
learning to call patter. The Memphis
Callers Workshop has invied Mike to be
an honorary member and wish him all
the best.
Gene Hairrell
Memphis, Tennessee

.+Ittstang anti
1314 Kenrodc Dr.

Bryant

Dewayne
Bridges

San Antonio, TX 78227

NEW MUSTANG RELEASES
MS1B1 BUSTED (A)/BROKEN (51 Hoedown
MS180 LOVING YOU IS ALWAYS ON MY MIND by Chuck Bryant
MS179 COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES by Chuck Bryant
SR178 MAGDALENA, RID by Ward & Joyce Foster
MSR177 COULDN'T HAVE BEEN ANY BETTER, Will & Eunice Castle
MS178 WESTBOUND AND DOWN by Art Springer
LIGHTNING S RELEASES
LS5044 SUNSHINE MAN by Mel Voss
LS5043 IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE NOW by Earl Rich
LS5033 GONE ON THE OTHER HAND by Earl Rich
LS5032 GOOD WOMAN BLUES by Dewayn• Bridge.
LS5031 COPPER KETTLE by Earl Rich
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FUN VALLEY

SQUARE
SQUARE DANCE RESORT

SOUTH FORK, COLORADO
at

axtft#

RESTAURANT
2Ot4 14444i°C
HORSE BACK
RIDING
SQUARE DANCING

MINIATURE
GOLF

Enjoy square dancing in our brand new square dance hall located on the hank of
the South Fork of the Rio Grande river. The lovely new hall will hold 30 squares.
has a hardwood floor and a fireplace at each end of the log building. Add the
panoramic view of the Rocky Mountains from each of the many large windows.
friendly atmosphere. fun filled after parties. and the best staff to be found. and
you have a square dancers paradise,
Fun Valley has so much natural beauty - so many things to do - a thrill of a
liletime. horseback riding. hiking, playing miniature golf, and trout fishing in the
cold mountain streams Fun Valley is away from the crowds. the confusion of the
cities and every day pressures It is in a rustic setting, close to nature. the air is
pure. the climate remarkable with sun filled days and cool nights.
Fun Valley where you can stilt hear the birds sing. the squirrels chatter. and the
wind whispering through the tall pines

SUMMER SCHEDULE June 16 - August 19
Juno Nee Jun* DI

FISHING

1HUNTING
Juno 24 to July1

Av. 12 To And le

Ana

LAUNDRY
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Chris anti Kt, Vow
Join 2. Aug to

MOTEL

Beautiful
Park for
TRAILERS
or
CAMPERS

Wm. Woof
Houma. Taus

piens. Aug I

Jets Ow a*,
Ws.. Driver

For Institute Schedule
OT
Other Information,.
write or call:
Oct. 1 to May 1st
Fun Vettey Reservations
2050 So. Elmwood
Ahdene. Texas 79605
Phone 915 692-2160
915-692-6339

Jttly n to Jkalr

Jets IS to Jo"

taw Moms..
T• •

soltrow
Crsoo. r.a

illiefl000ts

L•ncoln III

2,000,160
ACRES TO
PLAY ON

We hays added Chris end Kitty Veer for our permanent resident summer caller and hostess Istadmg June 16th). They will add to he pleasure of dancing with
our very popular guest callers from all over the country. Due to a previous obligation, Chris and Kitty will have to be gone July 29 for three weeks. During this
time we were fortunate to get Wade Driver to take Chris's place. Wade will be with us from July 29th until Aug. 19th (when Fall institute starts except for the
Aug. 3rd
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&lila TALK
WHAT IS SQUARE DANCING?
Square dance is fun for everybody.
How do I know? Well, because:
A. It is written everywhere, on car rear
windows, on posters, on badges, on
flyers, on ear-clips, on writing paper
and envelopes, on stamps. I am
surprised I haven't seen it tattooed on
someone's chest yet.
B. All those-who-know-what-they-aretalking-about have been telling me, and
they were never more in earnest than
when they were explaining, gravely,
how much fun they were having.
C. All square dancing publications
contain articles and briefs on the topic. I
only have to read the club news sections
to be convinced that everywhere, people
are having a lot of fun: dancing in paper
bags, rolling the caller in toilet tissue,
walking out of the hall on a run. And can
anything cheer you up more than
reading about other people's fun?
D. Watching squares. A sportive dash
in order to beat that other couple, over
there, to the open spot in the square; a
scuffle here, a hustle there through the
square; a firm shoulder push to make
sure of one's position: and an apologetic
smile to the baffled couple left out. Fun,
fun, fun!
E.
Eavesdropping between tips.
"Should the Federal Republic confede-

ViAgan
THE RECORD DESIGNED

rate in a separate federation?" Shouldn't the Chatterbox change that awful
brown cover for a more cheerful one?"
"Did you see that? They did not even
know a right and left thru! Hilarious!
F. Sharing the spirit of togetherness at
afterparties and appreciating the determination with which clubs make sure
they have fun by keeping the chums
together and taking great care that no
outsider budges in and spoils it all.
That sly character who has the luck to
have square dancing fun with me has
just been reading the above over my
shoulder. Now he frowns, sighs and
does his best to look sad.
"Well?" I say, Patiently.
"That character (doing his smart
aleck act) "Is it wise," he says, "for the
shareholder to be so openly critical of
the company he has invested in?"
"A smart shareholder," I retort,
"will only invest in a company that is
willing to reinvest some of its profit in
the improvement of the product, rather
than putting all the money in advertising!"
That character (brightening up): "In
other words," he says, "Let's talk less
about fun and friendship, and let's have
more of it."
"Right-0," I say.
Annette
From Chatterbox, West Germany

RECORDS
WITH THE CAI TER IN MIND

WW101 BOSSA NOVA PATTER
WW109 "The" KING OF THE ROAD
WW902 AMONG MY SOUVENIRS
WW301 LONG BLACK VEIL
WW204 THE RACE IS ON
ATTENTION: all dealers
Order all new records from
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
10101 E. Colorado Ave. ff 4, Denver CO 80231
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Fashions from T-exas
by Nita Smh
2011 So College Ave.
Bryan. Texas 77601

WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

Telephone 1713) 822 2337

PARTY PETTICOATS
SOLID COLOR PARTY PETTICOATS
(Medium Firm Marquisette Finishl
35 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
50 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers .
75 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tires
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of itfeses
Colors. White. Black, Blue, Blown. or
Mint, Navy. Orange, Pink, Purple Red, R
Pink, Turquoise. Yellow Gold
RAINBOW AND MULTICOLOR
35 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4.tirs
50 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 Tlksa.
75 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 pert,/ .
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers .
JUST RITE (White only) Firm Finish
Dancer
(30 yard sweep in bottom of

rs)

CLOUD NINE NYLON ORGANZA
SOLID COLOR
. 29.95
40 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
34.95
60 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
70 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
39.25
44.75
80 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
57.95
100 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
Colors. White. Beige. Black, Blue, Brown, Candy Pink. Kelly.
Hot Pink, Lilac. Lime. Magenta. Moss, Mint, Navy, Red. Orange,
Flou Orange. Purple, Grape, FlOYdl Turquoise, Pink, Yellow,
Apricot, Bright Pink
CLOUD NINE RAINBOW AND MULTICOLOR
40 yard sweep in hot tom her of 4 tiers
60 yard serviei in tediorn Pei id 4 Pres .
70 yard sweep io Bottum tier of 4 tiers .
BO yard sweep in leritorn two ot 4 tiers
100 yard sweep in bottom Uri of 4 tiers .

34.95
39.95
.44.25
48.95
.59.95

.togaseglar;Ipantale
41 14oe dhotrn tisee,
ing eowsiland rows of
lace on the legs The
garmet is sewed with el
tread to give a sh
available in
effect
of the petticoat colors.

All Prices SoiliAt to
Change w[th0 t Notice
TIONS

anierj,
Worn
side tovr.
to dioI ;
one I
noted
To corer postage and
handling costs, add 52.00
per petticoat.

I (around
r
t I olleel
Met l

nerd
(front

bock)

NEW 'DC-9's ABOVE THE CLOUDS'
Twu layers or 4 tiers
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS
of nylon organza proportioned to please the most discrirn
mating dancer...
33.50
50 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
.37.75
60 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
41.95
70 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
47.25
80 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
.59.95
100 yard total sweep of bottom tiers of 2 layers
SATIN STRIPE MARQUISETTE
35 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
.31.95
36.25
50 yard sweep in bottom tier of 4 tiers
43 75
75 yard Sweep in bottom tier or 4 tiers
Colors White. Black, Brown, Hot Pink , Lure. Nary.
Orange. Pink . Purple, Red, Yellow
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NO RETURNS ACCEPTED. NO EXCHANGES
MADE IF GARMENT HAS BEEN WORN

seas

SAVE ON SlIPS

CLASSES lk CLUBS
Yi 811E fOR FULL IN FORMA I ION ABOGI OUR
GROUP DISCOUNT PLAN
Be 1St Rest Dressed Club In Town'

HEM-LINE )
I certainly disagree with the statement in the article "Hem-Line" in the
October 1978 issue of American Squaredance which begins "Skirts are definitely going down...."
We as dancers set the style and I do
not believe the majority of dancers feel
that skirts should be longer or midilength. We distinguish ourselves as
square dancers by the clothes we wear.
We should wear them with pride to
show non-dancers that we are members
of a great social activity. If we are to
follow the current street style; we
become part of the fashion designers'
trend and eventually we would have to
change our style with each new fad.
I am not only a dancer but also the
owner of a square dance apparel shop in
the Chicago area. Therefore, I am
in contact with many dancers, and
although I have not actually taken a poll
of dancers, the general consensus is to
keep skirts as they are.
Betty J. Myers
Mundelein, Illinois
Your "Hem-Liner" certainly was not
advocating midi-length square dance
dresses, but hoping to encourage
lengthening skirts and petticoats to
knee-length.
Here are several observations we'd
like to make on skirt lengths:
For several years we have not been
able to purchase square dance dresses

in shops. We'd find a pretty dress in the
right color and the skirt would hang
three inches above our chubby knees
(and we are average 5'5" height). It is
now possible to find ready-made
knee-length square dance dresses again
— sometimes.
Surely those who extended their
liking for mini-skirts to mini-square
dance dresses are going to lengthen
both kinds of apparel— surely.
Bettie says, "Keep skirts as they
are." In our own area dancing since her
letter's arrival last month, we have seen
super-short, medium, and "a little
long" skirts. That's how things are, in
Ohio!
Several square dance fashion writers,
including especially Nita Smith and
Judy Ross Smith, have plugged for
knee-length square dance skirts as
being most graceful and most figureflattering. They're right!
Before the holidays we made a new
dress hurriedly, and cut the skirt
lengths too short. The first try-on
presented an ugly view of "too-full
short skirt and chubby knees." It took
several hours to cut a small ruffle and
gather it to the hem but the overall
effect was an improvement.
"Acid-test'' your square dance dresses. See if you can arrange a mirror view
from the rear when you model your next
outfit. You'll know if its the proper
length for you!

For: CALLERS — TEACHERS — ALL LEVEL DANCERS
THE

S9

uP

Fr

PA

Russell L. Hoekstra
67 Forest Glen Rd. - Room 321
Longmeadow, Mass. 01106
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KIT CONSISTS OF: 8 matched hardwood
dancer figures with magnetic bases that will
hold position on any steel surface such as
ordinary TV tray tables. Instructions and
coloring materials to designate partners and
corners at a glance A square layout
significantly numbered for positive positioning and facing direction. Sell-examination
test on the basic movements and worksheet
forms for developing new ideas.

Price: $7.95
Plus $1 Postage and Handling)
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CHOOSE YOUR CRUISE
ALASKA
SEE THE MIDNIGHT SUN
& THE BEAUTY OF ALASKA
CANADA

• DANCE AWEIGH YOUR
-_ CARES ON A SITMAR CRUISE!!
,,1•, 11. 0

FROM ONLY

$1255

Ht

%,.. JOIN US ON JUNE 16 FOR 15 DAYS
FEATURING: SKIP & KAY STANLEY

.

_
fAIRWIND •

CARIBBEAN
SAILING THE CARIBBEAN plus
PANAMA CANAL
Airline Ticket Good to 30 Days

BOTH CRUISES OFFER
LOW FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS

FROM ONLY

FROM 130 U.S. CITIES
JOIN US ON
FEATURING:

$1095

JUNE 3 FOR 15 DAYS
ERNIE & PAT NATION

Please forward additional information on the following cruise:
Alaska June 16th
Caribbean June 3rd
Name
Address
City
Sun City Adventure Tours (SCAT)
26097 Bradley Road
Sun City CA 92381
(7141 679- 2394

State

lip

SCAT of Hemet
3112 W. Florida
Hemet CA 92343
(714) 652- 4494

Or call
Skip Stanley
(714) 638-8918
Ernie Nation
(714) 496-2225
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Rest Club Filch

the first time in ten years,
For the
Toastmasters International's District 38
had its annual fall convention in
downtown Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
However, instead of the usual social
hour, District Governor Ginny Goodrum
asked Mike Migliaccio, who is both a
Toastmaster and square dancer, to
arrange for a "first-nighter" dance and
have a square of experienced dancers
demonstrate for the Toastmasters attending.
Caller Norman Gardner arrived at the
Holiday Inn, located in the very historic
Independence Mall area where the
convention was being held, with ten
couples from the Plain and Fancy
Square Dance Club. The Toastmasters
attending the social were delighted with
the style and precision of the dancers.
Norm then invited the Toastmasters to
dance and explained some basic moves.
Now everyone was on the floor. A group
of young people watched through the
huge open doorway of the Colonial-style
room. These teens, not affiliated with
either group, began dancing in the
hallway. A few Plain and Fancy
members seeing this joined them arid
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completed their square
Three hours of fun passed too soon.
After thanking the dancers and caller,
District Governor Goodrum commented, "We must do this again sometime." The Toastmasters began to ask,
"Where can go to learn to dance like
this?" The next day Toastmasters were
still talking about the fun they had the
night before.
This experience suggests a good
promotional idea. How many convention planners would like to see a
"square dance social hour" for a
change of pace? This one exposed
square dancing to Toastmasters, many
of whom are managers, educators and
other professionals. Why not contact
your local Chamber of Commerce and
see far in advance what conventions
are coming to town. Contact the
planners to see if their budget and
interest allow for a "first-nighter '
social hour. You'll be exposing many
new people to the joy of a great activity
and will generate interest in prospective
dancers.
Mike Migliaccio
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
SQUARE DANCERS.

Beautifully cast in aluminum and
finished in flat black enamel with white
letters, we offer a handsome, larger
than usual, lamp post sign.

LI
m-PTHE

BURDICKS
$22.50

181/2 -x171/2 - '

Please PRINT name desired Sign Is lettered on both sides
Top line: "The" only. Bottom line 13 letters maximum.
ACT NOW
Send Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
JONEL
(Formerly HOME Industries)
Box 107
Jackson, Ohio 45640
Phone: 614-286-4363
332 Athens St.

We have a special deal for callers
Inquiries Invited.
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SAME
SQUARE DANCE COUPLE:
Mailbox Sign
Weathervane

$22.50
$32.50

Watch for our Motor Coach at square dance events. We'd like to meet you!
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CALLERLAB CONFAB
the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF SQUARE DANCE CALLERS

DON'T GET CAUGHT IN A SPEED TRAP
by Jack Lasry
As we travel to and from our square
dances, we are keenly aware of road
conditions and of potential speed traps.
This article is not designed to preach to
you about how you drive, except to say
that we wish you to be careful since we
hate to lose dancers. However, we ask
you to consider the similarities of the
conditions of the road for automobiles
and for the square dance activity.
When we look at square dancing, we
see that many of us got our learner's
permit when we first attended beginner's class. We received our driver's
permit when we "graduated" from
class. We traveled down the square
dance highway by visiting other clubs.
We had many opportunities to get the
small parking violations, etc. when we
goofed a call or two. We made new
friends, several of whom had been
"driving" longer than we had and they
showed us the thrills of more scenic
drives and perhaps even high speed
driving. We accepted the bait and
began our own brand of experimentation.
We began driving faster and faster by
learning more and more calls from more
and more lists. We could handle
anything that our local "official" could
toss at us. We mastered the Mainstream Lists, the Quarterly Selections,
and the Plus lists. True, we had
occasional warning signs, perhaps even
a flat tire or a blowout, but we were
undaunted. We still wanted to go faster
and achieve more thrills. Along came a
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"super highway" called Advanced and
beyond that the very limited access road
called Challenge.
Many dancers and callers are really
caught up in this speed trap. We
sometimes think that because the road
is there, we must drive on it. Might it
not be better if we, as individuals,
learned to handle the various road
conditions along the way? Can we not
enjoy the scenic routes in our own
neighborhoods? Can we not enjoy the
beauty of the secondary road and
perhaps even the first four-lane highway? Do we all have to travel on the
divided highway? Must we all pass
everyone on the road?
We talk about the scenic highways
and byways and yet in square dancing
the scenic portions have to be the
people and friendships established.
Just as the forests, the flowers and the
shrubs are the scenic roadside attractions and the waterfalls add serenity, so
do the friendships and people in square
dancing accomplish the same things for
us in our pursuit of this leisure time
activity. We should take the time to
enhance these friendships. We should
take the time to smell the roses. We
should make the effort to be especially
friendly to the strangers that attend our
club dances. We should enjoy all the
scenic route has to offer.
Let us all take stock of ourselves and
review where we are and where we
would like to go. Let us not get caught
up in the speed trap of square dancing.
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Halpo Industries Presents

MITY MITE
Small with Full Column Power
*Compact size!
*Weighs only 22 Ibs!
Dimensions are 8''x8"x22"
44 19' cord included

case
ct. Formica
Frequency response 35 hz to 18K hz

* Up to 80w RMS/120w peak

* Mastercharge accepted with your order
RETAIL COST $1

98.00

Special caller net $166.50
plus $8.50 shipping charge.

(Vinyl Cover $20 Extra)
Developed by the manufacturers of
Golden Column

Halpo Industries

1483 Cobblegate Lane
Reynoldsburg OH 43068

BEST IN QUALITY SOUND
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41'

Dimensions are 8"x10"x30"
19' cord included
Formica case
y. Built-in tilt
Frequency response 20 hz to 20K hz

ti 160 watts peak power
7r Mastercharge accepted with order
Vinyl cover with pocket. $24 extra
Special callers net

$198.50

plus $8.50 shipping charge.
POWER MASTER 75 Available.
$395.00 plus $8.50 shipping
Speaker stands....
$54.50 plus $3.50 shipping charge

Halpo Industries
1483 Cobblegate Lane
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068
Phone 614-861-8247

An ASARDA decal for each member.
An ASARDA Newsletter.
List of names/addresses of all ASARDA members.
List of all ASARDA Clubs & Associations.
List of all Alabama Callers/Cuers/
Instructors.
Copy of the ASARDA Constitution &
By-Laws.
Your contribution for costs involved
with the provision of certificates and
banners for all ASARDA clubs and
associations, printing and postage.
Response to your questions or calls for
assistance regarding square dance/
ROUND DANCE/clogging.
Membership in a non-profit organization to represent the best in
Alabama — YOU!
Over $1,000,000 worth of love and
friendship.

Why should our club belong to an area
association or federation? What will we
get out of it?
To answer the often-asked question, the
Alabama Square and Round Dance
Association published this answer. It's
a good "sales job" and might well be
emulated by many other associations.
An ASARDA badge for each member.

Would you sell all of this for $5.00?
Certainly not, but you can obtain this
and more — Join today!

JINGLE TAPS FOR...

CLOGGING

JOHN
SWINDLE
AVAILABLE FOR
WEEKENDS & FESTIVALS

Easy to put on....
Fits all shoes: crepe, square dance,
leather or earth shoes
Use any epoxy glue
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor.
Plated steel; will not crack.
$4.95 per set, plus 75t hdlg. & postage.
[Specify men's or women's.
Don't forget return name and address.)

CONTACT GAIL SWINDLE
PO BOX 121, SMYRNA GA 30081

STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. 0
105 Fellowship Rd.
Moorestown NJ 08057

Phone 404! 436 3664
•
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THE

ROLLS ROYCE

Stewart's auto name rags are the ROLLS ROYCE of the industry. They are custom made for
your automobile whether it's a Gucci Cadillac or a V.W. and will fit any auto, van or truck.
Plates and ID letters are made of the highest quality and strongest acrylis (Plexiglas®I
available today. Plexiglas C) with it's crystal clarity, lustrous appearance and light transmitting
qualities make it a contemporary material. Chromed script letters are distinctively styled with
flowing lines that give the impression of beautiful handwriting. Letters are welded on and
guaranteed never to come off. Plates come in exciting transparent tints and translucent colors.
Combined with our chromed steel frame your tag will maintain a durable beauty and should
stay brilliant and rich looking for many years. So, boost Square Dancing, add prestige to your
chariot and let the world know who you are with your very own personalized name tag
"Up Front". NO NONSENSE GUARANTEE ...REFUND (even handling) IF NOT SATISFIED,
RETURN IN 10 DAYS ... A GREAT GIFT IDEA
ORDER
CUT HERE
NOW —
Name to be personalized
!
I
Space limits Script to one-up to 8 letters only.
Name only. Two names are made in Classic
Block. All letters are Chromed.

Mail to: STEWART PRODUCTS CO. INC.
F.O.B. 611265, Miami, FL 33161
Super! I enclose $9.95 +S1.50 handling.
Include my FREE acetate dust cover.
Sorry, no C.O.D.s. DO NOT SEND CASH.
0 Master Charge 0 Visa( BankAmericard)
OCheck/Money Order

1st name
2nd name I

I

i
II
!

(Add $2.00 for 2nd name).
Full Signature

Acct No.

Expiration Date

Name Lease Pnnq

Address

City

State

Zip

Canada residents send U.S. funds. Orders outside U.S. and Canada add $3.00 and send
International Money Order: Florida residents
add 4% State Sales Tax.
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PLATE COLORS:
[7 White 0 Black 0 Red 0 Maroon"
0 Lt. Blue 0 Smoked" 0 Med.Blue
0 Dk. Blue 0 Dk. Blue' 0 Green C Brown
0 Yellow 0 Green' 0 Orange
CI Chromed Mirror 0 Lt. Blue Mirror
Include free emblem 0 Square Dance
0 Round Dance
Use blank paper for additional orders.
'Transparent. Others translucent except
opaque black and brown. Mirrors reflect.

by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine

25 YEARS AGO— March 1954
Lee Owens, in his feature article,
"Grass Roots and Fancy Cuttings,"
discusses the basic step seemingly
destined to be ever-changing, ever in
controversy— dos-a-dos. Pronounced
doe ze doe in the original French
version from the 17th century quadrille
figure, the movement was pronounced
doe-see-doe by the American colonial
"prompters" and spelled however you
please. As Lee Owens says, "They are
all correct: pay your money and take
your choice."
The original dosido was a back to
back movement, passing right shoulders with a designated person, each
then moving two steps to the right and
backing to original positons passing left
shoulders.
The "fancy cuttings" or variations
that Owens lists all involve the use of a
hand grasp or hold foreign to the parent
figure. He calls the Southern Highland
or Mountaineer Dosido the "greatgrandfather" of the modern western
dosido. The figure involved only
partners and corners but started with
either as designated. It was executed
with joined hands held high overhead.
Joining left hands, the lady circles the
gentleman as he stands in place; he
pivots to join right hands with the other
lady, and she circles him and returns to
place. If more than these two changes
were desired the caller would say,
"Double the dose," or "all night long"
to extend the figure.
The Pioneer Dosido, now seldom
danced, Owens says, evolved from the
Mountaineer, but used joined hands at
waist level, and included a right to
corner, left to partner and right to
corner (the ladies circle the gentlemen
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who pivot in place) and then a left-hand
swing with partner. Again, the figure
could be extended by calling "Double
the dose" or "all night long."
The "modern" western dosido uses
hands joined at waist level and consists
of partner left and corner right (the
ladies circle the gentleman who pivot in
place) and ends with a left to partner and
wheel to place. Other variations finish
with a different movement than the
wheel around. "Do-paso" says Owens,
"is just another term which means a
'basic western dosido' and was invented
on the spur of the moment by Lloyd
Shaw...A do-si-do is a do-pas-o and a
do-pas-o is a do-si-do-- which is the
important point to be made clear and
understood."
(Now, are you thoroughly confused?
Take heart! Several years ago, Leonard
Jennewein listed 39 variations of
doceydoes, including the recent do-paso. At least the variations are congealing
into more manageable categories!)
If you've been tempted to use the
term "clique" to describe "that certain
group" in your square dance world,
Charlotte Underwood cautions you to
consider the use of the word carefully.
"Cliquishness," she says, "lies not in
number nor in circumstance, but in
spirit." "There is the question of
intent," she continues. "The qualities
that attract people to one another in the
everyday world will draw them together
on the dance floor, and so long as the
motive is not discreditable and does not
operate to the exclusion or discomfort of
others, the word clique as we use it does
not apply." Since such words can
become lethal weapons, she suggests
Continued on Page 91
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Heads square thru four, turn thru
Clover and slide thru, turn thru
Clover and slide thru, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru four, centers in
Cast off three-quarters, trade by
Split the outside two, round one to a line
Star thru, trade by, pass to the center
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, sides rollaway,
Ocean wave, spin chain thru
Ends circulate two, boys run
Left allemande
One and four rollaway
Heads square thru four, spin chain thru
All cast off three-quarters, centers trade
Centers run, tag the line in
Star thru, all promenade
Sides wheel around, star thru
Circle four, heads break to a line
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
One and four rollaway
Heads square thru four, spin chain thru
All cast off three-quarters, centers trade
Centers run, tag the line in, star thru
All promenade, sides wheel around
Flutter wheel, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, sides divide
All spin the top, boys run, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom
Centers pass thru, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru
Sides divide and all spin the top
Spin chain thru, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande
Heads swing thru, sides divide
And touch a quarter, all boys run
Clover and wheel and deal
Bow to partner
Heads pass the ocean, sides divide
All spin the top, spin chain thru
Swing thru, boys run, partner trade
Pass thru, partner trade and roll
Grand right and left
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Heads square thru four, sides rollaway
Touch a quarter. centers trade
Spin chain thru. ends circulate
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, circulate
Cast off three-quarters, boys trade
All pass thru, half tag, swing thru
Boys run, slide thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, circulate two
Cast off three-quarters, girls trade
Swing thru, girls fold, peel off
Wheel and deal, pass the ocean
Recycle, pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Touch a quarter, circulate, cast off 3/4
Boys trade. girls fold, peel off
Girls trade. wheel and deal
Sweep a quarter, left allemande
Heads square thru four. split two
Line up four, curlique, circulate
Two steps at a time, centers pass thru
Star thru. pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, all pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, split two
Line up four, curlique, circulate
Two steps at a time, centers pass thru
Swing thru, boys run, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, split two
Line up four, curlique, circulate
Two steps at a time, double pass thru
Track two, recycle, pass thru
Left allemande
Side ladies chain, heads lead right
And circle to a line, curlique, circulate
Two steps at a time, double pass thru
Track two, right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Curlique. circulate, two steps at a time
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TNT128 STEALING KISSES
by Al Roberts
TNT129 LITTLE GIRL
by Gene Trimmer

15075 Susanna
Livonia, Mich., 48154

Mike Trombly

TNT130 Hoedown: FIRE ON MT./IF
YOU'VE GOT THE MONEY
a
TNT131 HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN
Gene Trimmer
by Ron Shaw
Al
Brundage
TNT132 WHPT HAVE THEY DONE TO MY
SONG by Al Brundage
TNT133 TIPPERARY by Jack Cook
I
TNT134 TNT Special
Hoedown with patter by Al Brundage
T.
•
TNT135 HE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD
by Ken Crowley
TNT136 HEARTACHES by Dave Fleck

Centers swing thru, extend, swing thru
Boys run, slide thru, circle four to a line
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads pass thru, round one to a line
Curlique, circulate, two steps at a time
Centers pass thru, touch a quarter
Centers trade, boys run, pass thru
Bend the line, star thru, circle four
To a line, left allemande
Heads pass thru, round one to a line
Curlique, circulate, two steps at a time
Centers pass thru, swing thru
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Square thru four, clover and star thru
Double pass thru, track two, girls trade

Ron Shaw
Jack Cook

Recycle, sweep a quarter
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads pass thru, round one to a line,
Curlique, circulate, two steps at a time
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4
Star thru, trade by, swing thru
Boys run, boys circulate, girls trade
Wheel and deal, left allemande
Heads pass thru, round one to a line
Curlique, circulate, two steps at a time
Centers curlique, cast off three-quarters
Extend, swing thru, walk and dodge
Boys run, girls trade, crosstrail thru
Left allemande

60 RED
SOOT
Elmer Sheffield

Don Williamson

Ray & Bea Dowdy

RED BOOT RELEASES:
RB239 ALL OF ME by Ron Nelson
RB238 BOOGIE GRASS BAND (Discontinued)
RB904 I'M SO LONESOME, Round by Ray & Bea Dowdy
RED BOOT STAR RELEASES:
RBS1247 I'M GETTIN' HIGH by Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
SHOW ME RELEASES:
SM1002 LUCY AIN'T YOUR LOSER LOOKIN' GOOD by Bill Volner
GOLD STAR RELEASES:
GS709 SHIRLEY JEAN BERRELL by Cal Golden
JAY BAR KAY RELEASES:
JK6018 MINSTREL MAN by Ken Anderson

Ken Anderson

ROUTE 8, GREENEVILLE, TENNESSEE 37743
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PHONE 615-638-7784
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Dancing
Tips
by Harold & LIII Bausch
We have some suggestions for you
which may help you enjoy dancing even
more.
First, dance to the music. There
is no rush to complete a call. Instead
you should dance the call, shuffling
your feet to the beat of the music. It
takes a set number of beats for each call
and the caller is going to take that
number of beats for each. If you are
rushing, you will also be waiting.
Have you ever finished the grand
square in a singing call and then stood
and waited three or four beats for the
next call? If so, the odds are that you cut
corners and hurried the call. This is a
good place to start checking yourself —

on the grand square.
Men, ladies love to dance with men
who lead, guide, and aid, but all this
must be gentle. No rough jerks, no
pushes, no sudden moves that hurt
arms. Please, fellows, these ladies are
our most precious assets— please treat
them gently.
Always remember that the lady is to
decide if she want to be twirled, and if
she is to be twirled, 90% of the force is
provided by the lady. The man is just
aiding her in the twirl, not "winding her
up!"
You can forget 75% of your worries
on the calls, if you will give the caller
100% of your attention and listen to
every word of his calls. He is telling you
what to do, but if you're not listening,
he is wasting his time and you are
wasting yours.
Callers time their calls by the
movement of the dancers on the floor
and when we have dancers and
"runners," it is difficult for the caller to
keep everybody moving smoothly with
no starts and stops, no standing and
Continued on Page 94
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Smooth Dancing is the theme for
1979. Emphasis is being placed on it by
the 28th National Square Dance Convention and square dance leadership in
all phases. There are many individual
things that contribute to smooth dancing, such as posture, uniform movement within the square, styling, consideration for other dancers and standardization of the basics. All things,
however, have a main source or
beginning and it is from there we must
build toward our ultimate goal by fusing
the parts together.
The main source or base building
block for smooth dancing is with the
caller and lies in proper timing with his
calling and teaching while he encourages the dancers to dance on the beat of
the music. All other actions are
dependent upon proper timing and
dancing to the music, and it is just that
simple.
When a caller is clipping timing the
dancers must then shortcut to get
through the figures he calls. When this
happens, the caller sometimes clips
timing even more to be able to stay
ahead of the dancers. This results in
more short-cutting and suddenly the
people are no longer square dancing;
they are in a rat race.
As with all base building blocks, the
best place to start is with the student or
beginner dancer. We must also conti-

nue with all dancers in all phases of the
activity. We, as callers, must continually ask ourselves, "Am I also teaching
the dancers to take the proper time to
execute the figures as I teach them, or
am I hurrying them through geometric
movement?" The answer to that
question is vitally important.
With the overwhelming number of
basics and experimental figures we are
casting in front of the square dancers
we just might be placing too much
emphasis on geometric flow and far too
little on dancing. It is possible to bring
both facets together into a smooth flow
provided we take the time. The next
time you teach a basic or an experimental figure, why not let the
dancers know how many steps it should
take to comfortably dance the figure.
Then, in your calling, allow the proper
number of beats for smooth execution of
the calls. You just might surprise
yourself and the dancers with how much
nicer it looks and, better yet, how much
nicer it "feels" to the dancers.
We need to emphasize here that there
will be advocates of rough dancing.
They are convinced the only way to have
fun is to twirl and kick and bump, and
quite likely that is the only way they
know. They are put through simple
geometric patterns that are repeated
over and over again and boredom sets
in. Ad-lib or inventive change is the
dancer's way of counteracting the
routines that bore them with repetition.
Sometimes the dancers are blamed for
their impromptu moves and the underlying cause is overlooked.
How can it all come together and
smooth itself out? There is no pat
answer, but it must begin somewhere.
That somewhere just might be with the
base building blocks of proper timing
and dancing to the beat of the music.

Specials

MYRTLE BEACH BALL. Myrtle Beach Convention
Center, Myrtle Beach, SC. for Information: Barbara
Harrelson, 419 Hawthorne Road, Lancaster, SC.
29720. Telephone 803-285-8103

by Gene Trimmer

ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance weekends — Spring and Fall; National Callers; at
Interlaken Resort Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.
WRITE. Bill & Jacque Blevins, 1257 Franklin
Lane, eutlato Grove, Illinois 130090.
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TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling,
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds
with Squares, Fun Feat and Fall Jubilee. For details
write Tex Brownlee. Fontana Village Resort
Fontana Dam NC 28733.
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So often there is a need for dancers to rest a while or you may be dancing in a
retirement center or a hospital and need a breath catcher. Here is a routine that I
picked up from Kirby Todd many years ago. It is an instant sure fire starter for
those would like to "dance" while sitting down.
HAND JIVE
MUSIC: Originally done to "Ding Dong Daddy," Hi-Hat #806, it works equally well
to "Doodle-De-Doo," Grenn #12041. If no music is available, sing.
Counts
Part A
1-2
Clap your hands twice.
3-4
Slap your thighs twice.
With palms toward floor, waist height, cross hands in front of body with
5-6
right hand passing over the left twice.
Repeat 5-6, except that the left hand passes over the top of the right twice.
7-8
9-10
Make a fist with right and pound bottom of fist into left palm twice.
11-12 Repeat counts 9-10 using the left fist into right hand.
13-14 Bend the left arm at elbow, holding the upper portion of arm straight out at
shoulder height, and the lower portion of the arm held vertical. Strike the
bottom of the elbow with the upper part of a fist made by the right, twice.
15-16 Repeat 13-14, using the left fist to strike the right elbow tiwce.
Repeat all of Counts 1-16.
Part B
1-4
Take a deep breath and pretend that you are doing the breast-stroke, twice.
5-6
Wave to all the people on your right and shout "Hi,"
7-8
Wave to all the people on your left and shout "Hi."
Revolve your right hand high over your head as if you were twirling a lasso.
9-12
Circle it four times.
13-16 Repeat counts 9-12 revolving the left hand over head.
17-20 Hitch-hike with the right thumb four times to the right.
21-24 Repeat the hitch-hiking motion four times to the left.
25-26 Reach out into mid-air and catch a fly with the fingers of the right hand.
27-28 Place the imaginary fly into the palm of the left hand.
29-30 Smash it by slapping the left palm with the right hand.
31-32 Putting your chin close to the heel of the left hand, blow the squashed fly
off the palm of the left hand.
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With a title like "Real McCoy, this must be Irish. If you are getting tired of the
"HuIly Gully" or ''Amos Moses" music, here is a tune that fits the pattern
beautifully. I got the idea from Shelia Popwell's new book, "Solo Dances," which is
available from American Squaredance.
REAL McCOY
RECORD: Monument ZS7-8529 (This was the original flip side of "Today I Started
Loving You Again" and is no longer available as a single, but is available in "Real
McCoy" album for those who love it.)
FORMATION: Solo
Counts
1-8 HEEL-STEP-HEEL-STEP-(1/4 Left)-RIGHT-BEHIND-RIGHT-( 1/2 R)-STOMP
Touch right heel forward diagonally; step on right foot in place beside left foot;
touch left heel forward diagonally; step on left foot in place. Turn I/4 to your left,
pivoting on your left foot, as you step right (in reference to your new facing
direction) on your right foot; step behind your right foot with your left; step right
again on your right foot. Pivoting on your right foot, make a full 180° turn to face
the opposite wall and stomp your left foot beside the right foot.
ALTERNATE: As you make the 180° right-face turn, jump off the floor and land on
both feet facing the new direction (to replace the STOMP).
Try this one for your St. Pat's Dance:
WHERE THE RIVER SHANNON FLOWS
RECORD: MacGregor 1018; Flip side called by Fenton Jones
BREAK:
Walk all around your corner, seesaw round your darling
Join hands, circle to the left down old Killarney way
Head gents break, lines of four, go forward up and back
Pass thru, cast off 3/4 down the track
Crosstrail thru, then U-turn back, corners allemande
Come back one to promenade, you're walking hand in hand
Promenade this colleen, she's your Irish Rose
Take her home and swing her where the river Shannon flows.
FIGURE:
Now 1 and 3 lead to the right, circle half and then
Dive thru, star thru, swing with opposite friend
Face the sides, right and left thru, turn the girls again
Dive thru, star by the right and turn it round the land
Left allemande the corner, right hand round your own
You swat the flea with the corner girl, promenade her home
Promenade this colleen, you've got an Irish Rose
Balance out and swing her where the river Shannon flows.
Our contra this month comes to us from Germany and was written by Karl-Heinrich
Fischle of Hannover.
LISTER SPECIAL
FORMATION: Couples 1,3,5,etc., crossed over and active.
Intro: Everybody go forward and back
— ———
— — Pass thru
Do-sa-do in front of you
U-turn back — —
— — With the girl on your right half promenade'
— Ladies chain across
— ———
Turn and chain 'em back again
Left hands up, left hand star
Back by the right, right hand star
'Automatic crossover. One couple at the end of the lines will stand pat for the rest
of every second sequence.
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SUCCESS STORY:
A BUSINESS THAT STARTED ON A SHOESTRING

An exhibition for employees at the plant proves
the "bosses - are square dancers, as visiting ASD
caller belts one Out.

When one of your ASD editors visite(
Promenader Shoe factory in Winder, Georg
short while ago (see Feb., p. 9), he learner
about the "shoes made for square dance'
square dancers".
A couple of Arkansas fishing buddies, Don
and Jim White first formed the D&W
Company in 1965, and like any "shoest
business, they went from a back bedroom to a
room to a trailer, then to a utility building.
In those days the old "lace-up" was popular
the first order went to Meg Simpkins, afte
Dallas convention.
Today forty-two full time employees
supervised by Jim (administration, accour
Don (production, quality), and Chuck Le
(plant operation) in the spacious plant i
hundreds of shoes are shipped each day to al
states and several foreign countries.
"Take two steps at a time and come, see
Jim says.
Center. Chuck & Joan Lemons, Jim & Ellen
White (Don Davis in the background).
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The square included Jim & Ellen White, Calvin
& Virginia Seaquest, Randolph & Karla Saunders,
Don & Helen Davis, and Chuck & Joan LeMons.
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The tour starts with the .eather Room where Don Davis is showing Stan and Calvin Seaquest the proper
way to cut leather; then, in the Sewing Room, Virginia Seaquest also observes a quick stitch or two.

sited the
eorgia a
rued lots
ncers by

Ion Davis
W Shoe
mstring"
to a front
9.
lular, and
after the

nsole molding is demonstrated by Don to Cal, Virginia and Stan. Methods of operation in the Fitting
Room are then explained. Many colors and sizes must be available at all times for the tastes of thousands of
dancers.

,ees are
counting),
LeMons
It where
lo all fifty
see us,-

Chuck LeMons demonstrates the toe-forming operation in the Lasting Room. Then Don demonstrates
how heels are attached with an automatic five-nail machine, to Cal, Virginia, Randolph, Karla, and Stan.
The final shots below are in the Packing Room.

OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
HIGH FREQUENCY DANCER .41/4
& ADVANCED PROGRAM
ADVOCATE

7).\fi,
c)\-\-?'\)
CLUB LEVELS OR STEPPING STONES
All clubs strive to reach and maintain
a certain level of dancing and we all
know there exist many levels of square
dancing at the present time. When the
level is attained, what next? A problem
arises, solutions are sought, decisions
are made. and strong and intelligent
leadership becomes the most important
item. Club and personal desires must be
met with. The individual dancer must
decide now whether his attained level is
satisfactory to him or if it is a stepping
stone to a higher level. Here is a
viewpoint from Jack Lasry that would
seem to fit our picture at this point:
"The recreation we all love, square
dancing, can become work instead of
play if we callers and leaders allow it to
happen. True, it can become a labor of
love but still a labor. Time must be put
in, dancing or workshopping two or
three times a week can become a chore.
I feel it is up to the callers and leaders
who teach and call advanced dancing to
keep the fun in a "light and lively" program. Don't rush through one list just to
start another. Teach the A-1 program
and allow at least six months of dance
time for the pleasure of dancing what
they have learned before rushing into
A-2. Let them enjoy dancing."
We would like to add that there are
many A-1 clubs throughout the country
that plan to maintain that level. A-1
need not be a stepping stone. Jack
continues with this bit of information:
"I am conducting an A-1 program at
present and my schedule is to take five
months of dancing once a week for 2'/2
hours to cover the basics and provde
ample dance for practice and dance for
pleasure time. Completion of the A-1
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workshop leads to dancing with one of
our clubs, The Cloverleafs, that dance
every Thursday. If you are going to be
in Florida, drop in for a visit."
TIME INVOLVED
We continue to meet people not
involved in higher levels of dancing who
feel that an advanced dancer must
dance six nights a week to keep up and
challenge dancers must dance ten
nights a week. If you have not read our
comments about this before, take
notice.
NOT TRUE!
Many people are doing advanced
level only twice a month and having no
difficulty. Once a week for advanced
level of C-1 is the average for most
dancers in the country at these levels.
Sure, some people dance more often,
but this is by their own choice. It is not
at all necessary in order to keep up.
Even at C-2 level, about half of these
dancers only dance once a week.
Do not let someone talk you out of
trying advanced or challenge dancing
because it will take countless nights of
work. Simply not true!
PHOENIX
Dick Kenyon's "Phoenix Key Club"
has been dancing for three and one-half
years. At present the level is advanced
and C-1. They are contemplating
working slowly into C-2. The club meets
every Thursday throughout the year and
invites advanced and C-1 visitors
coming west to the warm sunshine to
join them. At present four to six squares
are in this club, depending on the time
of year. Incidentally, one of the couples,
Bob and Ruth Allen, who are members
of our own Salem Whirlaways in
Pennsylvania, dance with this group in
the winter season.
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•-",Litiztre Dancers 6ttilb
ARE YOU ON THE LEVEL.'"
CALLERLAB HAS SET FORTH A RECOGNIZED PROGRAM OF LEVELS
COMPILED BY THE COUNTRY'S FOREMOST CALLERS ANO THIS
PROGRAM IS RECOGNIZED THI-43UGHDUT THE WORLD.
NOW YOU CAN LET OTHERS KNOW WHAT LEVEL YOU ARE DANCING
BY WEARING ONE OF THESE ATTRACTIVE "SQUARE DANCERS
GUILD" BADGES WHICH DENOTE YOUR COMFORT LEVEL.
A CERTIFICATE OF ACCREDITATION, MEMBERSHIP CARO AND TWO
BADGES ALONG WITH A LIST OF DESIGNATED CALLS IN YOUR LEVEL
CAN BE ORDERED BY FILLING OUT THE REGISTRATION BLANK
PROVIDED. HOW DO YOU BECOME ACCREDITED? BY HAVING YOUR
CLUB CALLER CERTIFY THE REGISTRATION AND DENOTING THE
LEVEL HE OR SHE FEELS THAT YOU ARE COMFORTABLE DANCING.
DON'T DELAY, SEND TODAY FOR THE "SQUARE DANCERS GUILD"
PACKAGE.
NAME

HIS

PIERS

ADDRESS

LAST

NUMBER & STREET

CITY

STATE

ZIP

DESIGNATE LEVEL
1 65

MS

ADV -2

MS -EXP

Cl
-

C-2

MS-1
C-3

MS 2
C-4

ADV 1
-1:-ALL STAR

-::ALL STAR BADGES MUST BE SIGNED BY RECOGNIZED CHALLENGE
CALLER PARTICIPATING AT THE NATIONAL CHALLENGE
CONVENTION.
CALLER I,

, CLUB

NAME

CALLER FOR THE

LOCATED IN

CLUB NAME

CITY S ST AT!

DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED DANCERS HAVE
QUALIFIED FOR THE DESIGNATED LEVEL OF
SEND APPLICATION ALONG WITH CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR
54.95.
SQUARE DANCERS GUILD
P.O. BOX 91
HARTLAND, MICHIGAN
48029
SINGLES: $3.95

package includes:
-::- CERTIFICATE OF ACCREOIDATION
-:.- MEMBERSHIP CARD
:.- TWO BADGES
LIST OF CALLS

•••••••••••.....................•
.:•••••••• •• •••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••44P4VW•NIVW•lte
•
••••••••••4••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
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APD-TYPE FIGURES FOR
"MAINSTREAM" GRADUATES
Bow to your partner, grand right and left
Meet your partner with a do-sa-do
Star thru, sides crosstrail
In front of heads you star thru
Inside arch, dive thru, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Couple #3 bow and swing
Down the center and split the ring
Go round three and by your corner stand
Forward six and six fall back
Same six right hand star, star by right
Come back with the left, those who can
Pick up corner, star promenade
Back on out to an eight-hand ring
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Circle left til you hear me sing
Those who. can left allemande,
Others rollaway right and left grand... .
Side two ladies chain right
New side ladies chain three-quarters
Rollaway a half sashay, forward six
And back, same six pass thru
Turn right single file around that man
Girls turn back, left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Head couples wheel around, backtrack
Keep going, side couples wheel around
Square thru four hands round
Boys turn back, two ladies chain
Send them back, square thru 3/4 round
With the boys left square thru 3/4
Boys turn back, two ladies chain
Send them back, square thru 3/4 round
Star thru, bend the line, crosstrail thru
To a left allemande
#2 couple swing, lead to the right
Circle four, side gent break, line up four
Forward and back, step forward,
Bend the line, those who can
Half square thru
Those who can right and left thru
Those who can half square thru
Those who can right and left thru
Those who can, pass thru, Calif. twirl
Inside arch, dive thru
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Inside arch, dive thru
Inside arch, dive thru
Inside arch, dive thru, two ladies chain
Circle eight, four ladies star
Corners all left allemande
Head couples pass thru, separate
Around one into the middle
Swing new partner and face the sides
Star right four hands around
Exactly once, girls turn back
Left allemande

1'
2
Two-faced line, centers hinge diamond

-JP

3

2-*
4.4i)

Flip diamond to form center ocean wave

MINI BUSY
by Ron Schneider, Florida
Mini busy begins from parallel twofaced
lines and ends in quarter tag formation.
Couples facing in extend, the center two
dancers hinge, forming one diamond in
center, then flip the diamond to form a
wave. Couples facing out do a phantom
turn and deal (drop hands, half step
forward and individually roll over one
position).

TEACHING EXAMPLE:
Heads lead right and veer left
Mini busy (8 counts), extend,
Boys circulate, boys run, wheel and deal
Left allemande

4
r4-

4-

34_
2

3

Heads lead right, veer left (set-up)

4

TILT THE WAVE
by Don Beck, Stow, Massachusetts
From parallel waves, cast off one-half
and a little bit more (5/8 total) until a
wave is formed diagonally across the
square. Centers of this wave trade,
while person in the mini-wave, who is
facing out, runs. The movement ends in
quarter tag formation 45° off from the
starting position.

1
/4\
V.
Facing couples extend, face out, partner
roll right individually 1 spot, face in
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sie
Heads square thru, curlique
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Cast off one-half, plus a little

7.
0 , f-) I

Centers trade, those facing out run
ED. NOTE: The movement may seem
disorienting at first, but the uniqueness
of the reformation compensates for the
effort for most dancers. Although Don
sent in 9 variations and extensions, we
will stay with the basic formation. One
teaching hint that helped our dancers
was to note the end facing out and
adjacent dancer would form the wave in
the middle and the end facing in would
be the couple on the outside.
EXAMPLES by Don:
Heads square thru, curlique
Tilt the wave, recycle, pass thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads swing thru, men run
Bend the line, pass thru, curlique
Split circulate, scoot back, tilt the wave
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande....
Heads square thru, swing thru
Tilt the wave, extend the tag
Swing thru, men run, pass thru
Wheel and deal, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, swing thru
Extend the tag, swing thru, tilt the wave
Ping pong circulate, recycle
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, touch to a wave
Tilt the wave, center boy run,
Stroll and cycle, bend the line
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads right and left thru, pass the ocean
Extend tag, tilt the wave, swing thru
Extend the tag, trade the wave
Extend tag to a left allemande
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by John Strong, Salinas, California
Heads pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate, girls trade, recycle
Veer left, stroll and cycle, girls trade
Ferris wheel, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Touch, ah so, explosion, wheel and deal
Pass thru, trade by, curlique
Follow your neighbor, trade the wave
Single hinge, walk and dodge
Partner trade, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, stroll and bicycle
Double pass thru, clover one, stroll
Ah so, boys run, cloverleaf, zoom
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru, star thru
Touch, ah so, walk and dodge
Tag the line in, turn and left thru
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
Pass thru, trade by, left allemande....
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Curlique, split circulate, scoot back
Follow your neighbor and spread
Mini-cycle, stroll and cycle
Couples circulate, half tag, trade and roll
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads touch, ah so, walk and dodge
Cloverleaf, touch, recycle, veer left
Stroll and cycle, crossfire,
Coordinate, wheel and deal, pass thru
Trade by, star thru, slide thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Heads square thru, curlique
Walk and dodge, chase right
Split circulate, walk and dodge
Tag the line in, turn and left thru
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
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Swing thru, girls trade, boys trade
Turn thru, left allemande

Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande

Heads pass the ocean, stroll and bicycle
Double pass thru, track two, recycle
Veer left, crossfire, coordinate
Couples circulate, girls trade
Wheel and deal, dive thru, curlique
Left allemande

Heads star thru, pass thru, circle to line
Right and left thru, slide thru
Make a left-hand wave, eight circulate
Recycle, left allemande

APD:
Four ladies chain, heads square thru
Swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel
Touch, explode the wave, cloverleaf
Touch, stroll and ah so, coordinate
Crossfire, single file circulate
Trade and roll, touch, triple trade
Single hinge, single file circulate
Boys run, cloverleaf, centers pass thru
Star thru, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
by Skip Uhlig, Missouri
Heads slide thru, right and left thru
Step to a wave, ping pong circulate
Ping pong circulate, extend the tag
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal
Touch a quarter, scoot back
Split circulate, walk and dodge
Partner trade, pass thru, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and spread
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Girls step to wave, ping pong circulate
Ping pong circulate, girls extend the tag
Run around boys, pass thru, tag the line
Face in. star thru, veer left, girls trade
Ferris wheel, centers right and left thru
Flutter wheel, square thru 3/4
Everyone pass thru, left allemande
Heads right and left thru, rollaway
Touch a quarter, step to wave
Swing thru, girls fold, peel off
(To a two-faced line)
Girls hinge a quarter, diamond circulate
Boys swing thru, diamond circulate
Girls swing thru, diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, boys run
Couples circulate, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal, centers zoom
New centers square thru three-quarters
Do-sa-do to wave, swing thru
Girls circulate, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, pass thru, chase right
Cast off three-quarters with this girl
Right and left grand
by Ed Foote, Wexford, Pennsylvania
Heads square thru four hands
Left swing thru, recycle, pass thru
U-turn back, pass to the center
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Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in, pass thru
Left chase (girls chase boys), scoot back
Boys turn back, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in
Right and left thru, roll half sashay
Pass thru, left chase, left swing thru
Centers run, ferris wheel (boys hook left)
Substitute, centers pass thru, touch 1/4
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in, pass thru
U-turn back, left touch a quarter
Coordinate (from LH columns)
Girls trade, wheel and deal, pass thru
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in, left touch 1/4
Coordinate, Boys trade, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers left swing thru
Extend to left-hand ocean waves
Split circulate, boys circulate
Slip the clutch, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in, pass the ocean
Trade the wave, extend to left-hand
Ocean wave (in center)
Outsides cloverleaf, centers recycle
(from L-H wave) and sweep a quarter
To the right, centers pass thru
Left swing thru, centers run
Couples circulate, couples hinge
Boys trade, wheel and deal,
Pass the ocean, trade the wave
All eight circulate, boys go twice
Left allemande
MAINSTREAM PLUS TWO FIGURES
BY Ed Foote
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in. pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers square thru 3/4
Outside boys run, centers in, cast off 3/4
All eight circulate twice
Centers load the boat
Other girl turn back and slide thru
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Touch a quarter, split circulate
Right and left grand
Heads lead right and circle
To lines of four facing in
Ends do your part of load the boat
Centers curlicross, all pair off, roll
Centers swap around (boys walk fwd.)
Centers in, centers run, cast off 3/4
Centers pass thru, all partner trade, roll
Right and left grand
by John Strong, Salinas, California
Heads star thru, pass thru, swing thru
Boys run, girls hinge, diamond circulate
Flip the diamond, scoot back, girls fold
Peel the top, single hinge, coordinate
Crossfire, single hinge, fan the top
Boys run, ferris wheel, square thru 3/4
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate, explode the wave
Chase right, single hinge, fan the top
Single hinge, walk and dodge
Swing thru, girls fold, peel the top
Triple trade, single hinge, coordinate
Ferris wheel, touch, recycle
Pass thru, slide thru, left allemande
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Curlique, follow your neighbor
Trade the wave, fan the top, spin the top
Girls fold, peel the top
Right and left thru, curlique, boys run
Left allemande
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pair off, peel off, touch a quarter
Boys run, curlique, left allemande
Heads star thru and roll, pair off
Swing thru, walk and dodge
Partner trade, flutter wheel, sweep ' 1/4
Veer left, girls hinge, diamond circulate
Boys swing thru, flip the diamond
Boys fold, peel the top, single hinge
Triple scoot, coordinate, half tag
Trade and roll, star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, curlique
Left allemande
Heads pass thru. U-turn back
Curti-cross, touch, girls trade
Explode the wave, partner trade
Crosstrail thru, left allemande....
Heads pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate, swing thru
Girls fold, peel the top, single hinge
Walk and dodge, pair off, chase right
Split circulate, follow your neighbor
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And spread, recycle, veer left,
Girls hinge, diamond circulate
Center boys trade, boys swing thru
Flip the diamond, swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Circle to the left, allemande left
Go forward two and make a thar
Boys back up in that star, remake thar
(Girls backup), all eight swing thru
(NOTE: Girls swing half right first)
Boys back up in that thar, slip the clutch
Walk by one, left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads star thru
Pass thru, touch, ah so, explosion
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Curlique, follow your neighbor, spread
Single hinge, walk and dodge,
Partner trade, pair off, peel off
Turn and left thru, star thru
Curli-cross, tag the line in, pass ocean
Recycle, pass thru, trade by, slide thru
Crosstrail thru, left allemande
Heads pass the ocean, stroll and bicycle
Double pass thru, track two, recycle
Swing thru, turn thru, left allemande....
DOUBLE PASS THRU FIGURES
by Barry Wonson, New South Wales
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go left
Second go right, right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go left
Second go right, star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Cloverleaf, centers pass thru
Swing thru, men run right
Ferris wheel, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Forward and back, star thru,
Centers pass thru
Box 1-4
Heads crosstrail, separate around two
Lines up and back, star thru
Double pass thru, first go left
Next go right, pass thru, wheel and deal
Box 1-4
Centers square thru 3/4
Heads rollaway, star thru,
California twirl, double pass thru
Zoom, centers in, cast off three-quarters
Forward and back, star thru
Centers pass thru
Box 1-4
Heads star thru, double pass thru
Centers in (but don't cast off)
All eight do a U-turn back
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Forward and back, star thru
California twirl, centers pass thru..B 1-4
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go right
Second go left, forward and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go left
Second go left too, promenade
Don't stop, don't slow down
Sides wheel around, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First go right, next go left....1P2P
Heads crosstrail, separate round one
To a line of four, forward and back
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first go left
Next go right, bend the line
Go forward and back, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First go left, next go right
Bend the line, forward and back
Star thru, dive thru, pass thru.Box 1-4
Heads square thru four hands
Pass thru, trade by, curlique
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Go forward and back, right and left thru
Square thru, trade by, swing thru
Boys trade, spin chain thru
Boys circulate one spot, swing thru
Boys run right, wheel and deal
Dive thru, pass thru, slide thru
Swing thru again, boys run right
Half tag, trade and roll
(Now in facing lines of four)
Pass thru, bend the line
Forward and back, pass thru,
Wheel and deal, centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads curlique, then walk and dodge
Swing thru with the outside tWo
Men run right, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by
Slide thru, spin the top, box the gnat
Right and left thru, crosstrail thru
U-turn back, star thru
1P2P
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line
Square thru, trade by
Box 1-4
Heads square thru four hands, curlique
Walk and dodge, wheel and deal,
Double pass thru, first couple left
Second go right, right and left thru
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Slide thru, curlique, walk and dodge
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First couple left, second go right
Right and left thru, star thru...Box 1-4
Heads flutter wheel, curlique
Same men run right, right and left thru
Touch and recycle, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
by Gene Hairrell, Memphis, Tennessee
Four ladies chain three-quarters
Everybody roll half sashay, sides face
Do a half grand square, left allemande..
Four ladies chain, everybody roll
A half sashay, sides face, grand square
One, two, three, turn
One, two, go right and left grand
Heads crosstrail thru, go around two
Line up four, forward and back
Ends box the gnat, everybody do a
Grand square, bow to your partner
Head ladies chain to the right
New side ladies chain across, sides face
Grand square, one, two, three, turn
One, two, three, left allemande
Sides go right and left thru
Everybody roll half sashay, sides face
Grand square, one, two, three, turn
One, two, three, turn
One, two, three, turn
One, two, three, reverse, one, two, stop
Lines of four, forward and back
Everybody slide thru, left allemande....
Boys face your partner, everybody do a
Grand square (all girls go in, all boys
back up)
Get home and bow to your partner
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, crossfire, walk and dodge
Centers right and left thru, trade by
Pass to the center, curlique
Box circulate two spots, left allemande
Heads pass thru, separate, around one
Line up four, pass thru, crossfire
Ping pong circulate, centers swing thru
Boys run. centers half tag
Walk and dodge, separate around one
Lines of four up and back, pass thru
Crossfire, girls circulate two spots
Ping pong circulate, recycle,
Touch a quarter, left allemande
Heads star thru, sides divide
Make lines, everybody pass thru
Tag the line, cloverleaf,
Centers touch a quarter, box circulate 2
Left allemande
Continued on Page 95
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THE COLLEGES
ARE COMING

TRAINING

FOR CALLERS

r

OHIO VALLEY
CALLERS COLLEGE
Columbus, Ohio
I
July 2-6, 1979
Dave Taylor, Lee Kopman,
Kip Garvey, Paul DeBald.
Bill Peters
Dewey Hart
Teaching, Timing, ChoreAll aspects of calling &
ography, for any level of
business
experience
Camping Available on Site
WriteTaylormade Holidays
Contact: Dewey Hart, 1307
1112 Royal St. George,
I Nancy Ln., Columbus. OH
Naperville, IL 60540
i
43227
ELMHURST, ILLINOIS
SUPER SCHOOL III
June 25-27, 1979

INTERNATIONAL
CALLERS COLLEGE
Aug. 26-31, 1979
Rainbow Lake Lodge
Brevard NC 28712
Johnny <4, Charlotte Davis
Dick & Ardy Jones
Individualized Instruction
Complete CallingLeadership Curriculum
Write: Charlotte Davis, 212
McAlpi n Ave., Erlanger
KY 41018

MAPLE PLAIN, MINN.
12th Minn. Callers Clinic
Aug. 2-5, 1979
Seminar on
STEP VALUE TIMING
& Sight Calling Techniques
Warren Ber quam
George Gargano
Sold Out in 1978
Write Warren Berquam,
Rt. 1 Box 187, Maple Plain
MN 55359

NEW
CENTRAL CALLERS
COLLEGE, La Rose, III.
Beginner & Experienced
Callers (2 Level)
Harold Bausch
Paul Helmiq
Stan Burdick
Write Paul & Ruth Helmig
126 Laurel Lane
E. Peoria IL 61611

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Kentucky Callers Seminar
August 5-8. 1979
Bellarmine College
Don Beck—Ed Fraidenburg
Teaching all Phases
of Calling
Fee: $200. includes tuition,
Room & Board. Partner free
Write Ed Preslar. 3111 S.
4th St., Louisville KY 40214

ASD Co-Sponsored
DILLARD, GEORGIA
CALLERS COLLEGE
August 12-18.1979
For Beginner and Experienced Callers (2 Levels)
Stan Burdick, John Kaltenthaler. Kip Garvey.
Jerry Cope
Write Jerry & Becky Cope,
Box 129. Dillard GA 30537

THE BILL PETERS
CALLERS' SCHOOL
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
August 12-17. 1979
Bill Peters, Bill Davis
Emphasis on Sight Calling
Formation Awareness
Figure Constructions
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Write Bill Peters. 5046
Amondo Dr., San Jose CA
95129

MARSHALL, INDIANA
TURKEY RUN
CALLERS SCHOOL
July 15-20
Individual Attention To
Caller by Experienced
Staff
Dick Han — Bill Peters
Write Dick Han, 513 S.Bluff
Monticello IN 47960
3rd Annual Callers College
King's Hi-Kick Hall
Ft. Wayne IN 46809
Bob Cone
Jim King
Instruction Geared to
Benefit All Callers
Including Would-be Callers
Jim & Billie King
9616 Lower Huntington Rd.
Ft. Wayne IN 46809
219-747-5775
Cal Golden's Caller Colleges
Feb.11-16 Carrington ND
Mar. 25-30 Mason OH
Apr. 22-27 Hot Springs AIR
June 18-23 Rockford IL
July 23-28: Aug. 5-10:12- 17
Hot Springs, AR
A.29-Sep.2 Bear Lake UT
Sept. 3-8 W. Yellowstone
Oct 28-31 Owatonna MN
S. Golden, PO Box 2280.
Hot Springs AR 71901
HARMONY, PA.
INDIAN BRAVE CAMP
July 8-12.1979
Ed Foote
John Kaltenthaler
All phases of calling.
Emphasis on choreography
techniques & methods
Write Ed Foote.
140 McCandless Dr.
Wexford PA 15090

Dance Convention. Now the Georgia
Square Dance Association is asking
members to wear a badge to further
promote the theme, thanks to Mac and
Virginia McDonald (ASD cover, p. 19,
July '77), who loaned us this sample
badge. We wonder if the idea of the
badge came from this magazine's story
on "Sm-o-o-o-th Dancing," p. 11,
September '78. We'd like to see other
badges like it, blossoming on outfits
everywhere.

Everyone's getting on
the "bandwagon" toward
promoting SM-0-0-0-TH
dancing this year. from
magazine endorsements to
LEGACY and Callerlab endorsements. to the official
theme of the Milwaukee
Square
National
28th

FRICA'S FIRST

Line Dance Manual
by Grant F. Longley, Ph.D.
45 Line Dances (Solo Dances) from
"Amos Moses" to "Ya Ya"
including all the favorites ... ALSO
• Choreography •Definstions of Line
Dance Terms • Programming •More!
55.00 p.p. (Ma. les. + 25ct tax)
New England Caller
P.O. Box NC, Norwell, Ma. 02061

AN u~
G
Sewing help for
new & experienced dancers.
i
. Dresses, skirts,
,,
petticoats, pettipants - Knit &
-FOR SQUAIIE umcERs crocheted capes .
A practical guide
l
i
to homemade sq.
dance clothes.
$5 per copy. p.p. (Ma. res. + 250 tax)
Needle Notes
P.O. Box NC, Norwell. Ma. 02061

e
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MORE CALLERS SCHOOLS
CALLERS SCHOOLS
ESTES PARK, COLORADO
July 22-25 Dick Bayer's S/D Hall. Hartland, Mich.
Dance Ranch Caller College
STAFF: Dick Bayer, Al Brundage. Earl Johnston
July 8-12: Two years or less
July
29-Aug. 2 James Madison U.. Harrisonburg, Va.
July 15-19:2 years or more
STAFF: Clint McLean, Al Brundage, Earl Johnston
Aug. 26-30: Exp. Callers
Aug. 5-8 Penn. State University, State College, Pa.
w / previous caller training
STAFF.. Clint McLean, Al Brundage, Earl Johnston
Frank Lane, Earl Johnston
Vaughn Parrish, Bob Fisk August 12-16 East Hill Farm, Troy, N.H. [Beg. Callers]
C. McLean. Bob Gambell, Brundage, Johnston
Write Frank Lane's Dance Staff:
Aug19-23 East Hill Farm, Troy, N.H. [Experienced]
Ranch, PO Box 1382, Estes
STAFF: Ed Foote. Will Larsen, Brundage, Johnston
Park CO 80517
Earl Johnston, PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066
American Sauaredance March 19 79
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People I

1 line "SlimJim" $1.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and town
or design $1.25
Name and town
and design $1.25
State shape $2.00
Name, town, design
and club name $1.75

JOHN

HANDS
ANYTOWN. STATE

I N THE NEWS

We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Color— Black, White
Blue. Green. Brown, Red, Yellow, Walnut,
Send check with order, add 5tt per badge postage

PAT'S PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, CO 81650 13031 625-1718

.
era,
,i-.
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RAMON
MARSCH
MAINSTREAM
PLUS 1 and 2
ADVANCED

10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE 12161 632-1074
Remember the article on page 27 of
our January issue about George and
Toots Peterson of Arkansas? At that
time we didn't have a photo of them on
hand, but we've since obtained one, and
you can now see (above) what a
personable couple they are.
Russ Hoekstra reports that his
"computer' . system of mixing squares
for each tip has been getting wide
approval and acclaim in many areas,
and solves the problem of unfair "set"
squares very well. The system is offered
free with every set of the position game,
including choreo "dolls" and instructions (see ad, p. 35).
Pete and Dee Mazik of Memphis, Tn.
have been subscribers to this magazine
27 out of 34 years and have every issue
on file. Pete was a "barn dancer" in
Indiana as early as 1928, and started
calling in 1952. His activities now
include prompting contras and other
heritage dance programs, working with
handicapped, mentally retarded, and
seniors. He'll be helping to coordinate
the contra program at the 1980
convention.
Neil Grossman, a member of the
Southern California Callers, is now
home from the hospital and recuperat62

MARSCH-MELLOW-SMOOTH
Calling-Traveling Full Time

RON 1.
SHAW

.

litr

1810 Nowlin Drive
Dearborn. Mich 48124

313 - 277 -5954

.

i
P
...
'

I

Now Booking for '79 & '80
Recording on TNT Records
Festivals — Club Dances — Specials
i.
YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL ,

ED
FRAIDENBURG

q •6

AV
4116.
4

e

'

1916 Poseyville Rd.. Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524
AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
American Squaredance. March 1979

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

,‘
Mike
caliahan
147 NORTH AVENUE

pi

HILTON, NEW YORK 14468
(716) 392-3807

CONTRA
CLINICS
BY

WALT COLE
FOR
Callers/Cuers: Learn the fundamentals
Leaders: Contra-ment your Festival
Beauty — Grace — Styling — Enjoyment
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403
801-392-9078
FOR INFO:
John Ouderkirk
Rt. 2
Canton NY
USA 13617

ing. The callers recently put on a benefit
dance for him and collected over $1200.,
as reported by SDCASC secretary Bill
Kramer.
The Arizona Republic has a photo
story on caller Bill Horstmeyer, who,
with his wife Ruth have been active in
the activity for more than two decades.
Did you know that Dallas and Elaine
Hastings (of Shirlaines Western Shop in
Mobile, Ala.) are living on Easy Street.
That's right— at 4808 Easy St. Business
must be good in Mobile!
Funny thing happened to a little
group of Wisconsin dancers on the way
to Florida recently. They were camping
and dancing along the way, and wanted
to attend some dances in Florida to
round out their dancing fun. But they
missed the first three possible nights of
dancing listed in their handy dancing
guide, because of the ambiguous
designation of "A-C". They thought it
meant "advanced and challenge", so
they were afraid to go. Later they found
out, to their dismay, that it simply
meant "air-conditioned". Dancers in
question were Jack and Gladys Smith,
Len and Carol Marquardt, and Bob
(caller) and Arlene Koser.

ST. LAWRENCE AREA
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE
FESTIVAL
St. Lawrence University
Canton, New York
June 8 & 9, 1979
Dormitory Rooms & Parking
for Self-contained Units on Campus
Available on a First-reserved Basis
Ron Libby
Keith Hubbard
Dick Leger
Rusty McLean

Q

) Mildred & Carmen Smarelli
Debbie Wilkinson

Clogging — Tom Tomlinson

American Sonaredance. March 1979

Bill (Abe Lincoln) Darby of Beaver,
W. Va. has been featured in two
newspapers recently because of his
resemblance to the early president. As a
caller and milkman he meets a lot of
people. and since he grew a beard,
many thousands of people point him out
and call him "Abe — . He's content with
Continued on Page 83
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available in town. For information write
PO Box 22. Yreka CA 96097

INTER-

NATIONAL
NEWS

GOLD DIGGERS DANCE
Circle and Square presents Mike
Sikorsky, featured caller. at the 12th
annual Gold Diggers' Dance and
Breakfast. June 9-10, at the Yreka
Community Center Hall. Rounds will be
led by Ward and Joyce Foster, with a
rounds workshop at noon Saturday.
followed by the square dance workshop
from 2-4 p.m. Mike will call the dance
Saturday evening, with breakfast and
gold panning at "the diggings" Sunday
morning. Free RV parking (no hookups). trailer park. and motels are

NETHERLANDS COLLEGE
All thirteen practicing Dutch leaders
(square dance callers and round dance
leaders) decided last December to form
a college to cooperate and to promote
the movement in The Netherlands by
combined efforts through communication, education and evaluation.
The participants in this college. which
is equal to an American " callers and
teachers association," are Alice Ensink,
Jac and Yvonne Fransen, Peter and Ans
Hage, Marcel Laan. Charles Luneschlorf • Johan and Ria Nieuwenuis, Wil
Stans. Arie Stoffer, Ben Uileman and
Rene Vinken.
To meet Dutch laws. this college will
operate under the umbrella of the
NSRDV. the Dutch Society for Square
and Round Dancers in The Netherlands.
Jac Fransen
's-Gravenhage, Netherlands
OREGON SUMMER FESTIVAL
Square and round dancers in Oregon

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller

MAGNET, INDIANA

II you want Service— Write us

Itr
CATALOG
i
A FW
Phone 912643-5491

47555

If you want (Duality — Write us

Nylon Sheer Organdy "Crisp" Petticoat
Easy on the nylons— very light weight— really
comfortable to wear! Beautiful colors. Holds
desired fullness longer. Colors available now light
pink, light blue, navy. light yellow, bright yellow
mint. bright green. lilac, white, red, orange, lime.
beige. black, or multi. Any four color combination
of listed colors
35 yd — $26 95
60 yd — 532 95
50 yd — 529 95
75 yd — 537 95
No Returns on 35- & 75-yd Petticoats

Multi-Colors
52 00 extra
Petticoats have matching Cotton blend tops 3 to 5
unless shorter than 19 ' All slips have four tiers
No returns on all specially made slios under 18 or
over 23'
Why Pay Morel Shop for Less at B&S.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN THREE DAYS
WRITE FOR CLUB DISCOUNTS ON SLIPS

All specially ordered slips less than 18 - ' Ions or
Iver 23'' long, or having less than 50 yds material
—NO HETURNS—

Postage $1 50 ea . Two or more. S1 00 each

SATIN STRIPE NYLON MARQUISETTE SLIPS
50 yards $26.95
Special Order 35 yards
No return — S24.95
Postage same as above

Prices Subject to
Change Without Notice
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23 INCH & UP BY ORDER ONLY— NO RETURN
Colors white. red. lime. deep yellow. hot pink.
black. purple. light blue. light pink orange. navy
and brown LenOth 19 inch throuah 22 inch stocks
Add $1.50 es. for shipping. 2 or more, ft each
Also 18'' & 23" thru 26" by Special Order

Now in Stock —522 Round Toe Pingo. '2 Heel
Colors Black & White. $15.95. Red. navy. yellow
hot pink. $16.95. Silver & Gold. $17.95

SI 25 ea. Postage:
2 or more, SI each
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invite you to attend the 1979 Oregon
State Summer Festival in Eugene at the
Lane County Fairgrounds, August 2-5.
Lee Kopman will be the featured caller
and will conduct two clinics for callers.
His wife, Lilith, will conduct a clinic for
callers' wives. Round dance instruction
will be given by Oregon teachers and
coordinated by Lloyd and Elise Ward
and Bud and Shirley Parrott.
For a real vacation, the area has
activities such as boating, fishing,
camping, sight-seeing, bicycling, trails,
tours and more. Early registration at
motels and hotels is advised. Parking
for self-contained RVs will be available
at the Fairgrounds.
For more information write: 1979
Summer Festival, PO Box 21111,
Eugene OR 97402.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
On Sunday, March 25, Harold and Lill
Bausch's five children and their spouses
will host a 35th Wedding Anniversary
Party for their parents at the City
Auditorium in Fremont, Nebraska from
3-6 P.M. This celebration is also in

1979 OHIO STATE
DANCE CONVENTION
The 20th Annual Buckeye SquareRound-Contra Convention will be held
in the Dayton Exhibition Center beginning Friday, May 4 through Sunday,
May 6, 1979. the theme of this year's
convention is "Buckeye Time in '79".
In order to offer a diversified program,
levels of dancing will be divided into
Mainstream, Mainstream I and II
designated by hours, Advanced, Challenge, Teen Dancing, Rounds, Challenge Round, and Contra Dancing. All
levels of dancing will be going on most
of the time. This should allow every
dancer to dance on a level or in an area
where they feel comfortable. In addition, for those who want to brush up on
MUSIC PRODUCED BY
JOHNNY GIMBLE

CHAPARRAL RECORDS
1425 Oakhill Drive
Plano TX 75075
214-423-7389

NEW
C-404 — GIMMIE BACK
THOSE BLUES
Flip Inst. by Beryl Main

honor of Harold's 25 years in the square
dance calling profession. The square
dance will be called by all callers
present. The dance is free, to express
Harold & Lill's appreciation to their
square dance friends for the many
kindnesses extended to them through
the years.

l,

Chaparra
RECORDS

C-602 FIVE FOOT TWO
by John & Wanda Winter
C-203 — NEW
WILD ABOUT HONEY
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag

LATEST RELEASES
C-304 — GREAT AFTERNOON
Flip Inv by Gary Shoemake
C-403 — SUMMERTIME DREAM
Flip Ins? by Beryl Main

C-204 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
Flip Inst. by Jerry Haag
C-503 — NEW
ROCKIN' PNEUMONIA &

C-303 — NEW AND IMPROVED
KING OF THE ROAD
Flip Inst. by Gary Shoemake
RHYTHM OF THE ROAD
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower
& Gary Shoemake

BOOGIE WOOGIE FLU
Flip Inst. by Ken Bower
C-104 — NEW
SMOOTH AND EASY
(Patted by Ken Bower
Gary Shoemake
Paul Marcum

ROADRUNNER
RECORDS
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Ken Bower
Wayne Baldwin

RR102
GOTTA QUIT LOOKIN'
AT YOU BABY
Flip Inst. by Paul Marcum
RR201 SWEET FEELIN'S
Flip Inst. by Wayne Baldwin
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the latest dances, workshops have been
scheduled in the mornings. Plus
dancing in the fully air conditioned
Convention Center, space has been
leased from the adjoining Stouffers
Hotel. Weather permitting we will be
dancing out of doors in the beautiful
Courthouse Square on Saturday afternoon.
115 callers, 25 round dance leaders
and over 5,000 dancers are expected at
this year's convention. Shops, style
show, sewing/pattern room, full food
service and the famous ice cream
vendor will complete the atmosphere for
a great week-end. For those who do not
wish to spend the entire week-end
dancing you might like to visit the
Oregon Historical District, Deeds Carillon Park, The Air Force Museum or
stroll the River Corridors. Plenty of
hotels and motels are available, with
camping only a mile away and we
furnish the bus. One thing requested
this year is proper dance attire at all
sessions including workshops.
Further information or reservation

forms are available from P.O. Box 93,
Dayton, Ohio 45401.
IN MEMORIAM
Just at press time, word was received
of the death of Jim Irvine in Utah. Jim
with his wife, Leah, was general
chairman of the 22nd National Square
Dance Convention in 1973 in Salt Lake
City. Jim and Leah remained active
members of the National Executive
Committee, serving one term as president. Our sympathy is extended to Leah
on her loss.
20th NEW ENGLAND CONVENTION
The Calico and Boots American Folk
and Square Dance team from Boulder,
Colorado, will appear at the New
England Convention on April 28. The
team was started in 1946 by young
dancers, many of whom graduated from
Lloyd Shaw's Cheyenne Mountain
School. It bases its program on the
variety and tradition of American Folk
Dance featuring modern square dancing, contras, quadrilles, circle mixers,

EXCITING SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING HOLIDAY
Grand Strand, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
TA?
CONVENTION CENTER
APRIL 20 & 21, 1979
John
Inabinet

Bobby
Lepard

•

it
Harold & Judy
Hoover

Round
Dancing

Tony
Oxendine
"Seaside
Golf Capital
U.S.A."

John
Stewart
Myrtle Beach
Golf Tournament
April 20, 1979

For information: Barbara Harrelson, 419 Hawthorne Road.,
Lancaster SC 29720 Tel. (833) 285-6103
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PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
A group of dancers went with the
"People to People" group to Europe
last October to visit Decatur, Illinois'
sister city, Seevetal, West Germany.
They also visited Wolfenbuttel, the
sister city to Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Square dancers had been asked to go
and perform for the two cities,
representing a part of our culture.
While in Wolfenbuttel, the dancers
met a small group of dancers teaching
themselves to dance, so some of the
American dancers attended their dance
and Bob Whiteman taught them a few
movements. With some translation
from one of their members, they
learned very well.
The group toured London, Germany,
Switzerland, France and spent an extra
three days in Amsterdam, Holland.
The group danced on the TWA747
going to London, on the world's largest
wine barrel in Heidelberg, on the
harbor boat in Hamburg, on the top of
Mt. Rigi in the Swiss Alps and at the
hotel where we stayed in Amsterdam.
Continued on Page 93

folk dances and round dances.
For more information about the New
England Convention, write PO Box
4713, Manchester NH 03108.
NEW PRESIDENTS
Steeltown Twirlers have new presidents, Fred and Yolanda Ruiz. Dancers
wishing to dance in the Fontana,
California, area should call them at
714-822-3294.
CONNECTICUT STATE DANCE
Representative Morag Vance of the
123rd District has introduced Bill No.
5247 to establish square dancing as the
state dance of Connecticut. This bill is
being considered by the Government
Administration and Elections Committee. Square dancers, clubs and callers
are urged to express their interest as
soon as possible.
Allen Finkenaur
Trumbull, Connecticut
AUSTRALIAN INFORMATION
Dancers wishing to visit or obtain
information about Australia may contact
the Square Dance Callers Association of
New South Wales, Tom McGrath, 4
Batten Ave.. West Ryde, NSW 2114.

THE

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417
Elastic Inserts
in Belt
Back Zipper
Pocket in Bib
Use with a Blouse
Or a Pant Blouse

.../1-1 0 P
y
`1

HOURS
Tue. & Thurs. 11-7
Wed. & Fri. 11-9:30
Sat. 11-6 P.M.
Closed Sun. & Mon.
CUTE AS A BUTTON

A New Look for Square Dancers

A GINGHAM JUMPER
35% Cotton, 65% Polyester
#607 in RED. NAVY,
or BROWN CHECK
Men's Shirts to Match
Check Gingham — $11.98
WHITE PANT BLOUSE
in Sizes S/M/L/XL
Cotton Dacron...$13.98
Lace Trim Cot/ Dac...$14.98

$19.98

Even Sizes 6 thru 18
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Shipping Charge:
Single Item $1.50
Two Items $2.00
Conn Residents add 7°0 Sales Tax
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MAXINE CLARK'S HANDI-HOBBI HANDICAP PROJECT
These are only a few of the varieties of cards, neatly padded for easy access,
ready to mail to friends for birthdays, Christmastime, and general occasions. They
are created by Handi-Hobbi as a handicap workshop project, with vocational benefit
to the artists and sales people in that organization. Decorated mugs are also
available. May we suggest that dancers get the complete information, products and
prices, from Handi-Hobbi, 2136 Aspen, Pampa TX 79065.

(V49.1y,,

'4444

Missins 'you
%ire waiting for TOU
TOU retra

rat

To dacca a top w haa
Ten, also saving
• 'Tallow Rock' kw YOU!

15

.w Coed

Joe POMII
724 Palatka Rd
Louisville KY 40214
502-368-6815

Bob Vinyard
12150 Franclar
Bridgeton MO 63044
314-739-8744

St. Louis

Louisville
RECORD COMPANY

NEW RECORDS
JP-102 RHYTHM OF THE RAIN. Bob Vinyard
JP-202 TULSA TIME, Joe Porritt
JP1977 HONEY ALL I EVER NEED. Joe Porritt
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY, Bob Vinvard
JP210 WHEN YOU SAY LOVE. Joe Porriti
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ROUND DANCES

1964 hit waltz; a good intermediate
waltz routine.
PEACHIE KEEN— Hi-Hat 970
Choreography by Joe & Opal Cohen
Good "Georgia" music and a nice
flowing easy intermediate two step.

by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
DREAM OF TOMORROW— Windsor
4-537 or 4661; Herb & Harriet Gerry
Good. pretty music of "Till Tomorrow:"
a challenging international waltz routine
LONESOME— Hi-Hat 970
Choreography by Pat & Lou Barbee
A repress with the big band sound of a

ALL NIGHT— Grenn 14270
Choreo by Albert & Barbara Jaeb
Good "I Could Have Dance All Night"
music and a nice, flowing, easy waltz.
BILLY— Grenn 14270
Choreography by Al Goulet
Good peppy music and a good easy two
step (except for a double pivot)

Choreography Ratings * **
For Rating Formula. see pp 27-28.
ASD. November 1977.

by Dave & Shirley Fleck, Toledo. Ohio
SQUARE DANCE — 61-125
6610=66
Hi-Hat 968
Lovely
Telemark 4010
78/0 = 78
Miss You
89/0
= 89a
Belco
San Antonio Rock
91/0 =91
Grenn 14270
All Night
Grenn 14270
82/9 =91a
Billy
RCA447-0946 92/12 = 104
Kiss An Angel
Just around the Corner Windsor 4-5428 105 =105a
Won't You Come Dance Roper JH410a 114 / 0 = 114
108/7 =115
Col 3-10210
One Little Reason
116/0 = 116
Col 3-10673
Return To Me
Night They Invented
Dance Al P6104 118 /0 = 118
Champagne
Windsor 4758 97/25 = 122a
Rhumba Pete
EASY INTERMEDIATE— 126-175
I've Got Your Number Blue Star 2069 126/0 = 126
Ranwood R-104 132/0 = 132
Dark Shadows
Windsor 4758 97/35 = 132
Rhumba Pete
There are 2 different cue sheets on this dance
with different sequences on each.
136/10 = 146
GPN 439
Rangers Waltz
Dance AlP6112 146/0 = 146
Tenderly
Baby You're Looking RCA-PB-11278 121 40 = 161

M.D. "MICK" Howard
Founder
Al "Tea" Brownlee
Artist Repertoire

INTERMEDIATE — 176-250
Orchids 79
Hi Hat 968
166112 =178
Take It Easy Cha Cha Dan Al P6108 155/25 = 180
Para Esta
Telemark 916 192/0= 192
After Today
TRD 124
193/0 =193
Dream Lover
Telemark 919 196/0 = 196a
Twilight Time Quikstp Musicar 116x 199/5 = 204a
Kiss Of Fire
Hoctor H-689 176/40 = 216
Fool
United Artists 201 /25 = 226a
Canadian Sunset
RCA 447-087 206/25 = 231a
Light of My Life
MCA40845
226116 = 242a
HIGH INTERMEDIATE — 176-299
Adios Tango
Wndsr 4-513 235/25 = 260a
Copacabana
Arista
220/50 = 270a
You 11 Never Know
Telemark 930 260 /25 = 285
Thank Heaven
Telemark 913 234/60 = 294a
ADVANCED — 300-349
Brick House
Motown Y61 7 262/55= 319a
CHALLENGE — 350
Ease On Down the
Disco Road
MCA40947 319 55 = 374a

st.Novlitc/istcoAo

Producers:
Bud Whitten
Bob Bennett

PO Box 3745
Greenville SC 29608

Bob Bennett

TB187 SATURDAY NIGHT FLIGHT by Bob Bennett
TB188 TURN ON YOUR LIGHT by Bud Whitten
TB189 JUKE BOX SONG by Bob Bennett
TB190 VAYA CON DIOS by Bud Whitten
TB191 SOMETHING EASY TONIGHT by Bob Bennett
TB192 SHINY RAILS OF STEEL by Chuck Meyers
TB193 POOR BOY BOOGIE by Bob Bennett
Hoedown: SCRAMBLE/SCRAMBLE ifse-, A Ki-y c'
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Bud Whitler
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way, crosstrail thru, left allemande,
promenade.

SINGING CALLS
by John Swindle
The windy month is here again but not
many records have blown our way this
month. There were only 16 flip singing
calls and two patter records.
We would like to take this opportunity
to invite you to the AASDCA
SPONSORED Ruy Camp Dance on
March 24 in Atlanta. A charity dance,
all proceeds go to Our Lady of Perpetual
Help Free Cancer Home. If you happen
to be in the area, give me a call for
directions.
GOTTA QUIT LOOKING AT YOU
BABY— Roadrunner 102; Paul Marcum
This song, although a repeat of a song
previously released on another label,
was well accepted by the dancers this
month. It has the very distinctive sound
to which you have become accustomed
on the parent company label, Chaparral. The only objection a caller may have
to this release is the harmonizing voices
on the flip instrumental side. However,
the voices are only in the tag lines, still
allowing the caller to "do his thing"
with whatever figure he wishes to use.
Paul did an outstanding job as usual.
FIGURE: Head two couples square
thru, make a right hand star, heads star
left, split the outside around one to a
line, curlique, boys run right, swing
corner, promenade.
RED WING — Top 25347
Caller: Brian Hotchkles
Some record companies are going back
and taking old songs and making square
dances out of them. Top has gone one
step further and used an old basic, dip
and dive. A caller using this record will
have to do a quick walk thru on the
figure, which is explained on the cheat
sheet. Although this is a somewhat
different figure it sure seemed to be a
real crowd pleaser. FIGURE: #1 couple
lead to the right, circle half way, dive
and dive across, dip and dive coming
back, dive thru to the right, circle half
70

SWEET MEMORIES— Blue Star 2075
Key A
Caller: Andy Petrere
Andy put together a fine figure that was
well-timed and smooth-flowing, using
follow your neighbor, trade the wave
and half tag, trade and roll. The music
is typical Blue Star western swing.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
curlique, follow your neighbor, trade
the wave, swing thru, boys run, half
tag, trade and roll, swing corner,
promenade.
RED RIVER VALLEY— Blue Star 2076
Caller: Lem Smith
Key C
Here is another old but familiar tune
that is being revived by Blue Star and
Lem Smith. Lem's figure, although not
a difficult one, was well-accepted by the
dancers. It was a little different from
what the dancers are now referring to as
run-of-the-mill figure. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, do-sa-do, touch a quarter,
split circulate, boys run, pass thru,
wheel and deal, pass thru, swing
corner, left allemande, promenade.
LOVE— C Bar C 542
Caller: Al Davis
The dancers were well-pleased with the
figure on this one. The figure is not
special, but very well-timed. This
record would make a good change of
pace record. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, curlique, boys run, right and
left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, square
thru three-quarters, swing corner, left
allemande, promenade.
WHO'S HEART ARE YOU BREAKING
NOW— Kalox 1232; Caller: C.O. Guest
A little western swing from Kalox with a
well-timed figure. This figure was a
little different, with C.O.'s application
of spin the top but after the dancers
looked at it, they were well-pleased with
the way it flowed. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys
run, fan the top, wheel and deal, star
thru, dive thru, square thru threequarters, swing corner, promenade.
ROSE MARIE — Kalox 1228
Caller: Bailey Campbell
Bailey also used a figure that slowed the
review dancers down a little this month.
Boys leading for a dixie style wave is not
what most dancers are used to, but after
American Squaredance. March 1979

they realized what was going on, this
figure they also liked. FIGURE: Heads
square thru, do-sa-do, star thru, roll
away, boys lead Dixie style to a wave,
boys trade, girls run, promenade.
Alternate figure: Allemande left, turn
partner right, men star left, star
promenade, girls backtrack, second
time you meet, turn thru, swing corner,
promenade.
DELTA DIRT— C Bar C 541
Caller Bronc Wise
This song also came out on another
label a few years back, but it has a
completely different sound. In fact, a
caller could do both records in the same
dance and the dancers would probably
not realize it. Bronc did a very nice job
on his side with simple basics,
well-used and well-timed. FIGURE:
Heads square thru, do-sa-do, star thru,
right and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep
a quarter, veer left, wheel and deal,
swing corner, left allemande, promenade.
LOVER'S QUESTION — C Bar C 538
Caller: Bob Poyner
Well, will it never end? Another
mid-50's rock number has made the
square dance scene. Bob has used a
grand parade in his opener, and a
double grand square in his closer.
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run, bend the line,
right and left thru, flutter wheel, slide
thru, swing corner, promenade.
COWBOY LOVIN' NIGHT— Bogan
1307
Key C
Caller: Otto Dunn
Otto not only wrote and called the figure
on his side of this flip but also played
the fiddle on the instrumental side. A
little more western swing from Bogan,
with a lot of fiddle in the instrumental.
FIGURE: Heads pass thru, U-turn back,
curlique, make a right hand star, heads
star left, right and left thru, swing thru,
boys run, half tag, swing corner,
promenade.
AIN'T YOUR LOSER LOOKING GOOD
Show Me 1002, Caller: Bill Volner
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, curlique, boys run, swing thru, boys run,
ferris wheel, square thru, swing corner,
left allemande, promenade.
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BECAUSE I LOVE YOU, THAT' WHY
C Bar C 539; Caller: Jim Congleton
FIGURE: Heads square thru, touch
three-quarters and roll, swing thru,
boys run, ferris wheel, right and left
thru, square thru three-quarters, swing
corner, promenade.
SAY HI— Bogan 1308
Caller: Joe Kula
Key C
FIGURE: Heads square thru, do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, pass
thru, slide thru, square thru threequarters, swing corner, promenade.
MOUNTAIN MUSIC — Bogan 1306
Caller: Otto Dunn
FIGURE: Heads square thru, pass the
ocean, right and left thru, flutter wheel,
sweep a quarter, dive thru, square thru
three-quarters, swing corner, promenade.
LAW ENFORCING MAN— C Bar C 540
Caller: Curt Davis
FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right
and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep a
quarter, pass thru, do-sa-do, eight
chain four, swing corner, promenade.
CIDADE MARAVIL— Kalox 1230
Caller: Vaughn Parrish
FIGURE: Left allemande, right and left
grand, swing partner, put the ladies
back to back, men promenade, do-sado, take corner, promenade.
PATTER RECORDS
BUSTED/BROKEN— Mustang 181
"Busted" has banjo, fiddle, muted
trumpet, bass. "Broken" has banjo,
fiddle, steel, muted trumpet, bass,
drums.
CLOGGERS SPECIAL/CLOGGERS
DELIGHT— Kalox 1231
"Cloggers Special"— fiddles, accordian, drum, bass. "Cloggers Delight"—
lead guitar, fiddle, drums, bass.
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* ARIZONA
DART SPECIALTIES SHOPPE (602-268-6213)
* 6810 S Central. Phoenix AZ 85040
Apparel, Acc., Carry-On Luggage [Dress, Suit,
Shoe, Boot. Petti-Purse, Club Banner Casej
* Send Long Stamped Envelope for Free Brochure

*

AL ALABAMA
▪ Shir-Laines
AL 7925 Highway 90 West
W Theodore. Alabama IMobilel 36582
205-653-7926
" FLORIDA
Quality Western Shop 813-446-8791
1894 Drew St Clearwater FL 33515
•
,Florida's Oldest & Best"
Mail Orders Invited & GUARANTEED
It Jan's Square Dance Shop. Inc.
AL 4027 W. Kennedy Blvd
W Tampa FL 33609
AL Full Line S/D Attire & Accessories
irV Info on Dancing in Tampa Bay Area
* THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
st. 7408 Atlantic Blvd (904-725-2511
Jacksonville FL 32211
* Square Dancers Serving Square Dancers'

tp ELAINE'S KOLLECTION of SID Attire
2030 North 12 Ave.
ti Pensacola FL 32503
"N 904-433-4052
AL. Write for Free Catalog
W BELLES & BEAUX SQUARE DANCE CLOTHES
•
419 No. Federal Hwy
Boynton Beach FL 33435 (305-737-0095)
•
Exit #44 off 195. East to US 1
Open at 12 Noon, Tues. thru Sat.
it GEORGIA
AL BAR E WESTERN & SID APPAREL
"N PO Box 60
AL Helen GA 30545
W Ph 404-878-2873
*Especially Catering to the Square Dancer
ILLINOIS
* KATHLEEN'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
508 W Chestnut St . Chatham IL 62629
3 Ways — Stop in Wrote or
ti Call 217-483-2627

*

7V DON'S SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
E. Sangamon, Rantoul IL 61866
I.Mail oraers invited and guaranteed

,34 Phone: 217-892-2500

no Central Illinois' Most Complete Store
*OBIE'S WESTERN & S D FASHIONS
614 South Lake iRt 451
• Mundeiem Il ,,0060
INDIANA
* B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
6313-15 Rockville Rd 11-465 Exit 1381
Indianapolis IN46224
•
See our own dress designs (Sizes 3-24'rl

I
W

* LAZY J RANCH
Wheeler. Ind. — 219-759-3118
Mailing address. RR2
Hobart IN 46342
We Make Our Own Petticoats

*
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s/B Fashions

Mdil orders Available (torn these ShOpS.
KANSAS
LE-RE SQUARE DANCE SHOP & SHOPPETTE
1622-24 Geo. Washington Blvd.
Wichita KS 67211 (316-684-6399)
Will Ship Anywhere— VISA & M/C
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee (316-943-8594)
Wichita KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer
Dorothy's Square Dance Shop, Inc.
35021/2 Strong
Kansas City KS 66106
1-913-262-4240
Master Chg—Visa— Catalog Available 354
KENTUCKY
Preslar's Western Shop. Inc
3111 S 4 St
Louisville KY 40214
Alt SID Supplies. Newcombs & Mikes
LOUISIANA
GAMPER PARTS & SID APPAREL
Mike Litzenberger
1306 Corporate Square
Slidell LA 70458
504-641-6011
MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd.
Gray ME 04039
Free Catalog Available
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St.
South Portland ME 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items
MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd
Odenton MD 21113
MASSACHUSETTS
Circle ''C'' Western Wear
166 Worcester St
No Grafton MA 01536
Records & Dresses Our Specialty
1-617-839-2038
MICHIGAN
RUTHAD 1313-841-05861
8869 Avis
Detroit MI 48209
Prettier. perkier. petticoats. pantalettes
ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Hasten Road
Haslett MI 48840
The Place Designed with People in Mind
MISSOURI
WESTERN SQUARES INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd
St Louis MO 63128
Phone orders 1-314-842-2278

**************************

***************
NEW JERSEY
The Corral. John Pedersen. Jr
41 Cooper Ave PH. 201-229-2363
West Long Branch NJ 07764
SID Apparel and Accessories
NEW YORK
IRONDA Square Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave (266-5720)
hondequoit. Rochester NY
Everything for the Square Dancer'
DO-PASO
203 Vermont St
Buffalo NY 14213
Phone Orders 1-716-885.9473
Catalog Available
SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So Main St (668-2644)
Central Square NY 13036
Western Store & Gift Center
SID Headquarters
PEARLS WESTERN FASHIONS
Clinton NY 13323
Complete Square Dance Shop
Write for Free Catalog
Speedy Badge Service
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Hartfield-Centralia Rd.
Mayville NY 14757
Square Dance Clothing
WHEEL 'N DEAL SQUARE DANCE SHOP
RFD 4. Post Rd.
Canton NY 13617
Phone orders. 315-386-2457
Summer cottage: 315-262-2361
NORTH CAROLINA
Pearls of Raleigh
2109 Franklin Road
Raleigh NC 27606
Complete Square Dance Attire
Phone 919-851-0794
OHIO
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-51651
Cleveland OH 44111
Dancer s Shopping Delight
SQUARE TOGS
US 42
Sharonville OH 45241
Records Available Too'
OKLAHOMA
COUNTRY SQUARE
1705 N. Sheridan
Lawton OK 73501
Apparel & Accessories for
the Square & Round Dancer

A*******

NORTH C
THE GRAND SQUARE SID FASHIONS
9700 Fairview Rd.
Charlotte NC 28212 (704-545-68421
Complete Square Dance Attire
Mail Orders Available
SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty s Square Dance Fashions
404 Cherokee Dr 803-268-0240
Greenville SC 29615
SID Clothing for Men & Women

GODWIN'S HITCHING POST
2143 Ashley Phosphate Rd.
Charleson Heights SC 29405 (803-553-6371) )(Yellow Rock Territory
(517-835-9524
McKesson Western Shop
104 Old Trolley Rd
Summerville SC 29483
S '0 Apparel & Centennial Dresse.::
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd
Memphis TN 38116
Send for Free Catalog
Nick's Western Shoo
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport TN 37660
Phone Orders 1-615-245-6221
TEXAS
FAVVCETT'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
412 W Sam Houston
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-11161
Everything for the Square Dancer
Largest Square Dance Shop in South Texas
C BAR S SID Apparel & Records
5632 East Mockingbird Lane
Dallas TX 75206
Send for Free Catalog'
WAGENAAR'S SID SHOP
Box 18151, 820A Waldron Rd.
Corpus Christi TX 78418
(512) 937-4841
MarJac of Dallas
522 S Montreal. Dallas TX 75208
Nylon Organdy Petticoats— Best Quaid',
Discount on Group Order
Wholesale Accounts Also Welcome
BARBARA'S WESTERN FASHIONS
801A Trailwood Dr. Hurst TX 76053
(817) 268-2058
Mfg. S/D Dresses/Petticoats
Wholesale Accounts Welcomed
THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth
Wichita Falls TX 76301
Square and Round Dance Regalia
The Catchall' . Custom Originals by Cr,

C & M SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
Owner. Martha Anderson
1904 w. Arrowhead Drive
Stillwater OK 74074
405-377-4073

VERMONT
TONY'S TACK SHOP
2000 Hinesburg Road
So. Burlington VT 05401

OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 NE Halsey
Portland OR 97220
Phone 1-503-252-7623

VIRGINIA
KERNS KORRAL
83 W Mercury Blvd
Hampton VA 23669
804-723-1519
SID One Stop Shopping, Master Chg -Visa

t**************************
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&THE CHEROKEE CUT-UPS
1699 Brice Road, Reynoldsburg OH 43068
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CALLERS

NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS

0 ''

There is available to you a wealth of
material in our most usable "Square
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy
material, new material, old material,
all written by and for our members.
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to:
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA

SOLO STARS OF MICHIGAN
Since there was little square dancing
during the holidays, the Solo Stars of
Madison Heights, Michigan, decided to
spread a little joy. They organized a
group to square dance and entertain the
residents of Carmel Hall. The senior
citizens there joined us in square and
social dancing and really enjoyed our
caller's balloon tricks. When it was time
to leave, the dancers were in doubt as to
who had the most fun, the seniors or the
dancers.
Solo Stars plan to make this an annual
event.
Marti Gorelick
Madison Heights, Michigan
LONE STAR SINGLES
First we received monthly reports on
this club from their secretary. Now we
are receiving a neat, efficient, printed
club bulletin, The Lone Star, which is
the "official organ of the Lone Star
Singles" and "published periodically
which means mostly at the whim of the
editor."
Reading this bulletin explains why
Lone Stars is such a successful singles
club. A coordinator plans club visitations each month. (Five were listed for
January.) These are in addition to
regular club dances and the special
activities planned for club members.
Enthusiasm is the key phrase. The
Lone Stars project a lot of this
commodity, and their enjoyment and
Continued on Page 92
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TEXAS ANNIVERSARY
The Solo Squares of Lubbock, Texas,
are celebrating with a seventh anniversary square dance on April 7 with
Tommy Payne calling. For information,
contact Ed Solce, PO Box 1084, Idalou
TX 79329. (806-892-2968)

144C4kCY<C.f

PO Box 33306, Granada Hills CA 91344

BADGES
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OWNED AND OPERATED BY
SQUARE DANCERS
CALLER CHUCK LEAMON
Our Business Is Built On
Fost, Courteous Service

288 N.E. 47th STREET
POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA
PHONE 305-942-3939
33064
TOTE
With stand up bottom in heavy canvas. Blue on natu15" high.
ral.
Washable & colorfast. $7.50 + 750
post. IL add 5%.
Check/MO, please.
FREE CATALOG.
SQUARE THINGS
Dept. OT, Box 325
Wilmette IL 60091

•
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Sketchpad Comm en
HOW TO GET A PARTNER
FOR THE DANCE
IF YOU'RE A SO-LOW SOLO...

• SMILE— You look better that way.
• ASK BOLDLY— Don't fudge or
mumble.
• ASK EARLY— One tip ahead (not
two) and not as the tip is starting.
• ESCORT YOUR PARTNER— To and
from the set. It's old fashioned but
it's nice.

American Squarecance, March 1979

• TALK TO HER— when the caller isn't.
• BE
CLEAN,
NEAT,
NICELY
DRESSED. Nobody likes a "bum".
• ESCORT YOUR PARTNER— to and
from the set. It's old fashioned but
it's nice.
• BE SOCIABLE with others in the set.
• DANCE LIKE A MILLION BUCKS.
• THANK HER.
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Badges
ARMETA— Dept. B
Original Fun Club Badges
PO Box 22221
Milwaukee OR 97222
Free List On Request
AVILA ENGRAVING
320 Bell Rd.
Auburn CA 95603
Club Badges & Buckles
With Club Insignia
CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today.
PO Box 57
Westfield A 01065
Cost: $1.25 plus postage
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
PO Box 245
Gig Harbor WA 98335
LLORRY'S
1852 S. Reed SI. (303-988-6446)
Lakewood CO 90226
Activity & Club Bodges
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
6713 Kennedy Lane (703-241-0870)
Falls Church VA 22042
Free Fun Badge Catalogue
PAULY'S (715-845-3979)
PO Box 72
Wausau Wi 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
288 NE 47th Street
Pompano Beach FL 33064
Chuck Leamon, Caller & Owner
Send for free flyer.
KA-Mo ENGRAVERS
PO Box 3447
Albuquerque NM 87110
3D Club & Fun Badges
Free Catalogue
KYLE'S ENGRAVING
Engraved & Stamped Badges
Photo Buttons, Rubber Stamps
Bob Ties & Buckles— 2021 Burk Dr.
Kingsport TN 37660
Sena for Catalog
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO.
10 Woodlawn Dr.
No. Warren PA 16385
Badges, License Plates, Belt Buckles
We have a few one-of-a-kind items of equipment,
brand new, taken in trade — all at reduced rates,
such as a 25W Newcomb/detachable speaker,
phone answering unit, EV 636 mikes. Ashton
column speakers, etc. Write for info.
B-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron OH 44839.
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Texas — Amarillo Convention of Single
Square Dancers. March 1-3. For
information write PO Box 30291,
Amarillo TX 79120.
Alabama — 26th Ann. Azalea Trail
S&R/ D Festival, Municipal Auditorium,
Mobile, March 2-3; Johnnie Wykoff,
Bob Fisk, Jerry & Barbara Pierce, Bill
Nichols & Simone. Write Jim & Betty
Nosworthy, PO Box 6082, Mobile AL
36606.
Virginia — 6th Annual Spring Fling,
Norfolk City Arena; March 2-3; Bob
Beier, Melton Luttrell, Charlie &
Madeline Lovelace. Write Bob &
Shirley Lemire, 868 Lamplight Ln., Va.
Beach VA 23452.
Michigan — Dance-A-Rounds Special,
Dave & Shirley Fleck, Detroit; March 4.
Write the Flecks. 3444 Orchard Trail
Dr., Toledo OH 43606.
Kentucky — Bluegrass Hoppers 27th
Spring Festival, March 10, VVinburn Jr.
High School, Lexington; Bill Claywell,
Mac Letson. Write Goebel & Dorothy
Ford, 1791 Harrogate Rd.. Lexington
KY 40505.
Texas — Spring Fling, Lake Texoma
Lodge. Write Fern Lank. 3143 Rotan
Ln., Dallas TX 75229.
New York — Callers Seminar, Howard
Johnson's. Plattsburgh, March 13-14;
Cal Golden. Write Sharon Golden. PO
Box 2280. Hot Springs AR 71901.
Michigan — Swinging Silhouettes Benefit Dance for Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome; March 17, East Grand
Rapids Jr. H.S. Gym; Roger Nichols,
Walt Ishmael. Syl Hadley, Ron & Dee
Wagner. Goal is $1000. Write Jerry
Shoup. 228 Leroy St. SW. Wyoming MI
49508.
Ohio — Shamrock Squares 6th Annual
Leprechaun Award Dance, March 18.
Dublin: features presentation of LepreAmerican Squaredance. March 1979

chaun Award for outstanding service to
western square dancing in central Ohio.
Write Dick & Lois Field, 5745 Loganwood Rd.. Columbus OH 43229.
North Carolina — Tar Heel Square-up,
March 23-24. M.C. Benton Convention
& Civic Center; Kip Garvey, Beryl
Main, Sam Mitchell, Charlie & Madeline Lovelace. Write Ken Springs, 2600
Starnes Rd., Charlotte NC 28214.
Vermont — Maple Sugar Festival, High
School, Burlington; March 23-24; Jerry
Schatzer, Ron Schneider. Len & Winnie
Taylor. Write Bob & Lis Deyo, RD 2 Box
145, Vergennes VT 05491.
Utah — 8th Ann. Spring Festival, March
23-24, Utah R/D Assoc. features the
Wylies: Salt Lake City. Write Ken &
Bettie Taylor, 2800 E. Country Oaks
Dr.. Layton UT 84041.
Ohio — Kings Island Inn S&R/D
Weekend, March 23-25: Mason: Cal
Golden, Dick Barker, Buzz & Diane
Pereira. Write Sharon Golden, PO Box
2280. Hot Springs AR 71901.
Ohio — Callers College. March 25-30:
Kings Island Inn, Mason; Cal Golden.
Write PO Box 2280, Hot Springs AR
71901.
Kentucky — 7th Annual S&R/D Callers
Spring Fling. March 31: Theater
Building. Gilbertsville. Dance to all the
callers of Tri-State Callers Assoc.
Florida — LeH lot) Resort S/D Vacation.
March 30-April 1: Sam Mitchell, John
Saunders. Stan & Ruth Jaynes. Phone
813-369-2121Arkansas — Yellville Turkey Trotters
Special. March 30: John Chavis. Mimi
Edwards. Write Art & Irene Castle. Rt.
1 Box 7. Cotter AR 72626.
Georgia — Ogeechee R/D Weekend,
March 30-31; Williams Center, Statesboro: Charlie & Madeline Lovelace.
Write Phyllis Dellenbarger, PO Box
2026. Statesboro GA 30458.
North Carolina — 2nd Annual Spring
Trav-L-Park Square Up. March 30-April
1: Tex Brownlee. Winnie Leister, Keith
& Nellie Glover: Holiday Inn Trav-LPark. Emerald Isle. Write Pearl Howell.
Holiday Inn Trav-L-Park. Rt. 1. Emerald Isle NC 28557.
Nebraska — 29th Omaha S&R/D Festival. Sokol Hall, March 31; Ed Fraidenburg. Glen & Beth McLeod. Write Tuck
& Carol Bolton. 3536 S. 102 St.. Omaha
NE 68124.
Continued on Page 93
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S/D Products

SQUARE DANCE SEALS [Since 1965]. Five-color,
eye-catching Seals on your correspondence are an
"invitation to square dancing." Order from BILL
CRAWFORD, Box 181442, Memphis TN 38118.
Samples on request. One sheet 150 Seals), 504; 3
sheets, Si; 10 sheets, $3; 20 sheets, $5. Shipped
ppd. Write for prompt details and samples.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write PO Box 184, Wenham MA 01984
Call 617-468-2533
Square Dance Napkins— Beverage/Luncheon 904
Coasters, 604; Place Mats. 904; Stationery. $1.50;
Ass't Greeting or Christmas Cards— 10 for $1.75
Dancing Couple Decal— 504; Name Tags. 50/52.25
Square Dance Address Labels— 500 for $2.50
F. 4,1{ 4. °kik Thernes!
.
Ma n
., , Conn,
050.20
-- —
Please send 754 with order for Postage & Handling.
Address Labels& Decals excluded. Please send for
FREE Color Brochure. Order from SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO BOX 1065, Manchester CT 06040.

1...13 Lucchest
LIM SErSullt

GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — GENERAL
$2 25/Box of 12, plus 4% Tax in Indiana
Order from CadoBrand. 3002 Schaper Dr.
Ft. Wayne IN 46806
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear
with our wide selection of PEARL and METAL snap
fasteners. Write for Free Catalog. The Campau
Company, Box 20632-AD, Dallas TX 75220.
A SQUARE DANCE SEWING CATALOG NC includes our own interchangeable pattern pieces'
ladies dress. skirt & blouse patterns: men's vest.
shirt, pants patterns: notions, trims, snaps &
pliers. collar stays. expanders, liquid embroidery.
shoe dye. etc. 504 plus 254 psi. Shirley's S/D &
Mall Order Shoppe, HughsonvIlle NY 12537.
NEW! A SQUARE DANCE APPAREL BROCHURE
featuring square dance clothing. shoes. soft
petticoats and our own "Shirley" skirt made to
your size and color— just $12.981 Includes $5.00
coupon good on the first mail order of $25 00 or
more 5(14 includes postage.
SUPREME OF ST. LOUIS: Supreme 80—$172.50
+ shipping; Supreme 40— $107.50 + shipping.
For technical information. write Bern Aubuchon,
7450 Woodstock. St Louis MO 63135, or call
Bob Vinyard. (314) 739-8744

DISTRIBUTORS
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
PO Box 216
Member NASRDS
Bath OH 44210
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Books
SET-UP AND GET-OUT:
A manual to help callers
create original choreography with infinite variations. $6 ppd. Order from
ASD, PO Box 788,
Sandusky OH 44870.
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STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS: (78
exercises) $4.25 ppd. 10 week dancer-proven
course. dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers,
basic styling hints and helps on leaching. Order
from Frank Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio
43611.
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.00 plus 50! mailing.
Contains two books combined into one, with new
material that will put life into your club or festival.
Edited by the man who originated after party fun at
dances and festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star
Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 75148.
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA: by Bill
Burleson; $6,00; Rapid, comprehensive reference
for 2907 ID movements. Results of 17-year
survey. Supplements available 3 times a year.
MINI-BOOK, $3.50. Basics. Extended Basics.
Callerlab, Plus 1 & 2, Advanced C1, C2, C3. Just
revised. All books have snap binders for
supplements, additions.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square Dancing
by Bill Burleson, $3.50. 120 pages. 190 movements:
a must for every dancer. Order from Bill Burleson,
2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44657.
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL GROUPS by Jack and Helen Todd. Retail
$5.00. This book is for callers and teachers, to help
them attract new people to square dancing via
one-night stands, Book is keyed to available
records. Order from your local dealer, or from
Twelorenn. Box 216. Bath OH 44210.
ATTENTION: CALLERS, CLUB LEADERS, NEW
SQUARE DANCERS! Get full info on CLASS
NOTES, the information source for the new dancer
and those who work with them. Write Class Notes,
PO Box 129, Dillard GA 30537.
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide
to Better Sewing; published by Toledo Area SID
Callers Association. Cost: $2.00 + 254 handling.
Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N.
McCord Rd., Toledo OH 43615.
DANCE-A-ROUND AND HAVE FUN— $3.60 by
mail. Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms
written in easy-to-understand words. Order from
Betty & Clancy Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New
Whiteland IN 46184.
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/D CALLS: The Callerlabapproved mainstream plus & experimental lists
thoroughly defined & illustrated. Also 38 other very
popular calls. $4.95 pp. Tech. Documentation Serv.
56 S. Patterson #108, Santa Barbara CA 93111.
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANC.
CALLS— Complete descriptions of all calls on the
Mainstream Plus 1-Plus 2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2
lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine.
$2.35 per copy includes handling. Quantity rates
available on request. Pocket Dictionary, PO Box
2223, Vernon CT 08058.
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Directory of Singles Square Dance Clubs: Compiled
especially for Single Dancers by Single Square
Dancers USA, Inc. The Directory lists Singles Clubs
throughout the USA, their places of dance, the day
of the week and a telephone contact number. Price:
$1.25. Quantity discount to clubs and associations.
Send order to Yellowrock Book, Claire A. Prisolo,
505 Second St., Watervliet NY 12189.
The 1979 TOP TEN featuring illustrated choreoanalysis of the top ten new moves of the year. Definitions of: 100 most-used Mainstream basics; the
Callerlab Advanced, Challenge (C-1). and Extended Challenge (C-2) basics; plus 100 new moves of
1978. With illustrated Formations and Unsymmetric Sight methods. $6. pp. Order from: BIll Davis,
1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94088. Also
bi-monthly supplements, $6/ Calendar Year.
The Square Dancer's Handbook of Skits, Stunts,
Games & Gimmicks can add new zest to your
dances and after-parties with complete directions
for FUN ACTIVITIES for the dancing season &
summer campouts. Order from Russ Hansen, Rt. 1,
Denver, IA 50622. $4.00 (Ppd U.S & Canada)
FRED'S LANGUAGE OF ROUND DANCING
A concise reference manual explaining the
movements of round dancing thru intermediate and
advanced; arranged in alphabetical order. Order
from Fred S. Leach, 375 Bey Aristocrat, Clearwater
FL 33516. 52.50 plus 25! postage.
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MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St.
Memphis TN 38127
6 issues yearly, $5.50 — Sample copy
NEWS 'N NOTES
Al Deuce Earl Ed
PO Box 2223
Vernon CT 06066
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
1359 Belleville
Sunnyvale CA 94086
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood
Paragould AR 72450
For the Club Caller & Teacher
Send for a Free Sample Copy
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
Rt. 1, Box 187
Maple Plain MN 55359
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard Orlich
PO Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton FL 33505
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas CA 93901
TORONTO & DIST. S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
30 Kingswell Crescent
Scarborough Ont. Can. MIL 3E1

•Record• Aso SOW
DEALERS IN-PF R RMS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
PO Box 2154
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635
Dancer accessories, caller equipment
FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS
R#1 Box 528
Palm Harbor FL 33563
Phone 813-784-3294
INDIANA
B-BAR-B RECORD SERVICE 1317-241-00081
6313-15 Rockville Rd. 1-465 Exit 13B)
Indianapolis, IN 46224
Mall Orders Invited & Guaranteed
Records Shipped same day.
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
98 Stale Street
Augusta ME 04330
Tel. 207-623-8641
Callers' Supplies
MICHIGAN
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Road
Haslett, MI 48840
The Place Designed With People In Mind
MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave E.
St. Paul MN 55106
612-774-5732
MISSOURI
SKIP'S RECORD SERVICE
1908 Edgemont
Arnold, MO 63010
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Service Callers Supply
Route 1, Box 212
Advance NC 27006
OHIO
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo. Ohio 43609
OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 NE Halsey
Portland OR 97220
Phone: 1-503-252-7623
Newcomb Equip. & Callers Supplies
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC.
1138 Mosby Rd. (901-398-49531
Memphis TN 38116
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records
Box 17688 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas. TX 75217
214-398-7508

Send 25d for ordering one; 75t for 2 to

5 copies; $1.00 for 6 to 10 copies; $1.50
for 11 to 15 copies; $2.00 for 16 to 20;
$3.00 for 21-35; $4.00 for 35 to 50.
Prices apply for ANY variety.
RR— Setting Up A Caller College (Criteria)
D-3— Challenge Basic List
E-3— Bibliography, All SID Books & Sources
F-3— Contra (Country) Dancing — What Is It?
G-3— How To Call A Contra
H-3— Why Dance Contras
1-3— Three Faces of Contra
N-3— The Image System of Hash Calling
P-3— How To Run A 3-Day Clinic
0-3— Lead. Clinic Ideas (Free— LEGACY)
R-3 Typical Problems of 8/D Clubs
. T-3— Calling 6-Couple Squares (Hexagons)
U-3— How Many Sets? (Cartoon)
W-3— SID Films Available (List)
X-3— Resource Contacts — Services
Y-3— "Glad you came to watch" Handout
Z-3— 10 Ways to Good Square Dancing
A-4--SID Manners — Class
B-4— Ten Commandments for SID
C-4— New Dancer Orientation
D-4— "Welcome to Square Dancing" Handout
E-4— The Subject Is "Angels"
F-4-- Do's & Don't's
G-4— Square Dance Week
H-4— What Is S D? Poem
1-4— Graduation Ceremony
. J-4— Club Officer Installation
L-4-- Caller Code of Ethics
M-4— Costs: Callers, Halls, Admissions, etc.
N-4— "The Caller". Humorous Description
0-4— Leadership Penalty/Reward
P-4— SID Promotional Info for Class
0-4— Caller Accessories (Humorous)
R-4— Gimmicks— Dance Fun, Surprises
S-4— Helping Your Club — 8 Ways
T-4— Party Ideas, Theme Nights
U-4— How to Read A RID Cue Sheet
V-4— Care & Feeding of Phonograph Needles
W-4— Sound: Proper Speaker Placement
X-4— Callerlab Programs, Plateaus, Basic List
Y-4— Caller Confirmation, Sample Form
Z-4— Set-ups, Get-outs, Equiv.& Zeros, Callers
A-5— One-Night-Stands Program Tips
B-5— "So You Want To Be A Caller"
C-5— Suggested Symbols for Basics
D-5— Facts to Know about 8-chain thrus
E-5— Caller Rating Form-Self Evaluation
F-5— Square Dancing— A Blend (Poem)
G-5— Promoting Your Class with Paid Ads
. H-5— Flyers— Ideas for Designing
1-5— Theme Nights, Party Ideas
J-5— Calling Systems (Sight, Image, etc.)
K-5— Mini-Talks. Caller To Classes
A-6— What Is A Logo?
B-6— Organize a PR Committee
C-6— Dress For the Dance
D-6— Promote Class Coupons, Tickets. etc.
E-6— SID Month Ideas
F-6— "Let Your Light Shine"
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EXPERIMENTAL BASIC

MAINSTREAM
See center pages
June 1978 issue, or buy
"Mainstream'' book
for $4 from this
magazine to pet
full descriptions of calls
as listed and grouped
by cALLERLAB

MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE
1 Anything and roll
2. Diamond circulate
3. Flip the diamond
4 Pair off
5 Peel the top
6. Single circle to a wave
7. Spin chain the gears
8. Teacup chain
9 Trade the wave
10 Triple scoot
11. Triple trade
12. Turn and left thru

CALLERLAB APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS
Coordinate
Extend
Ferris wheel
Trade the wave (also in Plus 1)
Pass the ocean
Ping pong circulate
Chase right
Stroll and cycle
Track two
Grand weave
Touch 1/4 , 1/2 . 34 Two steps at a time
Roll
ASO PULSE POLL EXPERIMENTALS
CAUTION: Not recommended for
dancers below PLUS level activity.

MAINSTREAM PLUS TWO
1. All eight spin the top
2. All eight swing thru
3. Anything and spread
4. Crossfire
5. Curley cross
6. Dixie grand
7. Explode the wave
8. Follow your neighbor
9. Load the boat
10. Relay the deucey
11. Remake the thar
12. Swap around

1. Tally ho
2. 1-3-4 steps at a time
Roll 'em
4. Keep busy
5. Make me a column
6. Tilt the wave
7 Stroll and bicycle
8. Chase and hinge
9. Ah so
10 Thar she blows

3.

1

p

g
le
OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS
PO Box 8134 3750 Apollo
Corpus Christi, Texas 78412

DRESSES
Over 40 Styles
Lined Bodice

PETTICOATS
Nylon Organdy
Nylon Marquisette

'47

See These Fashions at your Favorite Square Dance Dealer or Western Store.
If not available. write for free brochure.
ATTENTION DEALERS: To inquire about our outstanding line, call collect
512-853-3931 or write for wholesale catalog.
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Round Dance

CLASSICS
1 Spaghetti Rag
2 Feelin•
3 Dream Awhile
4 Arms of Love
5 Birth of the Blues
6. Fascination Waltz
7 Dancing Shadows
8. Folsom Prison
9. Answer Me
10. My Love/Hold Me (Tied)

ROUND DANCER ROUNDS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Them Old Songs
Sunrise, Sunset
Maria
Oklahoma National '78
Games Lovers Play
Hawaiian Wedding Song
Waiting for the Robert E Lee
Real Madrid
Hustle A Round
Desert Song

SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS
1. Til Somebody Loves You
2 Little White Moon
3. Sugar Lips
4. It's A Sin
5 Rose Room/Rose Waltz (Tied)
6. Let's Cuddle
7 Sandy's Waltz
8. Wind Me Up
9. Engine I/9
10. Wildflower

TOP TEN ADVANCED ROUNDS
(Courtesy Carousels Clubs)
1 Hawaiian Wedding Song (Lovelace)
2. Maria Elena (Ward)
3. Song of India (Lovelace)
4. Sugarfoot Stomp (Easterday)
5. Singing Piano (marx)
6. Let's Dance (Stone)
7 Riviere De Lune (Palmguist)
8 Fascination Waltz (Moss)
9. Elaine (Highburger)
10. Wonderland by Night (Moss)

KALOX- &lea-Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX
K-1234 OLD JOE CLARK/OLD SAL inoedownsl
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX

LSr

K-1233 EASY MONEY/JOHNNY DOLLAR (Hoedowns)
K-1232 WHO'S HEART ARE YOU BREAKING NOW
by C.O. Guest

John
Saunders

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH1028 THE MOVIES, Walt McNeel
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH-1027 LUCKY ME, Flip Inst. by Jim Hayes
LH-1026 THINGS I TREASURE. by Rick Smith
NEW ON BELCO
B-285 YOUR LOVE. Two-step by Bill & Virginia Tracy
1st Band. Music only: 2nd. Cued by Bill Tracy
ON'T STOP IN MY WORLD. Two-step. Norman &
Helen Teague
1st Band, Music only: 2nd. Cued by Norman Teague
ECENT RELEASES ON BELCO
-284 SAN ANTONIO ROCK/ACROSS THE ALLEY
B-283 MOLLY'S FOLLY/MR. SATURDAY NIGHT

Rock),
Strickland

`KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO 2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, TX 75149
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Sara Aamot started calling at the age
of six and has called at six Minnesota
state conventions and five national
conventions. Last October she called
her first full dance for a Minnesota club
and is booked to call another for a
different club this spring. Sara is a
member of the Minnesota Callers
Association.
At first sne called only singing calls
but has been calling patter for two
years. Her father, who is caller Whitey
Aamot of Waseca, Minnesota, would
not let her memorize printed material,
so she has learned to sight two or three
squares. Whitey says he's getting used
to the question, "You're the father of
that little girl who calls, aren't you?
HOEDOWNS
Take One — Chaparral
Excelerator Special — Chaparral
After the Ball — Melody
Smooth and Easy — Chaparral
Hot Brakes — Hi-Hat
Smooth and Easy — Rhythm

Una

SINGING CALLS
Rocking in Rosalie's Boat — Chaparral
Wild About Honey — Chaparral
All the Times — LouMac
Luckenbach, Texas — Red Boot
Sing Along — Grenn
All Wrapped Up In You — Rhythm
I Don't Wanna Be Alone — Blue Star
Slippin' Away — Melody
Fools Fall In Love — Hi-Hat
Queen of the Silver Dollar — Chinook

2542 Palo Pinto
Houston, Texas

RHYTHM SINGING CALLS
RR121 BOOGIE GRASS BAND by Wade Driver
RR122 I'M GONNA FIND WHERE I CAN by Pat Barbour
RR123 IT'S BEEN A GREAT AFTERNOON by Wade Driver
RR124 SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE by Wade Driver
RR125 RHYTHM OF THE RAIN by Bob Baler
RR126 SUMMERTIME by Wade Driver
RR127 READY FOR THE TIMES TO GET BETTER by Wade Driver
RR126 TODAY I STARTED LOVING YOU AGAIN by Wade Driver
RR130 WHO AM I TO SAY by Klp Garvey
RR131 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN by Ernie Kinney
RHYTHM ROUNDS
RR503 LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG by Dave & Nita Smith
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CALLERS & SQUARE DANCERS
Here's an opportunity to enjoy your dancing in the fine surroundings of the
Poconos. For groups of 20 or more, our camp is available with full board, overnight
lodging and many facilities up to June 25 and from August 22 onwards. Book now
for 1980). For more details, contact Pine Forest Camp, 110A Benson East, Jenkintown PA 19047 or call (215) 224-2100.
PEOPLE, Continued
that, and even his wife Kay wants him
to keep the beard. When he met
president Carter at the Inaugural
festivities, we wonder if the president
blinked at the unusual resemblance.
David Rausch of the Quality Square
Dance Shop in Clearwater, Florida is
celebrating twenty-five years of business with square dancers this year.
Gene and Mary Lou Brakeman,
operators of Gene & Mary Lou's Dance
Supply in San Jose, California, have
merged with another square dance
clothing store owned by Bill and Sue
Guillett of San Jose to form the Dance
Store.
Bill Knecht of Pasadena, Texas
agrees with our reviewer, John Swindle
that the "Washington & Lee Swing" on
Blue Star is a fight song. It certainly was
that at his high school in La Porte,
Texas, where he will soon use it again in
a square dance exhibition.
Karl-Heinrich Fischle of Hannover,

CHINZIOK Our dor Su! tor

Hat trek

Joe Saltel

Germany made an interesting discovery. In researching American square
dancing in many books on the subject,
he found one particular figure mentioned in each one, without exception.
That is the Texas Star. Therefore, he
concludes that the Texas Star is the
all-time favorite figure.
Ed Carpenter of Los Alamos, NM
asks this question of sports-minded
square dancers: Is caller Horace Guidry
of Louisiana related to New York
Yankee pitcher Ron Guidry, also of
Louisiana?
ASD staff members Harold and Lill
Bausch got a good picture story in a
Nebraska newspaper recently about
their activities. Dancers pictured also
were Roxanne and Gary Stolley.
Happy birthday to our friend Harry
Finer. of Houston who will be 84 on
March 12. He's been a square dancer
since 1949.

RECORDS

Produced by Yvonne Clendenin
7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203

ri.

Dary'
Randy
C-021 RAGTIME COWBOY JOE by Daryl
C-020 THIS TIME I'M IN IT FOR LOVE by Gordon ClendenVi Dbtle
C-019 LAST BLUES SONG by Randy
C-018 WALKIN' ON NEW GRASS by Daryl
C-017 IF YOU WANT ME by Jim
C-016 YES MA'AM by Joe
C-015 IT DOESN'T MATTER by Randy
HOEDOWNS
C-502 UGLY ARNIE/SASSY
C-503 CHINOOK RAMBLE/GRANDMA'S HOEDOWN
ROUNDS
C-1001 AMANDA WALTZ Cued by Lloyd Ward
C-1002 OH LONESOME ME Cued by Bud Parrott
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Fill in as many words as possible from the definitions and transfer each letter to its
proper space in the diagram. A black square marks the end of a word; a double
black square, the end of a sentence. The first letters in the Words column, reading
down, spell out a statement about a popular pastime. The finished diagram
contains a bit of history regarding that pastime.
DEFINITIONS
A. A traditional part of square dancing
B. A predecessor of the square dance
C. Kept up
D.Plant louse
E.A modern square dance call
F. Having a love of beauty
G. Fabrics used in table linens
H. Device for holding a boat in place
I. Pertaining to one's birth
J. Something worn under a SID dress
K. Hindered
L. Inventor of dynamite
M. Loquacious
N. Part of a baseball game
0. Power
P. Make believe
0. Single things
R. Not far

WORDS
S W I
9

N G

45 98 43 62

33 83 93 55 112 5 72 21 51
111 10 48 91 71 31
18 80 90 63 38

11 57 76 113 69 84 37
92 19 80 67 100 47 8 107
54 23 78 14 73 28
39 64 4 106 20 86
61 85 49 70 16

Pa53rft

page

41 94 61 3 12 56 87 27 103
46 25 82 79 1 102 22
40 81 15 68 95
44 35 74 13 96
42 104 6 53 30 65

tr 35 40/V61.41,170
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24 66 36 75 109 7 101 50
52 26 99 110 2 32 17
34 97 29 105 59
88 108 77 58

by Ethel Hawkanson
Chasago City, Minnesota
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Contra at the Convention
True or False:
1. Contra dancing will make you a
smoother square dancer.
2. Contra dancing uses square dance
terms.
3. Contra dancing requires no special
lessons.
4. Contra dancing is boring.
If you answered True to the first three
and a resounding False to number four,
you are right on line with the contra
facts.
No matter the number of correct
answers, you will surely want to
participate in the contra activities at the
28th National Square Dance Convention
to be held at the MECCA/Civic Center
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin on June 28,
29, and 30, 1979.
It is definitely true that contra
dancing enhances your square dancing
because contra dancing has to be
danced to the beat of the music to be
enjoyed. A dancer soon learns when
doing contra dances that there is no
enjoyment when the calls are raced
through (called "crowding" the calls).
Dancing is pleasurable when the proper
amount of steps are taken to complete
each call. It augments the smooth
dancing emphasis that is being adopted
throughout the square dance world.
This is because contra dancing is a
comfortably-paced, smooth-flowing, enjoyable style of dance.
Contra dancing is done in lines using
basic square dance terminology. If you
know the 68 basic square dance calls,
you know more than enough to contra
dance. By using 40 to 50 square dance
calls, it is literally possible to create
millions of different patterns for contra
dancing, even through contras must
follow strict sequence rules. An added
American Squaredance. March 1979

plus is that there is no need for constant
workshops to keep up.
Contra dancing is not difficult. But
don't be fooled into thinking it's boring.
There are many possible combinations
and variations that require the dancers'
concentration.
The square dancer adds a new
dimension to his or her dance repertoire
when he or she discovers that known
square dance movements can be used in
so many new and different situations.
Actually, the dancer is challenged to do
well the material already mastered.
At the National you are encouraged to
try contra dancing. There will be five
hours of contra workshops per day as
well as three hours of evening dancing.
In addition, there will be three hours of
daily programming for the accomplished contra dancer.
The Education Committee complements the dance program. There will be
a contra seminar daily as well as clinics
(get up and do sessions) on Beginner
Introduction to Contra, Contra Timing
and Styling, How to Teach and Prompt
Contras; and a Contra Music and
Timing Panel. Callers and leaders
interested in adding contra to their
repertoire should make sure to participate in these functions. All sessions will
be conducted by respected leaders in
the contra field.
Contra is one of the oldest square
dance forms. It has remained relatively
pure over the years. At the 28th, you
will have a chance to participate in other
traditional dances that have formed the
roots of the square dance picture with
outstanding leaders.
For registration blanks and more
information contact: Bob & Marge
Throndsen, Publicity Chairmen, Box
1032, Janesville, WI 53545.
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May we borrow your pages to express
our thanks to the many wonderful
square dancers in southern California
who contributed their time and efforts
to make our visit there a most
memorable one. We had the honor of
being selected as the five couples to
dance on the Rose Parade float and a
great honor it was. We were in the
Pasadena area from December 26
through January 1 and received such a
fine welcome from every dancer we
met. There were a number of dances
honoring the float dancers; everyone
was so pleased to have us there. They
should only have realized how pleased
we were to be invited.
Special thanks go to Mr. and Mrs.
John Fogg and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Naddeo, co-chairmen of the Square
Dancers of America float, Shirley of the
DoSaDo shop in Alhambra, and a very
special thanks and honorable mention to
Mr. Bill Myrick and his lovely wife,
Bobbie (editors of the California Blue
Book), who never let us out of their
sights (camera sights, that is). We went
absolutely nowhere without the ever
present camera. There should be a very
lovely picture story of the whole event
by the time this work is finished.

The experience was one that we and
the other float dancers will never forget.
We urge everyone to send in their
names for next year's float. You'll never
regret it if you should be selected as we
were.
Don't forget, also, that the float has
to be paid for. It is supported solely by
contributions from square dancers. If
every dancer were to send just one
dollar, the float could be self-supporting. Contributions may be sent to:
"Square Dancers of America," PO Box
2, Altadena CA 91001. A one dollar
contribution will bring you an embroidered rose to put on your badge and a
larger contribution will bring you a
badge and/or swinger to wear indicating that you are a supporter of the
float. You may also write for information on how you can enter the drawing
to become a float dancer yourself.
Inquiries should be directed to Mr. John
Fogg.
Square Dancers of America
Float Dancers: Kathy Kook,
Steve Pape, Gail Semon, Mike Folk
DeAnne Smith, Wayne McDonald
Joy & Steve Weidmaier
Pat & Rich Welsh

RECORDS
D
Y
4
Harold Thomas
Danny Thomas
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Rt. 8 Box 295A

INC Rock Hill SC 29730 igif

MEL-103 AFTER THE BALL by Bob Ferrell
MEL-104 CAROLINA SUNSHINE MAID by Harold Thomas
MEL-105 SLIPPING AWAY by Harold Thomas
MEL-106 MANJO HOEDOWN by Melody Men
MEL-107 LOOKOUT MT. by Jerry Biggerstafl
MEL-108 I CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER by Harold Thomas
MEL-109 DON JUAN by Danny Thomas
TWO NEW SINGING CALLS BY BOB FERRELL
WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS
LOVE OR SOMETHING LIKE IT GOT A HOLD ON ME

Bob Ferre4
Jerry
Bipnerstatt
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"IF IT IS TO BE, IT IS UP TO ME"
A group of enthusiastic and dedicated
square and round dancers from the
Kentuckiana Square Dance Association
and invited guests from the Indiana
Dance Association met at the Ramada
Inn, Scottsburg, Indiana, on October 13,
14 and 15, 1978, to listen, learn and
discuss ways and means in which to
improve the local dancing picture and to
encourage the development of new
leaders. This is the second Leadership,
Educational and Training Seminar that
KSDA has sponsored, and was conducted this year by John Kaltenthaler,
Executive Secretary of Callerlab, who
did an excellent job of coordinating the
program.
Following the Friday evening banquet, John's Keynote Address outlined
the importance of holding a MiniLEGACY such as this, and stressed the
entire objective of a Mini-LEGACY is to
share ideas with one another and to
improve the overall dance activity in our
area, as well as the development of new
leadership. Several Mini-Spiels were
interspersed throughout the program
and consisted of informative talks on
subjects such as: Callerlab by John
Kaltenthaler, National Convention by
Roy Davis, LEGACY by Russ Carty,

Singles by Charlie Underhill and Donna
Eastman, IDA by Jim Massey, and
KSDCA (Kentuckiana Square Dance
Callers Association) by Loren Carmichael. Our own personable Jim Gloor
served as master of ceremonies and
kept the program moving in a very
smooth and efficient manner.
Saturday's program consisted of
three round robin sessions dealing with
critical subjects important to the current
dancing movement. Each session consisted of a presenter, moderator, and
recorder. Following the round robin
sessions were a series of buzz sessions
or "special interest groups" regarding
various topics of equal importance. We
were especially fortunate to have as
guest speaker after the Saturday
evening banquet, Mr. Harry Broadhurst, a professional sales motivator
and trainer. Harry is an expert in
training programs, and gave a dynamic
presentation on developing confidence
and communicating enthusiasm.
The recommendations that evolved
from the Saturday discussion groups
were presented to the entire group on
Sunday morning for any additional
thoughts or interjections. at which time
John Kaltenthaler wrapped up the 1978
LETS program.
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Called by Don Whitaker
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•
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LIGHT IN THE WINDOW — BD102 —
•
•
4
I'M A BELIEVER — BD101 —
/
•
•
Hoedown,
Flip
side
by
Don
Whitaker
j
I
•
v4
ELMER FUDD SPECIAL — BO 103 —
I
•
•
Order from your Dealer or Direct from
4
I
•
•
#4 Fair Oaks, Broken Arrow OK 74012 Phone 918-258-1936
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GREnn

PO BOX 216,
BATH OH 44210

GP 14272
HAPPINESS STREET
by Roy & Phyllis Stier
RHYTHM ROUNDS THEME
by Clara & Harry Thorn

CEM

CEM 37029
WHO STOLE MY HEART AWAY
by Emmett & Monette Courtney
LIGHT 'N LIVELY
by Phil & Becky Guenthner

FTC

TOP
TOP 25348
THAT'LL BE THE DAY
Flip Square by Reath Blickenderfer

F TC 32006 MACNAMARA'S BAND'
FTC 32019 BACK TO DONEGAL*
Old Favorites byJoe Uebelacher

INTRODUCING
Ott 0 No

RELEASES
I'VE BEEN ON A FAST
TRAIN
by Dave Smith
BLUEST HEARTACHE
by Dean Salveson

Dave Smith
Dean Salveson
Bill Cash

leC 0 'OP

DON'T GET LUCKY
by Bill Cash

BRONC RECORDING CO. 9803 W. Girton Dr. J-161, Lakewood CO 80227
Distributed Exclusively by Rocky Mt. Dist. Co. 10101 E. Colo. Av., Denver CO 50231

C BAR C
Phone 1205) 383-3675
1409 Sheffield Dr.
Sheffield, Al. 35660
Bob Poyner
Plainfield, Ill.

Al Davis
Harrison, Arkansas

Jim Congleton
Owner & Producer
THE RECORDS WITH THE BIG BAND SOUND

NEW RELEASES
CC538 LOVER'S QUESTION by Bob Poyner
CC539 BECAUSE I LOVE YOU THAT'S WHY by Clyde Wood
CC540 LAW ENFORCING MAN by Curt Davis
CC542 LOVE by Al
CC541 DELTA DIRT by Bronc Wise
Clyde (Woody) Wood
Kansas City. Mo.

BRAND NEW RELEASES
CC543 WE'VE COME A LONG WAY BABY by Bob & Chris
CC544 BACK ON MY MIND AGAIN by Jim
CC545 GIMME BACK MY BLUES by Curt Davis
CC546 WITHOUT YOU by Woody Wood
CC547 NIGHT COACH OUT OF DALLAS by Bronc
CC548 HELP ME MAKE IT TO MY ROCKING CHAIR
by Bob & Chris
CC549 OLD FASHIONED LOVE by Bob & Chris
CC550 TAKING A CHANCE ON YOU by Bob & Chris
NEW HOEDOWN
HOE1 WALKING TALL FLIP AL CALLING PLUS 1 & 2

Curt Davis
Jonesboro. Ark
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BOB & CHRIS
LOCKEBY
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES
wrong way every time.
3. Failure to complete a move both
simple and complex.
4. Anticipation.
5. Memorizing calls.
6. Waiting several counts before
moving on a call.
7. Failure to listen while the other
couples are active.
8. Lack of ability to "Stack" calls.
9. "Frozen Face"
10. "Helping" everyone else in the
square.
There is lots more. He says the
California Pro Callers give a "thumbs
down" vote on grand weave as a
Callerlab experimental. Disco swing is

Follow your neighbor and spin chain
thru are given a workout this month in
the Southern California Notes, as well
as more involved movements such as
scoot, roll & spin; diamond circulate to
an hourglass; and hourglass circulate to
a diamond. New president Bronc Wise
is introduced to readers, smooth
dancing is endorsed for 1979.
Will Orlich has some excellent quotes
in NCR Notes this month, especially this
one, partially excerpted from Ted
Wegener:
Common mistakes by square dancers:
1. Failing to take one step to every
beat of the music.
2. Whirling dervish girls who turn the
00110tb,=.11.=

Meg Sinitin3

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

EvergthIn§,
-63r Square-Dancers
Please send for our
Free Catalog

Nylon Ruffles
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon
"horse hair" bouffant. This is not only a
very durable, but beautiful garment. Heavy
elastic waistline is double stitched for comfort and long wear.
Colors:

Black/black ruffle
White/White ruffle
White/Pink Ruffle
White/Blue Ruffle
White/Green ruffle
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Red, White, Navy
Red/Red ruffles
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Ruffles
Yellow/WYeltow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles

Small, medium & large
Sizes:
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired
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$19.50

Handling
51.50 each

especially featured.
Gene Trimmer in Mainstream Flow has
a nice choreo development of two steps
at a time. He goes on into a similar
complete presentation of dixie style to a
wave, with many good examples.
Barry Wonson in Figuring has added
a new feature to his notes that has long
been a feature in Bill Peters' Choreo
Breakdown— the idea of a singing call
figure using a currently featured new
movement. He initiates it with two steps
at a time, and uses this figure:
Heads lead right and
Circle up four you do
Go up to the middle and back
And then curlique
Two steps at a time,
Move it round you go
In the middle, swing thru
Two by two you know
Turn thru and swing that corner around
Allemande left. come back
And promenade on down
(Add the two-line tag here)
He has a good workshop on cast off

3/4 , some good record reviews, and we
blushingly print this excerpt: "ASO
magazine just keeps getting better and
"
better
Minnesota Callers Notes by Warren
& George has some good figures to test
your dancers' reflexes on very directional but slightly unusual material,
rather than teaching new experimentals
at each dance. Right and left thru and a
quarter more is given some play.
Andy Cisna in SDLBA Notes features
make a column (also featured in several
other issues this month). A bunch of
good equivalents are given, one of
which we've excerpted here. This one
features track two:
(from any DPT set-up)....
Track two, centers trade
Centers run, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
All U-turn back
Kenny Farris, editor of NCASDLA
Notes, appeals to his readers for
material, or his "chatty" publication
(ASD quote) will be "reduced to a
whisper" (his quote).
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NEW ON LOU-MAC
LM 131 BACKING TO BIRMINGHAM by Bill
LM 130 LAY DOWN SALLY by Mac Letson
LM 129 ALL MY ROADS by Mac Letson
LM 128 HAVE I TOLD YOU by Roger Morris
LM 127 DON'T THINK TWICE, Jim Coppinger
LM 126 ALL THE SWEET by Bill Barner
LM 125 YOU CAN HAVE HER, Harold Kelley
RECENT RELEASES
LM 122 SHE'S MY ROCK by Jim Coppinger
LM 121 LAST FAREWELL by Mac Letson
LM 120 TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT by Bill
LM 119 POLLY ANN by Harold
LM 118 NELLIE by Mac

Jim
Coppingei

NEW ON BOB-CAT
BC 105 DOWN ON BOURBON STREET by Bob

Bob
Augustin
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BC-104 EVERYTHING I TOUCH, Bill Barner
BC-103 MAGIC OF THE RAIN, by Bob
BC-102 SQUARE DANCE MAN, by Larry
P.O. Box 2406, Muscle Shoals, Alabama 3566U
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SWIMMING
HORSEBACK
RIDING
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CALLER SESSIONS Send S20 Deposit to
Vaughn & Jean Parrish
PARRISH RANCH,
Rt. 2, Parrish Rd.
Staff: Ray & Mildred Smith, Ben & Irene Coleman, Ed & Jackie
Berthoud CO 80513
Newton. Ross & Penny Crispino, Scott & Valerie Smith, Earl &
303-494-6922
Rosie Rich, Dick & Charlene Spooner, Conn & Vera Housley,
Ranch No. 303-772-5118
Herb & Erna Egender, Bill Wright, Vaughn & Jean Parrish.
RANCH RATES: S25.00 per day, $120 00 per week per couple. Children. $10 00425.00 per week

ENCORE, Continued
that perhaps this "stone-throwing"
should be used only by the faultless.
She says, "Let's stop and ask, honestly,
what we mean when we shout or
whisper, "Clique!"
10 YEARS AGO— March 1969
Do you use philosophy and psychology in your square dance activities? "Of
course you do," says Clarence Scholtz.
"Philosophy and psychology apply to
everything which makes square and
round dancing enjoyable; so pleasant
that others will wish to learn the secret
of a pleasant evening at any of the many
clubs.... When you can visit a club and
everyone there appears to go out of
their way to make you feel at home,
acceptable, wanted, with a be-sure-tocome-back attitude. and to have more
fun, philosophy and psychology have
combined to make square dancing and
round dancing appealing to all who
listen. Remember. everyone is a
salesman. Make square dancing the
lure of the ages."

Doug Edwards reports on the Chicago
TV special presentation over NBC
Channel Five, "Whenever we see
square dancing on television or in the
movies," Doug says, "we are either
pictured as barn dancers or as cloggers." There has been a real need to
project a true picture of our great hobby
and that break came to the Chicago area
when callers and dancers were asked to
put on a half hour show of square
dancing as it really exists in this area.
Several clubs were shown dancing,
pictures of square dance shops and halls
were featured. Marvin Labahn was
shown teaching a beginners class and
round dancing was pictured by Jerry
and Dottie Daniel's club doing the
round dance "Dream Awhile." Doug
credits Gene Cartwright, an NBC
technician and square dancer with
sparking the idea of the square dance
TV special.

BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT
HH5001— EVERY NOW AND THEN by Ernie Kinney
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON
BR225— 'TIL THE WELL RUNS DRY by Jerry Hightower
BR1002— VALENTINO TANGO, R/D by Gloria Roth
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT
HH499— SWEET FEVER by Ed Fraidenburg
HH498— SHE CAN PUT HER SHOES UNDER MY BED
by Ernie Kinney
Distributors, Corsair-Continental Corp. 8 Twelgren Inc.
Produced by Ernie Kinney Enterprises. 3925 N Tollhouse Rd Fresno CA 93726
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BALLROOM DANCING, Continued

enhanced by the confidence and competence they derive from knowing what
they will do next. The single pattern
free style dancer derives maximum
pleasure from being motivated by and
moving to the beat of the music.
Repeating the single pattern does not
result in the monotony that an experienced round dancer feels when dancing
a one pattern dance.

the established combination. She may
react unfavorably when the man
attempts to change the combination.
Changing partners is an excellent
means of developing leading/following
techniques. A different partner reduces
the woman's tendency to anticipate
leads as she does with her regular
partner. Anticipating leads interferes
with leading and following ability. It is
difficult to lead a woman from a box
pattern into a scissors pattern if she
anticipates a turn pattern.
Ad lib use of round dance patterns
can be less than satisfactory until
leading and following techniques are
developed to some degree of competence. Partners should have common
repertoires of patterns for successful
leading and following. It is difficult to
lead a woman from a box pattern to a
scissors pattern if she doesn't know how
to perform a scissors.
Dancers who free style ballroom
dance using only one pattern may
develop a strong showy style which is

SPEAKING OF SINGLES, Continued
exhilaration is obvious in follow-up
reports of activities. Bob Baier is their
club caller and could give contact
information to other singles desiring to
learn more about the way Lone Stars
plan and carry out their activities. Bob's
address is 14032 Wrigley, Houston TX
77045.

CRUISE ON THE MTS DANAE' TO
SCANDINAVIA & RUSSIA
AUGUST 13, 1979
15 DAYS

4t -P.

KENN &
DIXIE REID

Visit
Amsterdam
Kiel Canal
Visby. Sweden
Stockholm, Sweden
Helsinki, Finland
Leningrad, Russia
Copenhagen. Denmark
Hardanger Fiord
Bergen. Norway

$1698

FROM

'Greek Registry
Price based on Los Angeles departure. Cost for
other departure cities available on request

SQUARE & ROUND DANCING
NOW TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS!
Sun City Adventure Tours (SCAT)
28097 Bradley Road
Sun City CA 92381
(714) 679-2394
SCAT of Hemet
3112 W. Florida
Hemet CA 92343
(714) 652-4494
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Or contact Kenn Reid (714) 271-7324

:
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EVENTS, Continued
Ohio— Honeymoon SID Weekend.
Burr Oak Lodge, Glouster: March
30-April 1; Chuck Marlow, Cal Golden,
Gene Record, Dick Blaskis. Write Janet
Marlow, 3795 Pamela Dr., Gahanna OH
43230.
New York— 8th FLAC-Fest, Broadway
Jr. H.S., Elmira; March 31; Ken
Anderson, Cubby Van Loon, Jim Mayo.
Jean Alve, LeVerne & Doris Reilly,
Dave & Dottie Griffiths. Write Bob &
Sue Schlenker, Box 92, Kanona NY
14856.
California— 1st Ann. Challenge Extravaganza. Oxnard; April 6-8; Jim Davis,
Dave Hodson, Norm Poisson. Write
PACE, Inc., PO Box 39586, Los Angeles
CA 90039.
Alabama— 26th Alabama Jubilee, April
6-7. Municipal Auditorium, Birmingham; John Hendron, Jim Coppinger,
Wayne Norma Wylie. Write Berenice
Turner, PO Box 1085. Birmingham AL
35201.
Iowa— Heap Big Time in '79 at Iowa
State Convention, Blackhawk College.
Moline, Ill., April 6-7. Write Mrs. Les
Buffington. 516 Franklin. Buffalo IA

NEWS, Continued
The group included Bob and Mary
Oakes, Bob and Mary White, Bob and
Rosy Henderson, Don and Shirley
O'Brien and Bob and Effie Whiteman,
caller.
CSRA DANCERS STAY BUSY
A group of CSRA dancers rented a
bus to attend the winter dance in
Columbus. Georgia, recently. Ira Hozen
took them border to border in record
time so they could prove their affection
for Dan and Mary Martin. State GSSDA
presidents, and enjoy dancing with
Georgia callers. Ira kept that bus
moving until the dancers were back in
Richmond County, after which he could
not make it move at all. After some work
he managed to get it to the shop. All the
dancers arrived home with happy
memories of a fine weekend.
Sam Davis
Augusta. Georgia

0%
NATIONAL
SQUARE DANCE
DIRECTORY

ROUND & SQUARE FESTIVAL
Ellis Hall Juniata College
Huntingdon PA
Friday & Saturday, June 8 & 9, 1979

Now square dancing has a National Directory listing over 6000 clubs across the
U.S. and Canada. The directory includes
the type of club. when and where they
dance and a person to contact concerning the club. This 120-page directory is
a must for dancers and callers alike.
For directory send $3.95 for each copy to.
National Square Dance Directory

Dick Jones
Califon. NJ

Emil Code
Walt Cole
Pavia. PA
Ogden, Utah
Rounds. Jack & Alma Bassett
State College. Pa

PLUS I & II
ADVANCED WORKSHOP
CALLER CLINIC
CONTRA CLINIC
AIR CONDITIONED HALLS
Registration— $10.00 per couple
NO CANCELLATIONS AFTER MAY 1st
Contact: JOHN YORK — TPA
508 Penn St.. Huntingdon PA 16652
8141 643-3577
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P.O. Box 54055
Jackson. Ms. 39208
Please allow 2 weeks for delivery
Name:
Address•
City:
State:

Zip
93

DANCING TIPS, Continued
waiting. So, please listen to the beat of
the music. The caller is listening to the
same music, so you should be together.
We're wishing you smooth, effortless
dancing — dancing to the music.
Here is a poem that should give us all
some food for thought:
I have two eyes that I can see,
The world is mine.
I have two feet that I can dance,
The world is mine.
I have two ears that I can hear
The caller and music are so fine.
Oh God, forgive me when I whine.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

CALLERS COLLEGE

roil EXPERIENCED CALLERS & NEW CALLERS

AUGUST 12-18,1979
CO-SPONSORED BY AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE

WANTED: Vacationers to rent small
cottage with use of beach on Lake
George (midway between Lake George
Village and Ticonderoga). during June,
July and September; names of
square dance contacts in area provided.
Write Stan & Cathie Burdick, 216
Williams St., Huron, Ohio 44870.

STAN BURDICK
JOHN KALTENTHALER
KIP GARVEY
JERRY COPE
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NEW RELEASES
RH-209 IF THIS IS JUST A GAME by Darryl McMillen
RH-304 SWEET FANTASY by Bill Terrell
RH-503 BACK ON MY MIND by Tony Oxendlno
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Bill Terrel
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RECENT RELEASES
RH-207 SOLITAIRE by Darryl McMillan
RH-303 SEMOLITA by Bill Terrell

-.0
.
111
of

BEST SELLERS
RH-502 TEXAS WOMAN by Tony Oxencline
RH-206 ON THE REBOUND by Darryl McMillan
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Produced by RANCH HOUSE RECORDS
Darryl L. McMillan
PO Drawer 880. Lynn Haven FL 32444
Dairy, McMillan
Phone 904-265-2050
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WORKSHOP, Continued
Four ladies chain, heads star thru
Sides divide and make lines, slide thru
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4
Slide thru, Dixie grand, left allemande..
Heads divide and star thru
Sides right and left thru, pass thru
Make a wave, spin chain thru
Boys run, bend the line, crosstrail thru
To corner, left allemande
Sides roll half sashay
Heads square thru three-quarters
Sides divide and star thru, track two
Swing thru, boys run, half tag the line
Walk and dodge, chase right
Hinge a quarter, girls run
Half tag the line, face right,
Left allemande
Head couples partner hinge
Sides divide and step to a wave
swing thru, boys run, crossfire
Ends circulate one spot
Centers circulate one spot
All circulate one spot, walk and dodge
California twirl, slide thru
Left allemande

Heads pass thru and chase right
Sides divide and curlique, coordinate
Half tag, trade and roll, pass thru
Trade by, touch a quarter
Swing thru, centers run, half tag line
Scootback, girls circulate one spot
Boys run, wheel and deal,
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, make a wave
Spin chain thru, girls circulate two spots
Spin chain thru, boys circulate two spots
Boys run around the girls
California twirl, couples circulate one
Bend the line, star thru, pass to center
Star thru, crosstrail thru to corner
Left allemande
Heads lead right to a line, pass thru
Tag the line, track two
Centers circulate one spot
Centers run around the ends
Boys circulate one spot
Centers trade, bend the line
Star thru, centers right and left thru
Pass thru, veer left, tag the line
Girls go left and boys go right
Left allemande.

Pz.4
SO YOU WANT TO BE A CALLER?
A CALLER'S INSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
DESIGNED WITH ALL LEVELS OF CALLERS IN MIND
This manual is the most comprehensive manual of its kind on the market today,
including a special section on sight calling, zero movements, equivalents
and how to use them.
With this manual, you learn how to call a dance, not read it.

Yours for only $7.00 plus 504 postage & handling
Written and edited by Eddie Powell & Ron Shaw
Order from and make checks payable to:
PRO-CALL INTERNATIONAL, Box 2578, Dearborn MI 48123
Dealers Inquiries Welcome
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AMERICAN CF1
SQURRE ORNCE
SUBSCRIPTION DANCES
Location & Contact:
Parkersburg WV: March 2, Keith & Karen Rippeto
San Antonio TX; March 3, Steve & Fran Stephens
Phoenix, AZ; March 4 (tentative)
Albuquerque NM: March 5 Tom Clark
Columbus Nebraska; Marcn 7, Paul Bartlett
Sidney Nebraska; March 8, Mal & Shirley Minshall
Auburn WA; March 12. Carl Smith
Eureka CA; March 14. Al & Connie Whitfield
St. Louis MO; March 15, E11118.Dorothy Stephenson
Columbus OH; March 18. John & Doris Lynch
Muskegon MI; March 22. Ken & Dot Gilmore
Morgantown, WV: March 23. Frank Landis
Portland IN; March 25. Tom & Wanetta Millett
Kearney Nebraska; March 28. Gene Beck
Blairsville PA: March 30, Bill Hill
Watertown. SD: March 31. Perry Bergh icallino)
White Plaine NY; March 31, R. & H. Andrews
Canandaigua NY; April 1. Bob & Nancy Ellis
Erie. PA: April 5. Wayne 8 Helen Witherow
Long Bch. CA; April 11, Geo. 8 H.L Monaghan
Charlestown WV; April 18, Erwin Lawson
Altoona PA; April 19, Emil 8. Ruth Corte
Chatham IL; April 21. William & Mary Clark
Potsdam NY; May 6, Douglas & Blanche Reome
Rochester NY: May 15. Bruce Shaw
Sheffield PA: May 20. Chas & Irene Rice
Cincinnati OH; May 23, Flo Rohe
Mt. Home AR; May 24, Murel & Almedia Partee
Central City KY: May 26, J. Reisinger. C. Ashby
Waco TX; June 2 (tent.). Ray Mattiza
Alpine TX: June 3. Phil Plummer
Rialto CA; June 4. Johnny & Lou Scott
Kirtland OH: June 5. Russ Perlors
Mt. Orab. OH: June 10. Louis & Opal Bingaman
Kingsport TN: June 11. Johnny Jones
Memphis, TN; June 13. Ed & Sally Ramsey
Augusta, GA; June 20. Sam & Alice Davis
Cooler MO; June 22. Genda Robinson
Grenada MS; June 23. Chas & Sara Leflores
Fenton MI. July 8. Dick 8. Marlene Bayer
Minerva NY; July 25. Bill & Mary Jenkins
Dillard GA; August 11. Jerry & Becky Cope
Anniston AL; August 25. Lynwood Williamson
Anderson SC; August 27. Carol Lander
Lancaster SC: August 28. Tony Oxendine

Columbia SC; August 29, Tony Oxendine
Charleston SC; August 30. Brad & Pam Tomlinson
Denton TX: Sept. 7. Toby & Judy Thomason
Garden City UT; Sept. 8. Bill Bailey
Kingsville TX; Sept. 9, Ken & Judy Curtis
Johnstown PA, Sept 16. Walt Mahler
Berea OH: Sept 17. Al 8, Lou Jaworskr
Belleville IL: Sept 21. Joe 8 Marilyn Obal
Wausau WI; Sept 24. Bob & Pauly Holup
Billings MT: Sept 29. G Moore (Cody. WY)
Peoria IL; Oct 8. Paul 8 Ruth Helmig
Wyoming MI. Oct 9. Jerry & Judy Shoup
Grand Blanc MI. Oct 10. Jeff & Karen Keelor
Peoria. IL: October 15. Dean Larimore
Camillus NY: Oct. 27. Tom Tomlinson (Calling)
Toledo. Ohio; Oct 28. Bob Hart. Jack May
Fremont NE; October 31, Harold & Lill Bausch
Hudson NY; Nov 2, McIntyres or Joyners
Berlin PA: Nov. 11 (Tent I
Pollock ND: Nov 12 (Tent.)
Rav ND: Nov. 13. Sheldon Thom
Minot ND: Nov 14. Arnold 8. Nobuko Strebe
Devil's Lake ND; Nov 15 (Tent.)
Grand Forks area; Nov. 16. Virgil & Ruth McCann
Versailles, OH: November 23. Wayne Roll
Carrollton GA: Dec 5. Wayne & Louise Abbey
Los Alamos NM: Jan 4. Maxine Whitmore
Va. Bch., VA; Jan.. 18. Warren & June Berglund
Ogden, VT; January 30. Walt 8 Louise Cole
Milwaukee. WI; January 31. Bob 8 Arlene Koser
Deerfield Bch., FL; February 10. Jerry & Pat Seeley
Warner-Robins. GA; February 16. Candler Sharpe

Dance Colorado
CUTTY'S 2nd ANNUAL
DANCE FESTIVAL
JULY 27, 28 & 29, 1979
Square & Round Dance Featuring

Dean Salveson
Darryl McMillan

Glen & Mary Nokes
Bill Cash

For information contact: Alma Cash
3711 Montebello Dr.. Colorado Springs
303/598-1280
Colorado 80918

FOUR BAR B RECORDS
- presents-

NEW RELEASES
Featuring The Quality Sound by The Bradsmen
Bob
6001 Tulsa Trim
6002 Paint This Old Town Blue
Patter
6003 Ozark Romp
flip side called

Bob Carmack
215 E Rockwood
Springfield MO 65807
1417) 887 8451
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Bill

Bill & Bob

Produced By B J Carnahan
Four Bar B Records. Inc.
Box 7 11
Macks Creek. MO 65796
(3141-3635432

Bill Owsley
Route 112
Buffalo. MO 65622
14171 752 3622

Book
Nook
by Mary Jenkins

THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS
by Al Brundage and Earl Johnston
Within the 46 pages of this handy little booklet (about 3x6 in.) the dancers and
callers will find square dance calls from acey deucy to zig-zag and zag-zig.
Everything from "A to Z", Callerlab lists for Plus 1, Plus 2, Advanced 1. Advanced
2, Level 3 and Level 4. is included in this booklet.
Full descriptions and practice examples for dancers and callers, and an
alphabetical index in the back of this dictionary, should make it a must for those
interested in higher levels of dancing.
Invest in a copy. carry it with you, study it and refer to it between tips, as many
people do. Even if you don't consider yourself above a Mainstream Dancer's level,
many callers are using some of these higher-than-Mainstream calls, and you may
want to learn to do them properly. Or "be prepared" — learn the call before you
are exposed to it.
Order from : Pocket Dictionary. PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066. 52.00 plus .35 pst.

S/D Record
Review Service

APRIL MAGAZINE
IS THE VACATION ISSUE!

TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis TN 38116

SEND US YOUR SPECIAL EVENTS
LISTINGS NOW!

6*.; +0
,7J.1
.1i Ta3S~r~its

YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE O1 GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
Wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

:1::

THE MUREX COMPANY

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-35t EACH
100 OR MORE— 30t EACH

6061/2 W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, Illinois 61820

"Send for free catalogue
on badges, stickers,
accessories, etc."
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
CAL LERC
INERIES

AVAILABLE ARE

BOOKS

$3.00
$3.00
55.00
$6.00
$6.00

EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
CALLER CLINIC
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
SET UP AND GET OUT

$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$3.00

MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING
MAINSTREAM PLUS ONE & TWO
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE
WINDMILL SYSTEM

$3.00
$3.00

FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CAL LING
WHEELING AND DEALING
HOEDOWN HERITAGE
MATCH A MELODY
MODERN MODULE MODE
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the Mentally Handicapped
SOLO DANCES
CLIP ART

S3 00

CLOGGING

$4.00

THE FUNNY WORLD OF
SQUARE DANCING
$4.00

$4.00
$3.00
$3.00
$4.00
.$3.00
$5.00
. 56.00

DIPLOMAS
Square/Round— 10rt; Clogging— 15it
Promotional Folders: 100/$6.00
IN-forms (guides, helps)— For list.
see page 5, ASD. Sept. 1978
Inquire about Quantity Prices
Include 50it postage & handling
with each order.

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE
P.O. BOX 788 SANDUSKY OHIO 44870
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and knows that he knows — is a wise man. Follow him.
and knows not that he knows — Is asleep. Wake him.
not and knows he knows not — Is a child. Teach him.
not and knows not that he knows not — is a fool. Shun him
—Old Pervon Proverb
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CAL GOLDEN ENTERPRISES
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WEEKEND
KINGS ISLAND INN — MASON, OHIO
March 23,24,25, 1979
Advanced Level Square Dancing Using Callerlab List
Callers: CAL GOLDEN & DICK BARKER
Rounds: BUZZ & DIANNE PEREIRA
CAL GOLDEN'S EIGHTH ANNUAL SQUARE DANCE CALLERS COLLEGES
The following CALLERS COLLEGES are for:
1. Square dancers who want to become square dance callers
New callers lust getting started
Callers who have never attended a callers college
4. Callers who want to improve themselves
5. Callers who would like an in-depth look into sight calling
6. Callers who would like to learn the latest science, mechanics and techniques
of calling.
Kings Island Inn, Mason, Ohio
March 25-30
Anthony Island Motel, Hot Springs, Arkansas
April 22-27
Recreation Room, Dodge Bowling Lanes, Belvidere, Illinois
June 18-23
The Sand Dollar Motel, Jekyll Island, Georgia
July 7-12
July 23-28
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Aug. 29-Sept.2 Bear Lake Square Dance Kamp, Garden City, Utah
September 3-8 Lionshead Resort & Dance Ranch, West Yellowstone, Montana
October 28-31 City Park and Recreation Building, Owatonna, Minnesota
• ••

HAWAII TOURS
For a Vacation of a Lifetime, Join Cal & Sharon
Two 15-Day Tours to Beautiful Colorful Hawaii
9-23 May 1979/6-20 November 1979
Visiting 5 Islands Using Outstanding Hotels
March 1979
Karney, Missouri
Seminar, Western Mo. Callers Assn
Kansas City, Missouri
7
Erie, Pennsylvania
8
Downingtown, Pennsylvania
9,10 Scotia, New York
11 Seminar & Dance, Marlton, N.J.
12 Plattsburgh, New York
13-14 Callers Seminar, Plattsburgh,
GOLD STAR RECORDS
16 Erie, Pennsylvania
17 Adrian, Michigan
NEW RELEASE
20 Arkadelphia, Arkansas
GS 709 SHIRLEY JEAN BURRELL
23,24,25 Advanced Weekend, Kings
Flipside Called by Cal Golden
Island Inn, Mason, Ohio
25 thru 30 Callers College, Kings Island Inn, Mason, Ohio
Information write: SHARON GOLDEN
30 Glouster, Ohio
Dept. AMS, PO Box 2280
31 Troy, Ohio
Hot Springs AR 71901 (501) 624-7274
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scope r eciucc!es
NEW RELEASE
SC636 AM I BLUE
Called by: Jay Henderson
Fresno, California
New Catalog Available
RECENT RELEASES
SC635 YODELING KATIE
SC634 JEEPERS CREEPERS
SC633 SWEET SWEET SMILE
SC632 SWEET SUE
SC630 HAPPY BIRTHDAY MEDLEY
HOEDOWNS
SC325 BAN HO/SANS BAN HO
SC323 HIGH GEAR/LONG JOHN
SC312 HANDY/SAN LUIS RAMBLE
SC311 RUBY/RUBY'S FIDDLE
Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406
Tel: 805-543-2827

SUCCESS STORY:
A BUSINESS THAT STARTED ON A SHOESTRING

The tour starts with the Leather Room where Don Davis is showing Stan and Calvin Seaquest the proper
way to cut leather; then, in the Sewing Room, Virginia Seaquest also observes a quick stitch or two.

An exhibition for employees at the plant proves
the "bosses" are square dancers, as visiting ASD
caller belts one out.

When one of your ASD editors visited the
Promenader Shoe factory in Winder, Georgia a
short while ago (see Feb., p. 9), he learned lots
about the "shoes made for square dancers by
square dancers".
A couple of Arkansas fishing buddies, Don Davis
and Jim White first formed the D&W Shoe
Company in 1965, and like any "shoestring"
business, they went from a back bedroom to a front
room to a trailer, then to a utility building.
In those days the old "lace-up" was popular, and
the first order went to Meg Simpkins, after the
Dallas convention.
Today forty-two full time employees are
supervised by Jim (administration, accounting),
Don (production, quality), and Chuck LeMons
(plant operation) in the spacious plant where
hundreds of shoes are shipped each day to all fifty
states and several foreign countries.
"Take two steps at a time and come, see us, Jim says.
Center. Chuck & Joan Lemons, Jim & Ellen
White (Don Davis in the background).

nsoie molding is demonstrated by Don to Cal, Virginia and Stan. Methods of operation in the Fitting
Room are then explained. Many colors and sizes must be available at all times for the tastes of thousands of
dancers.

The square included Jim & Ellen White, Calvin
& Virginia Seaquest. Randolph & Karla Saunders.
Don & Helen Davis, and Chuck & Joan LeMons.
Chuck LeMons demonstrates the toe-forming operation in the Lasting Room. Then Don demonstrates
how heels are attached with an automatic five-nail machine, to Cal, Virginia, Randolph, Karla, and Stan.
The final shots below are in the Packing Room.
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